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Abstract
Percutaneous needle placement, a minimally invasive procedure performed thou-
sands of times in the U.S. each year, relies on dedicated skill and extended training
due to the difficulty in controlling the needle trajectory inside tissue and need for men-
tal registration of images to locations inside the patient. Inaccurate needle placement
may miss cancer tumors during diagnosis or eradicate healthy tissue during therapy.
Magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) provides ideal procedure guidance with the merit
of excellent soft tissue contrast for high spatial resolution visualization of targets
and surgical tools. However, currently MRI guidance and interventions are usually
two disjointed procedures as patient has to be moved out of scanner for intervention
and moved inside scanner for visual confirmation. The rationale of robot-assisted
intro-operative MRI surgery is to perform surgical interventions utilizing “real-time”
image feedback in combination with robotic manipulation to reduce operation time
and increase surgical outcome.
However, challenges arise from electromagnetic compatibility of robotic system in
the MRI environment. Second, accurate percutaneous needle placement is very chal-
iii
lenging due to needle deflection, needle induced tissue motion and patient motion.
Third, manual insertion inside the bore of an MRI scanner has awkward ergonomics
due to difficult access to the patient, making both training and intervention even
harder. Surgeons can hardly see the pre-operative visualization images during the in-
sertion procedure. To overcome these three challenges, correspondingly three robotic
approaches for MRI-guided interventions and their applications for prostate cancer
diagnosis and therapy were proposed and correspondingly three generations of robotic
systems were developed.
The first robotic approach is demonstrated with the development of a modular net-
worked mechatronic system for 6 degree of freedom fully-actuated semi-autonomous
robotic prostate biopsy and brachytherapy, which utilizes piezoelectric actuation and
enables simultaneous imaging and actuation with 3% signal noise ratio reduction.
Straight and angulated needle placement robots as two configurations were designed
and evaluated.
To overcome the needle placement error issue, two kinds of steerable continuum
robots as the second approach were designed and modeled. The asymmetric tip needle
robot performs needle rotation and translation control to reduce tissue deformation
and increase steering dexterity to compensate placement error under continuous MRI
guidance. The MRI-guided concentric tube robot is deployed to access delicate surgi-
cal cites that are traditionally inaccessible by straight and rigid surgical tools without
relying on tissue reaction force.
iv
The third approach guides the design of a surgeon-in-the-loop master-slave teleop-
eration system with fiber-optic force feedback, which is the first of its kind for prostate
intervention. To gain tactile feedback, a Fabry-Perot interferometer based fiber-optic
force sensor was designed to measure needle insertion force and render force feedback
during teleoperation. A pneumatically driven master robot with strain gauge force
sensing was also designed as haptic interface to the user. The teleoperation controller
provides the feel and functionality of manual needle insertion with the ergonomic
advantages of being able to train and perform the task from outside the scanner bore.
v
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Chapter 1
Introduction
“All children are artists. The
problem is how to remain an artist
once he grows up.”
Pablo Picasso
Ever since the first surgical robot developed in 1988 that utilized an industrial
robot Unimation PUMA to perform computed tomography (CT) guided stereotactic
brain surgery [1], the general goal of robot-assisted surgery is largely the same, that
is to perform surgical interventions less invasively, more accurately, and more time
efficiently. However, developing robotic systems for intraoperative magnetic resonance
imaging (MRI) guided surgery presents new challenges and opportunities. This thesis
addresses the topic of MRI-guided robotic assistance for percutaneous prostate cancer
diagnosis and therapy from four aspects: actuation, dexterous manipulation, sensing,
1
and teleoperation. Each aspect is one independent chapter in this dissertation.
1.1 Background and Motivation
Image-guided therapy (IGT) is one kind of interventional procedure that utilizes
advanced imaging to localize, target, monitor and control surgical diagnosis and ther-
apy. This type of procedures were first introduced by Dr. Ferenc Jolesz, who founded
Brigham and Women’s Hospital’s IGT program in the early 1990s. Early 1980s wit-
nessed the debut of MRI as diagnostic imaging modality. After that, it has been
investigated for its feasibility to guide percutaneous procedures. The goal of “inter-
ventional MRI” is to use MRI techniques for rapid guidance and/or monitoring of
minimally procedures in a manner analogous to conventional angiographic, CT, and
ultrasound-guided interventions.
Image-guided therapy allows interventional procedures with greater precision and
superior outcomes by integrating medical imaging with the surgical workflow. How-
ever, IGT typically relies on “stale” images acquired preoperatively. Intra-operative
imaging enables “closed-loop medicine” by providing a feedback pathway.
MRI is an ideal guidance modality with the ability to perform high quality, vol-
umetric, real-time, multi-parametric imaging with high soft tissue contrast without
ionizing radiation. Deploying robotic systems inside MRI synergizes the visual capa-
bility of MRI and the manipulation capability of robotic surgical assistance. Although
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the clinical benefits are clear, interventional MRI has thus far failed to become com-
monplace due to significant challenges related to electromagnetic compatibility and
mechanical constraints of the confined close-bore.
1.1.1 Advantages of MRI for Diagnosis and Ther-
apy
The primary advantages of using MRI for guidance of needle-based minimally
invasive surgery are due to the inherent physical principles of MRI and following fea-
tures. The MRI-based medical paradigm offers several advantages over other imaging
counterparts.
1) MRI has multiple mechanisms to provide high-fidelity soft tissue contrast and
spatial resolution. MRI provides excellent soft tissue contrast that allows for visual-
ization of tumors that are not visible by other modalities. Thus it aids early diagnosis
and treatment. Since it provides accurate positioning of tumor, it is very ideal for
robot-assisted procedures as visual targets.
2) MRI provides the sensing capability to a variety physiological parameters. This
includes temperature sensing (also known as MRI thermal imaging), and blood flow
measurement within a vascular malformation. Similar to visual sensing of tissue and
tool, this extraordinary sensing feature enables monitoring and controlling therapeu-
tical interventions. In particular, it can potentially be used for closed-loop robotic
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interventions to regulate or control some desired physiological parameters;
3) MRI is capable of imaging both soft tissue and intervention tools in arbitrary
planes. MRI is a three-dimensional imaging modality that permits arbitrary imaging
plane selection, even in a dynamic manner. It allows for localization of the interven-
tional tools and allows for on-the-fly adjustment of imaging plane. This feature is
particularly favorable for robotic applications, which relies on MRI sensory feedback
to guide and control robot motion to close the control loop;
4) MRI produces no ionizing radiation thus imposes no radiation safety hazard to
the patient or practitioner. This is especially beneficial to patients who are imaged
frequently, and to interventional radiologists who perform procedures on a regular
base.
1.1.2 MRI Compatibility Requirements
Significant complexity is introduced when designing a system operating inside the
bore of high-field (1.5 Tesla or higher) MRI scanners since traditional mechatronics
materials, sensors and actuators cannot be employed. A thorough description of the
issues relating to MR Safety is described by Shellock [2]. The MR-Safe definitions are
according to the ASTM Standard F2052 [3] while MR-compatible is the commonly
used term:
MR-Safe: The device, when used in the MR environment, has been demonstrated
to present no additional risk to the patient or other individual, but may affect the
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quality of the diagnostic information. The MR conditions in which the device was
tested should be specified in conjunction with the term MR safe since a device that
is safe under one set of conditions may not be found to be so under more extreme
MR conditions.
MR-Compatible: A device is considered MR-compatible if it is MR safe and if
it, when used in the MR environment, has been demonstrated to neither significantly
affect the quality of the diagnostic information nor have its operations affected by the
MR device. The MR conditions in which the device was tested should be specified in
conjunction with the term MR-compatible since a device that is safe under one set of
conditions may not be found to be so under more extreme MR conditions.
1.1.3 Motivation of Robot-Assisted Intraoperative
MRI Intervention
Deploying robotic system inside MRI synergizes the visual capability of MRI with
the manipulability of robotic surgical assistance. The potential enhanced outcome
includes:
1) Increased intervention accuracy. Robot mechanism allows better accuracy
than freehand and manual intervention, as it permits dexterous manipulation of sur-
gical tool with better positioning resolution. Robot can be designed to perform macro
to micro scale positioning with encoder feedback loop, thus it overcomes the manual
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positioning limits.
2) Reduced computational effort from surgeon. As robots can integrate
sensors to aid registration, tracking and navigation, they could help to reduce the
computational burden of surgeons to register and track surgical tool and targets;
3) Improved interventional ergonomics. Since robots are stable and untir-
ing, they can stay inside the scanner bore and perform interventional procedures via
teleoperated control more easily than human surgeons;
4) Reduced procedure time. As the robot performs the intervention inside MRI
bore, not necessitating moving the patient out of bore for intervention and moving
into the bore for imaging confirmation, the procedure duration could be reduced.
5) Enhanced diagnosis and therapy due to integration of intervention
with imaging. Simultaneous imaging and robotic manipulation could enable and
optimize the diagnosis and therapy procedure. For example, it is demonstrated by
leading neurosurgical hospitals [4] that in over 40% of all cases, the surgeon chose
to modify their approach based on updated information from intraoperative MRI.
Similar improved outcome is also observed in urology [5].
In general, MRI-guided surgery with robot-assistance can potentially reduce op-
eration time and maximize placement accuracy thus improves the surgical outcomes.
Moreover, it can greatly reduce the equipment cost and overhead.
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1.1.4 MRI-Compatible Actuation
Challenges for robot-assisted intraoperative MRI arise from electromagnetic com-
patibility in MRI environment and mechanical constraints due to the confined closed-
bore space. The bidirectional MRI compatibility means that both the device does
not disturb the scanner function (which may cause image artifacts)and the scanner
should not disturb the device functionality. Thus, in the actuation level, conventional
DC/AC motors that reply on electromagnetism for conventional robotic actuation is
not feasible in MRI. In the material level, conductive materials such as metallic com-
ponents can induce heating thus special means should be taken to avoid the side-effects
of these materials or even avoid using them. Moreover, the confined physical space
in closed-bore high-field MRI presents stringent challenges for mechanical design.
To succinctly summarize, there are formidable challenges to successful design of
MRI-compatible robots due to electromagnetic compatibility issue in MRI environ-
ment where exits static magnetic field, gradient fields and pulsed radio frequency (RF)
field. First, in the material level, ferromagnetic material that is traditionally used
for robotic systems is attracted by the high spatial magnetic field gradients and also
induces significant image artifact. Eddy currents are induced in conducting materials
by the switching gradients or when moving in the magnet’s fringe-field. Second, in
the electrical level, components based on electromagnetism (DC motors, magnetic en-
coders, switching power supply, etc.) would cause electrical noise and interfere with
RF signal and magnetic field of the scanner.
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Material caused compatibility issue can be ameliorated by utilizing dielectric (pri-
marily plastic) and limited non-ferromagnetic material. The electronics caused com-
patibility centralizes on leveraging appropriate actuation and sensing principles.
Generally, actuation is one of the primary source of electronics caused compatibil-
ity. There are four actuation principles typically utilized in MRI applications, namely
remote/manual actuation, hydraulic, pneumatic and ultrasonic/piezoelectric actua-
tors [6]. Besides prostate interventions, remote/manual actuation has been utilized
in breast cancer [7] and cardiac procedures [8]. However, manual actuation suffers
from bulky mechanism, low bandwidth and difficulty in motion coordination as robot
is controlled in joint space. Hydraulic actuation provides large power output, but
its cavitation and fluid leakage is not ideal for medical applications [9]. Pneumatic
actuation could be designed intrinsically MRI-compatible as the actuation princi-
ple does not rely upon electromagnetic field and could be designed with no metallic
components that are adjacent to the MRI scanner. Two generations of pneumatic
needle placement systems [10] have also been developed. Zangos et al utilized the
Innomotion pneumatic robot , in cadavers targeting from a priori diagnostic MR
images [11]. Kapoor et al. developed pneumatic actuators for cardiac interventions
based on INNOMOTION robot [12]. More recently, van den Bosch et al. [13] reported
a hydraulically and pneumatically actuated robot for gold seed placement through
a transperineal approach in a 1.5 T MR scanner. The robot automatically inserts a
needle stepwise into the prostate using a controller unit outside the scanning room.
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However, precise motion control of pneumatic actuator is very difficult to achieve and
the equipment required to operate them tends to be bulky and expensive.
Ultrasonic/piezoelectric motors have also been utilized for open MRI [14] and for
operating in closed-bore MRI [9]. Classically, electromechanical actuation systems
have been relatively easy to develop with in a safe manner in an MRI environment.
However, these systems can often cause unacceptable amounts of noise (upwards of
40% signal loss) in the image space during robot motion [15]. Hybrid actuation has
also been proposed aiming to utilize the complimentary merits of each actuation
method [16]. But the inherent limitations of each method still exit and it is not easy
to manage different actuators as it requires corresponding actuation drivers.
1.2 Literature Review of Intraoperative
MRI-Guided Surgical Robotics
This literature review surveys the origin and recent development of surgical robotic
systems for MRI-guided interventions. The surgical robots are categorized in terms of
the different surgical procedures. Since prostate intervention is the clinical application
of this dissertation, it is reviewed in more detail in Chapter 2.
Innomotion robot [17] is the first commercially available MRI-guided robot that
utilizes pneumatic actuation and was recently acquired by Synthes Holding AG. As
shown in Fig. 1.1, it has pneumatically actuated 5 Degree of Freedom (DOF) and
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manually actuated 2 DOF. The manual actuation is denoted as red arrow for posi-
tioning at the orbit and green arrow for positioning along the patient bed. The robot
is attached to a 180◦ orbiting ring that is mounted to the patient table. The robot
arm is fixed with a spring-loaded bolt and secured with a screw. The base of the robot
provides XYZ Cartesian motion, while the end-effector is a 2-DOF remote center of
motion mechanism.
Second Generation: MRI- and CT-Compatible
Assistance System
The current kinematics (Figure 3) consists of an arm that is pneu-
matically driven in 5 DoF [4]. The robot arm is attached to a 180-
orbiting ring that is mounted to the patient table of the scanner, and
can be manually prepositioned into the orbit region, at the angles
0,35,67, on either side of the orbit ring, depending on the
region of interest (e.g., spine, liver, kidney, breast). The arm is
fixedwith a spring-loaded bolt and securedwith a screw.
Sensor-Actuator System
This kinematic design allows to be driven only by MRI-
compatible pneumatic linear cylinders. The desired design
characteristic for the pneumatic cylinder, to function over its
entire piston range with a particular force that was dependent on
the pressure, was solvedwith newly developed slow-motion con-
trol of<0.1 mm/s, 146 mm range, and 295 N at 6 bar. The same
type of cylinder drives all five axes (Figure 4). Conventional
pneumatic drives are nonlinear and difficult to control. A special
design of the cylinders resulted in high dynamic friction (about
40 N), avoiding collapse of the system from sudden pressure loss
caused by leakage or other hardware failure. The design also
results in a static friction that is less than the dynamic friction,
thus avoiding slip-stick effects of the actuators.
Active positioning measurements can be achieved via fiber-
optic limit switches, rotational encoder (0.0088 resolution),
and linear encoder (2-lm resolution) (Figures 5 and 6).
The actuators are controlled by an industrial controller
board with a Super Harvard Architecture Single-Chip
Computer Digital Signal Processor in the control PC and for
external data acquisition in the system cart. An optical net-
work (Info@SynqNet.org) transfers the data between both. A
standard proportional-integral-derivative (PID) controller is
used for movement of the axes.
The control algorithm consists of an internal position loop
and an outer velocity loop. To ad pt the co trol algorithm to
the needs of a pneumatic actuator, the actuating variable is
asymmetrically split to control two digital-analog convert-
ers, one for each servo valve. The standard PID control
proves to be sufficient to handle potential nonlinearities of
the pneumatic axes.
Application Module
The applicationmodule for guidance of coaxial probes (e.g., can-
nulae for biopsies, radio frequency or laser probes, endoscopes,
Fig. 1. Design model of the first-generation MR-compatible
robotic telemanipulator system (courtesy Forschungszen-
trum Karlsruhe (FZK), Germany, 2000).
Fig. 2. The prototype MIRA driven by piezoelectric motor
was built at FZK, Germany.
Fig. 3. Schematic view of the INNOMOTION assistance sys-
tem with five pneumatically driven DoF and two manual
adjustments for prepositioning at the orbit (red arrow) and
at the patient bed (green arrow).
Fig. 4. MR-safe pneumatic cylinders without metallic compo-
nents in various lengths.
Fig. 5. MR-compatible rotational encoder hasbeendeveloped
by using polymers, ceramic materials, and optic components
(courtesy Innomedic).
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Figure 1.1: CAD model of the Innomotion robotic system. It has pneumatically
actuated 5 DOF and manually actuated 2 DOF. The manual actuation is denoted
as ed arrow for positioning at the orbit and green arrow for positioning along the
pa ient bed [17] c©2008 IEEE.
1.2.1 MRI-Guided Neurosurgery Robots
With these aforementioned advantages, robotics researchers worldwide have began
to design and utilize surgical robots for MRI procedures. A large number of these
robots are for neurosurgical procedures due to the excellent brain soft tissue contrast
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of MRI.
Figure 1.2: The first MRI-compatible needle insertion manipulator for stereotactic
neurosurgery developed by Masamune in 1995 [18] c©1995 John Wiley and Sons, Inc.
In 1995, Masamune et al. [18] at University of Tokyo developed a stereotactic
surgery manipulator manufactured with polyethylene terephthalate and actuated with
ultrasonic motors (USR30-N4, Shinsei Corporation, Tokyo, Japan). It was compact
to fit inside a closed 0.5 Tesla MRI scanner, and was the first MRI-compatible robots
developed. This robot utilized a remote center of motion mechanism with 3-DOF
Cartesian motion positioning, 2-DOF angulation (10− 60◦ pitch and ±90◦ yaw) and
1-DOF manual needle insertion, as shown in Fig. 1.2.
Researchers from the University of Calgary in Canada, led by Dr. Garnette
Sutherland, in collaboration with MacDonald, Dettwiler and Associates Ltd. (MDA),
have developed an image-guided robotic device called the NeuroArm [19] to assist sur-
gical procedure inside a 1.5 Tesla intraoperative MRI.
NeuroArm shown in Fig. 1.3 (a) is a master-slave teleoperation system for neu-
rosurgical procedures in which surgeon’s hand motion are mapped to the robotic
manipulators by teleoperation. The system includes a workstation, a control cabinet,
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and two slave robot arms mounted on a mobile base. The system provides function-
alities such as tremor filtering and motion scaling to increase precision and accuracy.
It also supports virtual fixture (a mechanism that provides surgical no-fly zone) and
mechanical lock to enhance safety.
(a) (b) 
(c) 
Figure 1.3: MRI-guided neurosurgery robots. (a)NeuroArm robot developed at Uni-
versity of Calgary [19] c©2008 Lippincott Williams and Wilkins. (b) Steerable neu-
rosurgical robot made of hollow brass tubes at University of Maryland [20] c©2010
IEEE. (c) MRI-guided neurosurgical robot developed at Worcester Polytechnic Insti-
tute [21] c©2010 Springer.
Each slave robot arm has 7 DOF for tool motion control. The two robot arms
are placed on a vertically adjustable mobile base. Robot’s stiffness was low than 40
N/micron due to the use of the plastic and ceramic bearings. The NeuroArm utilizes
16 Nanomotion ultrasonic motors (HR2-1N-3, Nanomotion Ltd., Yokneam, Israel)
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controlled with the company’s AB drive module which would cause image artifact
during robot motion. Thus the robot stops motion during imaging, which is a major
limitation of this robot. Two haptic devices (Phantom, SensAble Technologies, Inc.
USA) are equipped with a stylus that allows 6-DOF position and orientation control
over the tool in the manipulator. The arm end-effector is equipped with fiber optic
force sensor for force display to haptic device.
was quantified as accelerating to 200 mm/s during tool
exchange while carrying a 500-g payload.
MR compatibility could have been achieved using hydraulic
systems. This technology was excluded primarily because of
potential fluid contamination at the operative site. Ultrasonic
piezoelectric motors were ultimately chosen, as they displayed
good performance characteristics including MR compatibility,
20,000-h lifetime, 1-nm resolution, and inherent braking
characteristics if power was
lost. Their bandwidth and tor-
que output determined the
required gear ratios. Heat con-
duction to the titanium hous-
ings and additional heat sinks
allowed adequate dissipation
of heat during prolonged use.
Sine/cosine rotary electric en-
coders were used on the input
and output of each joint, pro-
viding fault detection in the
event that one encoder should
fail. These small, 16-b abso-
lute encoders allow 0.01 de-
gree accuracy and are capable
of retaining positional infor-
mation when powered off for
MRI. All gears were high-
precision manufactured from titanium, which is not a trivial
undertaking as titanium is difficult to machine. Antibacklash
mechanics ensure smooth motion when reversing direction,
thereby reducing the possibility of inadvertent tissue injury.
Satisfying the neurosurgical requirements of fast motion,
heavy payloads, precision, and accuracy, all in an MRI envi-
ronment, was a considerable engineering challenge.
Titanium multiaxis force/torque sensors were custom built
to provide feedback of tool tip forces in three DoF within an
iMRI environment. Each end effector incorporates two of
these high-resolution strain gauges, providing high-fidelity
haptics to the hand controllers. The use of two sensors allows
better separation of forces resulting from tool actuation versus
gravity. The forces associated with tool roll are mechanically
eliminated using a flexible union between the end effector and
the tool roll gear.
The end effector accommodates a variety of MR-
compatible tools within a standardized interface, allowing
tool roll and actuation. The mechanical design provides rapid
tool exchange in 2–5 s and enables draping to ensure sterility.
Tool exchange has been partially automated to mimic a
surgeon-nurse interface. The design also enhances safety
through tool-free manual extraction of the surgical instruments
in the event of system failure.
The mobile base supports the manipulator arms, the regis-
tration arm, and the field camera. For stereotaxy, the base
facilitates the transfer of one of the manipulators to an exten-
sion board inserted into the OR table (Figure 6). A counter-
balance mechanism, similar to the elevator design, minimizes
the power required to adjust the base height.
Modern surgery operates through narrowing surgical corri-
dors. Advanced imaging technologies and microsurgery have
constrained the surgeon’s field of view. The workstation not
only recreates the sight of surgery but removes the blindfold
imposed by these advances by integrating two-dimensional
(2-D) and three-dimensional (3-D) MR images. In addition,
the sound and touch of surgery has been recreated, thereby
facilitating the integration of surgeonswith robotics (Figure 7).
The workstation, or user interface, comprises four monitors
(a) (b)
Fig. 5. (a) Both manipulators are mounted on a mobile base in position for microsurgery. Also
included are the operating microscope, digitizing arm, and field camera. (b) Left neuroArm
manipulator with a detachable Codman ISOCOOL bipolar forcep attached to the end effector.
Fig. 6. The right manipulator of neuroArm liberated onto the
extension board for stereotaxy. Also shown is the multichan-
nel RF coil, and MR-compatible field cameras.
Fig. 7. The neuroArm workstation that recreates the sight,
sound, and touch of surgery.
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Figure 1.4: Human machine interface of NeuroArm [19] c©2008 IEEE.
As shown in Fig. 1.4, the human machine interface includes two video monitors,
two touch screen computer display, and a stereoscopic display unit. The first clini-
cal case, a tumor removal operation, was successfully carried out in May 2008 [19].
IMRIS, Inc. (Winnipeg, Canada) has acquired the NeuroArm in February 2010, and
is developing the next generation intraoperative MRI surgical robot in conjunction
with MDA.
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Ho et al. [20] presented a n MRI-compatible steerable neurosurgical robot made of
hollow brass tubes with 9 mm diameter shown in Fig. 1.3 (b). It is controlled with two
antagonistic shape memory alloy (SMA) wires as actuators for each joint. The joint
motion is controlled with heating using temperature feedback. A theoretical modeling
based on Tanaka’s model was proposed to characterize the relation between joint
motion with the SMA wire temperature. Experimentally, a pulse width modulation
(PWM) controlled current switching circuit was used to control the temperature of
multiple SMA wires and the robot was inserted into gelatin phantom for preliminary
study.
However, it takes about 80 seconds to heat up the SMA wires to the desired
temperature (±90◦C) and the displacement is not linearly related to temperature.
Slow bandwidth, hysteresis and creep caused position error and high temperature are
the limitation of this robot.
Cole et al. [21] designed a 5-DOF MRI-guided stereotactic system which is kine-
matically identical Leksell frame. It has a Cartesian positioning stage and pitch and
yaw orientation stage. This robot, shown in Fig. 1.3 (c) is actuated by piezoelec-
tric motors (PiezoLegs, PiezoMotor AB, Uppsala, Sweden) and primarily made of
polyether ether ketone (PEEK) and acrylonitrile butadiene styrene (ABS). Since the
robot works as a motorized needle guide, needle is manually inserted to have surgeon
maintain control of the procedure.
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1.2.2 MRI-Guided Breast Surgery Robots
MRI has also been used for breast interventions by several research groups. Larson
et al. [7] at University of Minnesota designed a system (Figure 1.5) for breast biopsy
with MRI guidance. It stabilizes the breast with compression. To avoid image artifact
due to the ultrasonic motors, five telescopic rods were used to remotely actuate probes.
Due to remote actuation, the mechanism took about 50 seconds to place a probe with
sub millimeter repeatability. Moreover, when the target was more than 40 mm away
from the rotation axis of the device, backlash in the rotating joints could induce up
to 5 mm errors at the tip.
Figure 1.5: Robot designed at University of Minnesota for breast biopsy uses tele-
scopic rods to actuate movement while keeping ultrasonic motor away from imaging
bore [7] c©2004 ASME.
Yang et al. [22] presented a pneumatically/piezoeletrically hybrid actuated parallel
robot. It includes a X-Y stage (2 linear DOF) with piezoelectric actuation, a 3-DOF
parallel mechanism (2 rotation DOF and 1 translation DOF), and one needle driver
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(1 linear DOF). Since the piezoelectric motor (PiezoMotor AB, Uppsala, Sweden)
using commercial motor driver would cause image artifact, the needle driver insertion
utilized a lead screw mechanism telescopically actuated with piezoelectric motor.
The rotation motion generated by the distal piezoelectric motor is transmitted via a
flexible Teflon rod to the outer threaded needle base to achieve translational motion.
The mechanism is shown in Fig. 1.6 (a). Fiber optic force sensor was also mounted
on the top orientation platform of the parallel mechanism to sense the needle and
tissue interaction forces. Position control of the pneumatic cylinders is implemented
using proportional-integral controller with a modified integration term to achieve a
slow and smooth motion. The experimental setup in the MRI is shown in Fig. 1.6
(b).
To reduce target movement, Kobayashi et al. [23] has proposed to use probe pre-
loading breast during ultrasound guidance and this technique is briefly reviewed in
Chapter 4. This technique can be applied to MRI guidance.
1.2.3 MRI-Guided Cardiothoracic Surgery Robots
Li et al. [12] at National Institutes of Health (NIH) developed a pneumatic ac-
tuated robotic assistant system for transapical aortic valve replacement under MRI
guidance in a beating heart shown in Fig. 1.7. It is a minimally invasive procedure
that is currently performed manually inside the MRI bore.
An Innomotion robot with custom developed hands-on cooperative interface, shown
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(a)
(b)
Figure 1.6: Parallel robot developed at University of Maryland for breast biopsy
actuated by piezoelectric motors for X-Y stage motion and pneumatic actuation for
parallel mechanism motion (2 rotation DOF and 1 translation DOF). The needle
driver insertion is a lead screw mechanism telescopically actuated with piezoelectric
motor [22]. (a) The 6-DOF MRI-compatible breast biopsy robot. (b)Experimental
setup in the MRI c©2011 IEEE.
in Fig. 1.8, was used as a device holder. A compact MRI-compatible pneumati-
cally actuated delivery module (2-DOF) was developed for controlling both balloon-
expandable and self-expanding prostheses. This pneumatic cylinder was similar to
the one by Fischer et al. [24]. Table 1.1 shows the DOF of this robot system. A
compact fiducial that requires a single imaging slice was used for image-based robot
registration. The development and evaluation of the system was performed in ex-vivo
experiments.
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(b) (a) 
Figure 1.7: Pneumatic actuated robotic assistant for aortic valve replacement under
MRI guidance developed at National Institutes of Health. This system was adapted
from the Innomotion arm with (2-DOF) robotic delivery module [12]. (a) Robot
setup with Innomotion robot and image guided delivery module. (b) Robot setup
with Innomotion robot and “user input sensor” c©2011 IEEE.
Bricault et al. [25] in France developed a light puncture robot (LPR) with patient
mount to perform puncture interventions, compatible with both CT and MRI. How-
ever, this version did not respect the MRI bore space requirements, thus the second
generation developed by Zemiti et al. [26] is compact to fit inside MRI bore. It is
represented in Fig. 1.9 (a).
The LPR weighs approximately 1 Kg and is placed on top of the patient body.
This is an effective way to reduce patient motion (e.g. respiratory motion) induced
positioning errors.
The LPR has 5 DOF including a 3-DOF needle holder and 2-DOF translational
motion platform. The needle holder provides needle axis translation, roll rotation
motion, and pitch rotation motion. For the translational motion platform, pneumatic
actuators are located at a rectangular mechanical frame and four straps were used
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Figure 4: (a) A CAD sketch of the robotic system with patient inside an MRI bore. (b) Diagram showing connections between diﬀerent
subsystems and interactions of the physician with the system.
The physician uses cooperative hands-on interface [33] to
adjust the Innomotion arm to insert the fiducial rod into
the trocar. Once the fiducial rod is in place, the user input
sensor is detached and the robot is moved into the bore. In
the preoperative phase, the patient undergoes another MRI
scan for the physician to plan the trajectory of the delivery
device. At the same time, another MR sequence is used for
system registration. The Innomotion arm is moved to the
planned trajectory, under image guidance. The fiducial rod
is then replaced with the delivery device. Thus, direct access
to the aortic annulus is created. In the intraoperative phase,
the physician uses the visual feedback from the rtMRI and
interactively adjusts and deploys the prosthesis using the
robotic module via a GUI.
3. Results and Discussion
3.1. MRI Guidance. A steady-state free precession (SSFP)
sequence was used with following scanning parameter: TR =
436.4ms, TE = 1.67ms, echo spacing = 3.2ms, bandwidth =
1000Hz/pixel, flip angle = 45◦, slice thickness = 4.5mm,
FOV = 340 × 283mm, and matrix = 192 × 129. The active
wires were a superb indicator of the valve orientation in
MRI. The passive markers on the stents also help to identify
the valve orientation. These markers were somewhat diﬃcult
to visualize via MRI when the stents were fully crimped
but became more apparent as the stents were deployed.
Finally digital markers were placed on the images to identify
landmarks and provide surgical references (e.g., light blue
dots in Figure 2(a)).
Figure 1.8: CAD sketch of the NIH robotic system for transapical aortic valve re-
placement with patient inside an MRI bore to illustrate the degree of freedom of the
robot [12] c©2011 IEEE.
to transmit motion to the nee le holder. Each strap is actuated by two pneumatic
actuators pushing a sprocket wheel which then actuat s a worm gear attached to its
axis. The worm gear then rotates a pulley that collects or releases the strap.
Wu et al. [27] described the desig of a 2-DOF (pitch and yaw) guidanc d vic for
faster and more accurate alignment and insertion of multiple probes during cryoab-
lation and other percutaneous interventions performed in closed-bore MRI . The 3D
printed prototype shown in Fig. 1.9 (b) is a proof of concept for positioning multiple
probes for MRI-guided perc taneous interventions. This mechanism offers a practical
a d cost effectiv approach for the placement of multiple ablation probes. The robot
is integrated to an MRI coil, thus compact, portable and easy for surgical workflow
development.
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Table 1.1: Aortic valve replacement robot system DOF, showing the DOF of Innomo-
tion robot and robotic delivery module [12] c©2011 IEEE.
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Fig. 3. CAD sketch of the robotic system with patient inside an MRI bore.
TABLE I
ROBOT SYSTEM CHARACTERISTIC
B. Robotic System
The CAD sketch of the robotic system, which operates in the
confined space between the MRI bore and the supine patient is
shown in Fig. 3. The descriptions and functions of all 9 degree
of freedom (DOF) are listed in the Table I. Different manipula-
tion methods, namely, point-to-point, hands-on, and interactive
graphic user interface (GUI) were implemented for communi-
cation between the robot system and the interface system.
The robotic system comprises two components: a 5-DOF
positioning module and a 3-DOF (VDM). The robotic VDM was
designed for manipulating and placing the prosthesis inside MRI
scanner. The detail of this module is presented in Section IV. An
MRI compatible Innomotion arm [11] (Innomedic, Herxheim,
Germany) was employed to hold the robotic module and move
the valve delivery device on its planned trajectory. The robotic
Fig. 4. Diagram showing connections between different subsystems and in-
teractions of the physician with the system.
arm has a remote center of motion (RCM) structure and its
configuration fits into a standard closed MRI scanner.
C. User Interfaces and Workflow
Transapical aortic valve replacement has three distinct phases,
namely, preparatory, preoperative, and intraoperative. We imple-
mented different interfaces—cooperative adjustment, operative
plan, and interactive GUI adjustments—to suit the needs at the
different phases. The interactions between the subsystems and
the physician are shown in Fig. 4.
First the patient undergoes an MRI scan (S1) for the physi-
cian to determine the aortic annular diameter, coronary ostial
anatomy, and apical location. In the preparatory phase, after
the patient is intubated and anesthetized, the physician places
the trocar into the heart. The Innomotion robotic arm is then
mounted on the MRI table and adjusted such that its end effec-
tor is close to the trocar port. The robotic VDM with a fiducial
rod attached is mounted on the Innomotion arm. The physician
uses cooperative hands-on interface [23] to adjust the Innomo-
tion arm to insert the fiducial rod into the trocar. Once the fiducial
rod is in place, the user input sensor is detached and the robot
is moved into the bore.
In the preoperative phase, the patient undergoes another MRI
scan (S2) for the physician to plan the trajectory of the delivery
device. At the same time, another MR sequence (S3) is used
for system registration. The Innomotion arm is moved to the
planned trajectory, under image guidance using images from
scan S2. The MRI table is then moved out, and the fiducial rod
is replaced by the delivery device. Thus, direct access to the
aortic annulus is created.
In the intraoperative phase, the physician uses the visual feed-
back from the rtMR imaging, and interactively adjust and deploy
the prosthesis using the VDM via a GUI.
IV. ROBOTIC VALVE DELIVERY MODULE
The robotic module is presumed to be placed inside the MRI
scanner close to the isocenter and operated during imaging.
The presence of a strong magnetic field inside the MRI scanner
demands that the robotic module must be MRI compatible [24],
[25]. To maintain image quality and prevent local heating in the
1.2.4 MRI-Guided General Surgery Robots
One general purpose MRI-c mpati le interventional system was r cently devel-
oped by Tsekos et al. and furt er improved by Christoforou et al. [8] (Fig. 1.10 (a)).
The device has 7 DOF and consists of a Cartesian positioner with three orthog nal
DOF (3 DOF for XYZ motion) located in front of the MR scanner and a robotic
arm that is deployed inside the scanner. The arm has 3 DOF for orientation and a
linear DOF for the insertion of interventional tools. For MR compatibility, actuators
are placed at the proximal end of the arm, i.e., outside the scanner, and motion is
transferred to the distant joints using a system of drive shafts and universal joints for
the through-joint transmission. MRI-compatibility studies included the assessment
of the signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) and contrast-to-noise ratio (CNR) of MR images
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(b) (a) 
Figure 1.9: MRI-guided robot for cardiothoracic surgery with patient mount. (a)
LPR system with pneumatic actuation developed in Grenoble, France [26] c©2008
IEEE. (b) 2-DOF MRI coil mounted multi-probe robotic positioner [27].
on phantoms and in vivo inside a 1.5 Tesla cylindrical scanner.
The phantom studies demonstrated that the noise induced by the operation of the
ultrasonic motors can be substantially reduced by enclosing the electronics inside a
Faraday cage and shielding the wires. This system has been used for in vivo studies
on animals.
Christoforou et al. [28] from University of Cyprus developed a robotic manipu-
lation system for minimally-invasive interventions inside a cylindrical MRI scanner.
The 5-DOF system shown in Fig. 1.10 (b) is manually actuated. Phantom testing of
the prototype system was performed inside a 3T scanner and results were reported
for MR-guided arthrography interventions.
Hashizume et al. [29] in Japan have developed an MRI-guided surgical robotic
system for minimally invasive surgery shown in Fig. 1.11. This complex system is
somehow the MRI-compatible version of the da Vinci Surgical System from Intuitive
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(b) (a) 
Figure 1.10: (a) The MRI-compatible robotic device developed at Washington Uni-
versity in St. Louis. The system with its covers removed showing the Cartesian base
and the four-DOF arm [8] c©2007 Annual Reviews. (b) Manual needle placement
robot developed at University of Cyprus [28] c©2013 John Wiley and Sons, Inc.
Surgical. This robotic system is novel in the sense that it combines laparoscopic image
with MRI enabling visualization of both exterior and interior tissues. The system
consists of an MRI guidance module, an MRI-compatible operating table module,
and an MRI-compatible masters-lave surgical manipulator module. The MRI image
guidance module, depicted in Fig. 1.12, includes preoperative planning, an interactive
scan control (ISC) imaging, and 3D navigation.
The slave manipulator aligns the probe and the operator controls the probe inser-
tion along the guidance tool. The position of the probe was monitored continuously
with MRI 3D navigation and the MRI-compatible laparoscope. To evaluate the sys-
tem, agarose gel with a diameter of approximately 2 cm was used to simulate the
tumor. In vivo experiments with MRI-guided laparoscopic puncture on three pigs
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Figure 1.11: Compact MR-compatible surgical manipulator developed at University
of Tokyo. The upper image shows the compact MR-compatible surgical manipulator,
which consists of a guide frame, a grip mechanism for surgical tools, and surgical
tools. The lower image shows the developed MRI-compatible robotic forceps [29]
c©2008 Springer.
were performed successfully.
1.3 Future Trends of Intraoperative MRI-
Guided Robotics
• Dexterity Enhancement
Continuum robots are getting more and more research attentions recently due to
their dexterity, which is in particularly usefully for surgical interventions under
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Figure 1.12: MRI-compatible master/slave system and human machine interface. (a)
Slave surgical manipulator inside open MRI scanner. (b) Bimanual master manipu-
lator. (c) Interactive scan control image interface. (d) 3-D navigation software [29]
c©2008 Springer.
MRI guidance. Zuo et al. [30] from University of Tokyo developed a device called
rigid flexible outer sheath to support Single Port Access (SPA) surgery. This
sheath can be switched between flexible and rigid modes by a novel pneumatic
shape locking mechanism. It has a snake-like double curvature structure that is
able to flex in four directions at the distal end and three directions on the rigid
flexible shaft. In vivo experiments with a swine demonstrated that feasibility
of using this device to access targets during SPA procedures.
• Miniaturization
MRI-guided surgical robot miniaturization is very desirable for several reasons.
First, as the closed bore limits the dimension and dexterity of the robot, the
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Figure 1.13: Snake like robot for single port access surgery developed at University
of Tokyo [30] c©2008 Springer.
smaller the robot, more dexterous it could be designed. Second, minimally
invasiveness procedure usually utilize probes, laparoscopic tool, catheters or
needles. The size of these tools are being designed to be smaller. So to match
the scale of them, there is a need to miniaturize the size of robots. Third,
recent research on continuum concentric tube robot and asymmetric tip needle
robot has motivated the design of steerable robots for MRI interventions, which
is also one major focus of this dissertation. Detailed design and validation of
MRI-guided continuum robot would be presented.
• Multi-modality Imaging
A number of imaging modalities, including ultrasound, CT, MRI, Positron
Emission Tomography (PET), fluoroscopy, camera-based imaging, and optical
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coherence tomography, with complementary advantages have been developed in
the past decades. Fusion of multi modalities has been utilized in many inter-
ventional procedures. For example, ultrasound-MRI cross registration could be
used to combine the advantages of two imaging modalities. MRI-guided high-
intensity focused ultrasound (HIFU) has also been developed for guidance and
treatment as commercial products. At Brigham and Women’s Hospital, ad-
vanced Multimodality Image Guided Operating Suite (AMIGO) houses a high
field-strength MRI, PET, CT, 3D ultrasound, x-ray fluoroscopy and angiog-
raphy. These devices were manufactured by Siemens and were integrated by
IMRIS, Inc.
Figure 1.14: IMRIS surgical theater system. c©2012 IMRIS, Inc.
AMIGO are composed of three rooms adjacent to one another: the middle room
is a combined operating room and x-ray angiography room where most of the
procedures are performed. On the two sides of this room, one room houses
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PET/CT scanner and on the other side is the room with 3T MRI scanner.
Electromechanical system with linear guide rails facilitate mobile translation of
the imaging equipments in this suite.
1.4 Dissertation Contributions
• Fully-Actuated 6-DOF Robotic System with Modular Hardware and
Software for Prostate Biopsy and Brachytherapy
I have designed a fully-actuated 6-DOF robot for prostate biopsy and brachyther-
apy and developed a modular hardware (robotic manipulator and the control
system) and software (image processing, registration, kinematics, and surgical
navigation) system that is scanner independent and operable for general pur-
pose procedures. A surgical workflow with robot assistance that respects clinical
procedure is also developed. This robot mechanism can be configured to deliver
straight needle placement, or steer asymmetric tip needle or to drive a 3 concen-
tric tube mechanism. The MRI compatibility of the robot was evaluated under
3 Tesla MRI using standard prostate imaging sequences. Fully actuated robotic
biopsy and brachytherapy have also been evaluated under MRI guidance with
gel phantom.
• MRI-Guided Asymmetric Tip Continuum Robot
I have implemented the nonholonomic kinematic model and simulated the kine-
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matics of the asymmetric tip steerable continuum robot. This simulation kine-
matics is validated with clinical medical needles inside gel phantom. Asym-
metric needle steering capability was evaluated with robotic needle insertion
inside MRI. Flexible asymmetric tip needle tip position can be steered in 3D
by rotating and translating the needle shaft. A Continuous Uncoupled Revo-
lution Velocity-independent (CURV) steering algorithm is proposed to control
the steering curvature and compensate motion errors. And this algorithm is
demonstrated with numerical simulation.
• MRI-Guided Concentric Tube Continuum Robot
I have designed and validated a versatile MRI-compatible concentric tube con-
tinuum robot (also known as active cannula). The system enables MRI-guided
placement of a curved steerable active cannula. It is suitable for a variety of clin-
ical applications including neurosurgery and percutaneous interventions, along
with procedures that involve accessing a desired image target, through a curved
trajectory. The accuracy of active cannula control was evaluated in benchtop
trials using an external optical tracking system. Preliminary phantom trials of
three active cannula placements in the MRI scanner showed cannula trajectories
that agree with our kinematic model.
• Modeling, Design and Calibration of Fabry-Perot Interferometer Fiber
Optic Force Sensor
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To render proprioception associated with prostate interventions, a Fabry-Perot
interferometer (FPI) based fiber optic strain sensor is modeled and designed to
provide high-resolution axial needle insertion force measurement and is robust
to large range of temperature variation. I developed a compact and portable
version of a FPI opto-mechanical prototype that is placed inside the robot
controller box. The optical strain sensor’s flexure is optimized by simulation.
The sensor is calibrated with 20 Newton sensing range and embedded to the
slave robot. As a novel and disposable sensor with high sensitivity, this is
the first of its kind as low cost medical device for MRI-guided robotic surgical
interventions.
• Teleoperation System with Force Feedback Utilizing Hybrid Pneumatic-
Piezoelectric Actuation
Piezoelectric actuators are not backdrivable and ideal for admittance control,
while pneumatic actuators are intrinsically suitable for impedance control to
regulate force. A piezoelectrically actuated slave robot with FPI force sens-
ing and a pneumatically actuated haptic device with strain gauge sensing are
designed with this philosophy.
By leveraging the complementary feature of pneumatic and piezoelectric actua-
tion, a pneumatically actuated haptic master robot is also developed to render
proprioception associated with needle placement interventions. An aluminum
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load cell is designed and calibrated to close the impedance control loop of the
master robot. Force-position control algorithm is developed and the tracking
results of master-slave robots are demonstrated to validate the tracking perfor-
mance of the integrated system. Needle insertion teleoperation experiment with
phantom was evaluated with Siemens 3 Tesla scanner.
1.5 Dissertation Overview
This introductory chapter presents the motivation for robotic assistance for intra-
operative MRI-guided surgery. The literature review of intraoperative MRI-guided
surgical robotics covers its application in neurosurgery, breast surgery, cardiothoracic
surgery and general surgery.
Chapter 2 introduces the background and design requirements of needle-based
robot-assisted prostate surgery, with a focus on percutaneous intervention for biopsy
tissue sampling and brachytherapy seed placement procedures. A thorough review
of different MRI-guided prostate interventional robots is also presented, including
transperineal, transrectal and transgluteal interventions.
Chapter 3 describes the design of a piezoelectrically actuated robotic system for
fully actuated prostate biopsy and brachytherapy. It articulates the mechanism design
of the manipulator, electrical design of piezoelectric motor controller, image based
registration of robot system, control and navigation software. The system is evaluated
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inside MRI for compatibility validation and accuracy assessment for full actuated
biopsy and brachytherapy.
Chapter 4 presents the design, kinematic modeling and evaluation of two types of
MRI-guided continuum robots. Asymmetric tip continuum robot is simple in mech-
anism design but requires delicate motion planning and control. This concentric
tube continuum robot with multi DOF can be steered inside tissue and body cavities
without requiring tissue interaction. Its targeting accuracy was evaluated inside gel
phantom with MRI.
Chapter 5 summarizes the research effort on fiber optic force sensor design. Fiber
optic force sensor with different sensing principles are also reviewed and compared.
In particular, the Fabry-Perot interferometer based fiber optic force sensor is a minia-
turized fiber optical strain sensor, which is used with the designed flexure to provide
sensitive needle insertion force.
Chapter 6 presents the master-slave system integration with strain gauge force
sensing and fiber optic force sensing at the master and slave side respectively to
display needle insertion tactile feedback. A teleoperation experiment at Brigham and
Women’s Hospital is performed to validate the workflow and effectiveness.
We conclude and discuss future work in Chapter 7.
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Chapter 2
State of the Art of MRI-Guided
Prostate Interventional Robotics
“Veni, vidi, vici.”
Julius Caesar
This chapter introduces the prostate anatomy, diagnosis and treatment of prostate
cancer and the role of MRI for prostate therapy. Percutaneous prostate intervention
procedure is analyzed thoroughly for surgical robot design. The main body of this
chapter reviews the MRI-guided robot design with different interventional approaches
for prostate interventions.
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2.1 Introduction
The 2012 American Cancer Society estimates for prostate cancer in the US are
for 241,740 new cases to be diagnosed, and 28,170 men expected to die of prostate
cancer [31]. Numerous studies have shown that transrectal ultrasound (TRUS)-guided
prostate biopsy, the most common approach to sampling the prostate, misses cancer
in at least 20% of cases [24]. The gloomy consequence is that, in more than 20% of
cancers, at least two biopsy sessions are required to achieve a diagnosis generating
more than 200,000 repeat biopsy sessions annually in the US alone.
In terms of therapy, prostate brachytherapy, a form of radiotherapy where a ra-
diation source is placed inside prostate to eradiate cancerous tumors. Over 40,000
brachytherapy radioactive seed implantation procedures are performed in the United
States each year, and the number is steadily rising. Conventional image-guided nee-
dle placement typically relies on static, previously acquired images. If intraoperative
imaging is available, it is typically from CT or fluoroscopy which exposes patient and
doctor to ionizing radiation and has poor soft tissue contrast [32], or from ultrasound
which provides relatively low quality images of the tissue and blurry image of the
interventional needles [33].
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2.1.1 Anatomy of the Prostate
This subsection describes the anatomy of prostate, and the text and figures are
generally based on the literature [34]. This anatomical structure aids the design and
motion planning of prostate interventional robot. Anatomically, the prostate consists
of five zones [34]: three glandular (the peripheral zone, transition zone and central
zone) and two non-glandular (the periurethral zone and the fibromuscular stroma).
Fig. 2.1 (a) is a cut-away view of the anatomy of the prostate and Fig. 2.1 (b) shows
the transverse view of prostate anatomy.
(a) (b)
Figure 2.1: Anatomy of prostate (a) and Transverse view of prostate(b). [34] c©BK
Medical Systems Inc.
2.1.2 Diagnosis and Treatment of Prostate Cancer
Digital rectal exams (DRE) and prostate specific antigen (PSA) blood tests are the
two major preliminary prostate cancer diagnosis methods. However, prostate biopsy
is the conclusive approach to confirm cancer diagnosis. Prostate brachytherapy and
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ablative therapy (including thermal lesioning and cryotherapy) are often used for early
treatment. Transrectal ultrasound is most frequently used to guide and improve the
accuracy of prostate needle placement.
Current TRUS-guided approaches typically take at least 12 samples/cores system-
atically from the gland without effective image guidance. There are three approaches
to resolving this dilemma, first the most common: increased sampling- so-called “satu-
ration” biopsy (20−80 cores at 5 mm increments across the gland), secondly optimized
TRUS, using intravenous micro bubble contrast enhancement agent and Doppler US,
and thirdly the MRI-guided transperineal targeted sampling approach pioneered by
the group at Brigham and Women’s Hospital and now adopted by several centers.
This image-guided targeted biopsy and brachytherapy for focal interventions is the
guiding vision of our robotic system.
Saturation biopsies are complex procedures with onerous pathological analysis.
Regrettably the TRUS approaches have not been adopted for several reasons, one
being the lack of Food and Drug Administration (FDA) clearance of the micro bubble
agents. Filling this identified gap is the image-based sampling approach that can be
simplified and replaced by a combination of pre-biopsy imaging and image-directed
targeted sampling of the gland.
Established therapies for prostate cancer include radical prostatectomy, exter-
nal beam radiation combined with hormonal therapy, radioactive seed implantation
(brachytherapy), or active surveillance. In a recent report, patients with clinically
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localized prostate cancer received the following treatments: radical prostatectomy
(39.7%), radiation therapy (31.4%), hormone therapy (10.3%), or watchful waiting
(18.6%) [35].
2.1.3 MRI of Prostate
Magnetic resonance imaging can provide high resolution multi-parametric imag-
ing, large soft tissue contrast, and interactive image updates making it an ideal guid-
ance modality for needle-based prostate interventions. The clinical efficacy of MRI-
guided prostate brachytherapy and biopsy was demonstrated by D’Amico et al. at
the Brigham and Women’s Hospital using a 0.5T open-MRI scanner [36]. MR images
were used to plan and monitor transperineal needle placement. The needles were
inserted manually using a guide comprising a grid of holes, with the patient in the
lithotomy position, similarly to the TRUS-guided approach.
Transrectal ultrasound is the current “gold standard” for guiding both biopsy and
brachytherapy due to its real-time nature, low cost and ease of use. Fig. 2.3 shows the
traditional template-based TRUS-guided approach to brachytherapy seed placement.
The low success rate of TRUS-guided biopsy is largely due to the inherent limitation of
ultrasound imaging itself and the mechanical template used in the procedure to guide
the needles. Ultrasound imaging is inferior to MRI for prostate cancer treatment due
to its limited imaging quality and inability to to clearly and definitively localize seeds
and needles. Furthermore, the ultrasound probe deforms the prostate and can induce
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1.1. MRI guidance in prostate interventions 
 
Magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) can be applied to non-invasively visualize 
patient’s anatomy. Thanks to its superior soft tissue contrast, the prostate and 
surrounding critical structures can better be discriminated on MRI with respect 
to other image modalities, e.g. ultrasound (US), cone-beam computed 
tomography (CT) and portal imaging (see Figure 1.1).  
 
 
 
Furthermore, tumour suspicious regions can be defined using MRI techniques, 
such as T2-weighted imaging, dynamic contrast-enhanced (DCE) MRI, diffusion-
weighted imaging (DWI), and MR spectroscopy (MRS) [1-3]. T2-weighted 
imaging characterizes the transverse magnetization relaxation rate of the 
Introduction 
Figure 1.1. Prostate 
localization with different 
image modalities: (a) US, 
(b) cone-beam CT [6], (c) 
MV portal imaging, (d) 
MRI. The dashed line 
represents the prostate 
contour. The arrows 
indicate the location of the 
ficudial gold markers, 
which can be used as a 
surrogate for the prostate 
itself.  
 
1 
Figure 2.2: Prostate localization with different image modalities: (a) ultrasound;
(b) cone-beam CT; (c) MV portal imaging; (d) MRI. The dashed line represents the
prostate contour. The arrows indicate the location of the ficudi l gold markers, wh ch
can be used as a surrogate for the prostate itself. Image by van den Bosch [37].
seed migration or target movement. Fig. 2.2 illustrates the prostate localization with
different image modalities. Due to its superior soft tissue contrast, the prostate and
surrounding critical structures can better be discriminated on MRI with respect to
other image modalities, e.g. ultrasound, cone-beam CT and portal imaging.
2.2 Surgical Procedure Analysis
Robotic design starts from the surgical procedure analysis which provides the
guideline and “optimal” solution of designing clinically practical robots. This includes
the analysis of prostatic intervention classification based on interventional approach
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Figure 2.3: Traditional template-based TRUS-guided approach to prostate
brachytherapy (left and middle, image credit: Gabor Fichtinger). Brachytherapy
needle from CP Medical and the schematic procedure of preloaded needles: after
insertion, the sheath is withdrawn over the stylet, leaving the seeds in the place
(modified from [38]) (right).
(transrectal, transperineal and transurinal) and the motion analysis of needle insertion
during biopsy, brachytherapy and ablation.
As shown in Fig. 2.3 right, the clinical 18 gauge (1.27mm) needles for prostate
brachytherapy have an inner stylet and hollow sheath. similarly, prostate biopsy is
typically performed with an 18 gauge needle coupled with a manually operated or
semi-automatic biopsy gun. During brachytherapy, radioactive seeds are pre-loaded
with spacers based on dosimetry plan before staring the surgery. During the insertion,
one hand holds the cannula and the other hand brace against stylet hub to prevent
relative motion. After insertion, the sheath is withdrawn over the stylet while leaving
the seeds in place. To mimic the preload needle type brachytherapy, a robotic needle
driver should provide 1-DOF cannula rotation about its axis with 1-DOF translational
insertion. Another 1-DOF of translational stylet motion could be implemented to
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coordinate the motion with respect to the cannula.
The principal functionality of a robotic system is accurate transperineal needle
placement in the prostate for diagnosis and treatment, primarily in the form of biopsy
and brachytherapy seed placement, respectively. The patient is positioned in the
supine position with the legs spread and raised as shown in Fig. 2.4 (left). The
patient is in a similar configuration to that of TRUS-guided brachytherapy, but the
typical MRI bore’s constraint (≤ 60cm diameter) necessitates reducing the spread
of the legs and lowering the knees into a semi-lithotomy position. The robot should
operate in the confined space between the patient’s legs without interference with the
patient, MRI scanner components, anesthesia equipment, and auxiliary equipment
present as shown in the cross-section shown in Fig. 2.4 (right).
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device is visually servoed into position, and then, the patient is
moved out of the scanner for needle insertion.
Developments in MR-compatible motor technologies include
Stoianovici et al. who describe a fully MRI-compatible pneu-
matic stepper motor called PneuStep in [18], Elhawary et al.
describe an air motor for limb localization in [19], and Suzuki
et al. who describe a stepper motor that uses the scanner’s mag-
netic field as a driving force is described in [20]. Other recent
developments in MRI-compatible mechanisms include pneu-
matic stepping motors on a light needle puncture robot [21],
the Innomotion commercial pneumatic robot for percutaneous
interventions (Innomedic, Herxheim, Germany), and haptic in-
terfaces for functional MRI (fMRI) [22]. Ultrasonic motor drive
techniques that enhance MR compatibility are described in [20].
The feasibility of using piezoceramic motors for robotic prostate
biopsy is presented in [23]. Stoianovici et al. have taken their
developments in MR-compatible pneumatic stepper motors and
applied them to robotic brachytherapy seed placement [24].
This system is a fully MR-compatible, fully automatic prostate
brachytherapy seed placement system; the patient is in the de-
cubitus position and seeds are placed in the prostate transper-
ineally. The relatively high cost and complexity of the system,
in addition to the requirement to perform the procedure in a
different pose than used for preoperative imaging are issues that
we intend to overcome with the work presented here.
This paper introduces the design of a novel computer-
integrated robotic mechanism for transperineal prostate needle
placement in 3T closed-bore MRI. The mechanism is capable
of positioning the needle for treatment by ejecting radioactive
seeds or diagnosis by harvesting tissue samples inside the mag-
net bore, under remote control of the physician without mov-
ing the patient out of the imaging space. This enables the use
of real-time imaging for precise placement of needles in soft
tissues. In addition to structural images, protocols for diffusion
imaging and MR spectroscopy will be available intraoperatively,
promising enhanced visualization and targeting of pathologies.
Accurate and robust needle-placement devices, navigated based
on such image guidance, are becoming valuable clinical tools
and have clear applications in several other organ systems.
The full system architecture, including details regarding plan-
ning software and integration of real-time MR imaging, are de-
scribed in [25]. The focus of this paper is design and evaluation
of the robotic needle placement manipulator and is organized as
follows. Section II describes the workspace analysis and design
requirements for the proposed device and Section III describes
the detailed design of system prototype. Results of the MR
compatibility, workflow validation, and accuracy are presented
in Section IV, with a discussion of the system in Section V.
II. DESIGN REQUIREMENTS
A. Workspace Analysis
The system’s principal function is accurate needle placement
in the prostate for diagnosis and treatment, primarily in the
form of biopsy and brachytherapy seed placement, respectively.
The patient is positioned in the supine position with the legs
spread and raised, as shown in Fig. 1 (left). The patient is in
Fig. 1. Positioning of the patient in the semilithotomy position on the leg
support (left). The robot accesses the prostate through the perineal wall, which
rests against the superior surface of the tunnel within the leg rest (right).
a similar configuration to that of TRUS-guided brachytherapy,
but the MRI bore’s constraint (60 cm diameter) necessitates
reducing the spread of the legs and lowering the knees into a
semilithotomy position. The robot operates in the confined space
between the patient’s legs without interference with the patient,
MRI scanner components, anesthesia equipment, and auxiliary
equipment present, as shown in the cross section shown in Fig. 1
(right).
The average size of the prostate is 50 mm in the lateral direc-
tion by 35 mm in the anterior–posterior direction by 40 mm in
length. The average prostate volume is about 35 cm3 ; by the end
of a procedure, this volume may enlarge by as much as 25% due
to swelling [26]. For our system, the standard 60 mm× 60 mm
perineal window of TRUS-guided brachytherapy was increased
to 100 mm× 100 mm, in order to accommodate patient vari-
ability and lateral asymmetries in patient setup. In depth, the
workspace extends to 150 mm superior of the perineal surface.
Direct access to all clinically relevant locations in the prostate
is not always possible with a needle inserted purely along apex-
base direction due to pubic arch interference (PAI). If more than
25% of the prostate diameter is blocked (typically in prostates
larger than 55 cm3), then the patient is usually declined for im-
plantation [26]. Needle angulation in the sagittal and coronal
planes will enable procedure to be performed on many of these
patients who are typically contraindicated for brachytherapy due
to PAI.
B. System Requirements
The kinematic requirements for the robot are derived from the
workspace analysis. A kinematic diagram of the proposed sys-
tem is shown in Fig. 2. The robot is situated upon a manual linear
slide that repeatedly positions the robot in the access tunnel and
allows fast removal for reloading brachytherapy needles or col-
lecting harvested biopsy tissue. The primary actuated motions
of the robot include two prismatic motions and two rotational
motions for aligning the needle axis. In addition to these base
motions, application-specific motions are also required; these
include needle insertion, canula retraction or biopsy gun actua-
tion, and needle rotation.
The accuracy of the individual servo-controlled joints is tar-
geted to be 0.1 mm, and the needle placement accuracy of the
robot is targeted to be 0.5 mm. This target accuracy approxi-
mates the voxel size of the MR images used that represents the
Authorized licensed use limited to: Worcester Polytechnic Institute. Downloaded on August 09,2010 at 01:03:56 UTC from IEEE Xplore.  Restrictions apply. 
Figure 2.4: Positioning of the patient in the semilithotomy positio o a leg support
(left). The robot accesses the prostate through the perineal wall, which rests against
the superior surface of the tunnel within the leg rest (right). [24] c©2008 IEEE.
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2.3 MRI-Guided Robots for Prostate In-
terventions
Thorough reviews of MRI-compatible systems to date for image-guided interven-
tions are presented by Tsekos, et al. [8] and Elhawary, et al. [39]. The potential role
of robotics in MRI-guided prostate interventions was thoroughly discussed in [40] and
a clinical overview of MRI-guided biopsy of the prostate is presented in [41].
2.3.1 Transperineal Prostate Interventions
The transperineal approach is preferable for the following reasons [42].
1) Transrectal approach samples the peripheral zone (the most common location
of the cancer) across its smallest dimension and has a higher possibility of missing
the cancer than the transperineal approach;
2) The transrectal method does not allow accessing some regions of the prostate
that are blocked by the urethra;
3) The transrectal technique is not readily extendible to therapy (brachytherapy
or cryotherapy) which requires multiple needle placements because of increased rectal
injury that has a high risk of infection.
Transperineal Prostate Intervention Utilizing Pneumatic Actuation
Pneumatic motors has been utilized extensively for MRI compatible actuation due
to its non magnetic feature. This section reviews the design and evaluation status of
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transperineal prostate interventional robots utilizing pneumatic actuation.
Fischer et al. described an MRI-compatible robotic manipulator with four active
(X-Y motion and pitch-yaw angulation) and one passive (the encoded needle inser-
tion) degrees of freedom [24] shown in Fig. 2.5 (a). Pneumatic cylinders realize the
actuation, while optical encoders are used for position sensing. The manipulator does
not contain any ferromagnetic material and can be applied for transperineal prostate
needle placement in a 3 Tesla closed bore MRI scanner. By the use of rigid glass
tubes filled with contrast agent (the tracking fiducial frame), the robot and image
coordinates are registered. When the manipulator is placed in the desired position
under MRI guidance, the needle is manually inserted along the needle guide. During
the insertion, the needle is monitored by the encoded slider and real-time MR im-
ages. The reported root mean square value of the ex vivo needle alignment accuracy
by the pneumatic control system was smaller than 1 mm per axis [24]. Song et al. [43]
lately adapted this control system with a new parallel mechanism design shown in
Fig. 2.5 (b). Accuracy study was performed with optical tracking system [10]. Uti-
lizing this parallel robot as slave manipulator, a teleoperation system was developed
by Seifabadi et al. [44].
Two robotic systems that can automatically insert a needle into the patient’s
prostate under MRI guidance are the one that is built at the University Medical
Center Utrecht (UMCU) robot and the one described by Muntener et al. [45] at the
Urology Robotics research group leading by Dr. Dan Stoianovici at Johns Hopkins
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University.
(a) (b)
(c) (d)
Figure 2.5: Transperineal prostate robot utilizing pneumatic actuation. a) 4-DOF
needle guide pneumatic robot (X-Y motion and pitch-yaw motion) developed by Fis-
cher et al. at the Johns Hopkins University [24] c©2008 IEEE; b) 4-DOF needle
guide pneumatic parallel robot (X-Y motion and pitch-yaw motion) developed by
Song et al. at the Johns Hopkins University [43] c©2010 IEEE; c) 6-DOF pneumat-
ically actuated robot developed by van den Bosch et al. at the University Medical
Center Utrecht [13] c©2010 IOP Publishing; d) 6-DOF pneumatically actuated robot
developed by Stoianovici et al. at Johns Hopkins University [46] c©2007 Informa Plc.
van den Bosch et al. [13] built the UMCU robot that can be used for transperineal
prostate interventions in a closed-bore 1.5 Tesla MRI scanner shown in Fig. 2.5 (c).
The robot is made of polymers and non-ferromagnetic materials, such as copper,
titanium and aluminium. It has four passive DOF for needle alignment and one
active DOF for needle insertion. The UMCU robot contains a tapping device to tap
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the needle stepwise towards the prostate. Lagerburg et al. [47] proved that needle
tapping could reduce tissue deformation in comparison to manual needle insertion.
Muntener et al. [45] reported an MRI-compatible robot with 5 DOF (Fig. 2.5 (d))
for transperineal needle interventions of the prostate. This robot is based on the novel
pneumatic stepper motor PneuStep [48]. Similarly, this robot utilizes nonmagnetic
and dielectric materials, such as fiber glass, ceramics, plastics, and rubber. The robot
has been tested for MR compatibility in magnetic field strengths up to 7 Tesla. A
novel fiducial registration marker was developed to register the coordinate system of
the robot to image space [49]. Fast needle insertion was also used to minimize tissue
deformation and increase targeting accuracy [49].
Transperineal Prostate Intervention Utilizing Piezoelectric Actuation
DiMaio et al. [50] at Brigham and Women’s Hospital reported a robotic device
for needle placement based on the original design by Chinzei [51] that can be used
for transperineal prostate biopsy in an open 0.5 Tesla MRI scanner (GE Signa SP,
Milwaukee, WI). The ultrasonic motor driven robot shown in Fig. 2.6 (a) is made of
paramagnetic materials, such as titanium alloy and plastics. The robot mechanism
are composed of a 2-DOF orientation module and a 3-DOF Cartesian positioning
module. Taking advantages of the free space between the two vertical scanner bores
(also known as donut scanner), the robot is placed on top of the scanner and two long
articulated linkages expand down to access the patient. Intra-operative 0.5 Tesla MR
images were registered with the preoperative 1.5 Tesla MR images that have better
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image contrast. In gelatin phantom needle biopsy experiments, the robot has an
accuracy better than 2 mm.
(a) (b)
(c) (d)
Figure 2.6: Transperineal prostate robot utilizing piezoelectric actuation. a) 5-DOF
needle guide prostate interventional robot developed by DiMaio et al. at Brigham
and Women’s Hospital [50] c©2007 Informa Plc.; b) 6-DOF needle guide placement
robot developed by Goldenberg et al. at University of Toronto [9] c©2008 IEEE; c)
6-DOF needle robot developed by Su et al. at Worcester Polytechnic Institute [52];
d) 6-DOF concentric tube continuum robot developed by Su et al. at Worcester
Polytechnic Institute [53].
Goldenberg et al. [9] deigned a 6-DOF prostate interventional robot and aluminum
6061 was primary material of the robot. A few parts were made of brass and plastic
and the needle material is made of titanium. The first physical robot prototype was
manufactured and tested in the MRI with an ablation tool. Similarly, this robot
has positioning and orientation modules and the degrees of freedom are: 1) horizon-
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tal translation, 2) vertical translation, 3) insertion (penetration) translation, 4) pan
rotation, 5) tilt rotation, and 6) roll rotation. A photograph of the first physical
prototype is shown in Fig. 2.6 (b).
As part of the research described in detail in this dissertation, Su et al. developed a
6-DOF straight needle placement robot and a 6-DOF concentric tube continuum robot
shown in Fig. 2.6 (c-d) respectively. Piezoelectric motors (PiezoLegs, PiezoMotor
AB, Uppsala, Sweden) are used for both mechanism. The detailed design would be
presented in Chapter 3 and 4.
2.3.2 Transrectal Prostate Interventions
An MRI-compatible biopsy device used in clinical practice was used by Beyersdorff
et al. [54] shown in Fig. 2.7 (a). A needle guide was inserted into the rectum and
connected to this device. The device enables passive 4-DOF of rotation, angulation,
and translation of the needle. The needle guide (Invivo, Schwerin, Germany) contains
a gadolinium-doped water reservoir to visualize the needle guide and its work channel
on MR images. Beyersdorff et al. performed MRI-guided biopsy with this device on 12
patients with elevated PSA levels. Positioning the needle guide was time consuming
since the guide must first be identified on MR image for localization. Moreover, the
patient has to be moved in and out of the scanner to adjust the position of the device
after image guidance.
Cepek and Fenster et al. at Robarts Research Institute presented a device for
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(a)
(a) (b)
(c) (d)
Figure 2.7: Transrectal prostate robots. a) 5-DOF needle guide placement mechanism
[54] c©2005 RSNA; b) 5-DOF needle guide placement mechanism developed by Cepek
and Fenster et al . at Robarts Research Institute [55] c©2012 Springer; c) 5-DOF
needle guide prostate interventional robot developed by Yakar and Schouten et al. at
Radboud University Nijmegen Medical Center in the Netherlands [56] c©2011 RSNA;
d) 6-DOF piezoelectrically actuated robot developed by Elhawary et al. at Imperial
College [57] c©2010 IEEE.
delivering prostate focal thermal therapy under MRI guidance shown in Fig. 2.7
(b). Unlike most existing manual devices, this robot is capable of delivering needles
to targets in the prostate without removing the patient from the scanner. This
feature greatly reduces procedure time and increases accuracy. The manual driven
device consists of a mechanical linkage encoded with optical incremental encoders.
A custom MRI-compatible alignment interface allows the user to manually align the
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device to its target with high accuracy in very short time. Comparing with motorized
mechanism, this manually actuated robot reduces the system complexity, making it
much more compact and portable. Needle targeting experiments in gel phantoms
have demonstrated the device’s ability to deliver needles with an accuracy of 2.1±1.3
mm.
Yakar and Schouten et al. [56] from Radboud University Nijmegen Medical Center
in the Netherlands described a 5-DOF robotic needle guide manipulator for transrectal
prostate biopsies in a 3 Tesla closed-bore MRI scanner (Magnetom Trio, Siemens Med-
ical Solutions, Erlangen, Germany). The robotic manipulator shown in Fig. 2.7 (c),
is primarily constructed of plastics. This robot utilized the same gadolinium-doped
needle guide (Invivo, Schwerin, Germany) as Beyersdorff et al. [54]. Furthermore, the
needle guide has a suction cup working as a safety mechanism, which automatically
releases when the force to the patients’ rectal wall reaches a preset threshold value.
When the needle guide is placed in the desired position under MRI guidance, the
patient table with the robotic manipulator is moved out of the MR bore for manual
needle insertion and biopsy. Then, the patient table is moved back to its original scan-
ner position for imaging. In an agar phantom experiment the average in-plane error
was 3.0 mm. One limitation with this device and the corresponding workflow is that
the patient still needs to be moved out of scanner for insertion, which is conceptually
not as ideal as simultaneous in-bore imaging and interventions.
Elhawary et al. at Imperial College [57] developed 6-DOF piezoelectrically ac-
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tuated robot shown in Fig. 2.7 (d) using the same piezoelectric motors as in [52].
It consists of Cartesian stage (3 DOF), which is connected to an endorectal probe
by a passive gimbal mechanism (2 DOF) that allows rotation in the two axes. The
endorectal probe is inserted into the rectum, and by moving the Cartesian stages,
the probe pivots around a rotation point at the anus by changing its pitch, yaw, and
insertion depth. The 2-DOF biopsy needle motion is actuated for needle insertion
and biopsy.
Krieger et al. at the Johns Hopkins University developed the first three generations
of Access to Prostate Tissue (APT) robots. Fig. 2.8 (a) shows the APT-I manipulator
[58]. The key components of the manipulator include 6-DOF passive positioning stage,
3-DOF needle placement stage, needle guide and rectal sheath, and flexible shafts for
remote manual actuation. The 3-DOF needle placement stage includes rotation and
translation of the needle guide and curved needle insertion to place the needle tip at
a desired 3D target location within the prostate.
The APT-I features a custom MRI coil tracking system, tracking sequences and
custom tracking calibration for each individual scanner. Thus it is not scanner inde-
pendent, requires specialized sequence programming.
To overcome this limitation, the APT-II hybrid tracking system (optical encoder
and fiducial marker) only relies on standard MRI sequences, allowing it to be easily
used on different MRI scanners.
The advantage of the APT-II over the APT-I are 1) manipulator mechanism design
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utilizing a steerable needle guide; and 2) a 6-DOF hybrid tracking system, comprised
of passive fiducial tracking for initial registration and subsequent incremental motion
measurements.
Fig. 2.8 (b) shows the APT-II system, a scanner independent system during
initial registration [59]. A marker tube that contains two tubular markers is placed
concentrically over the steerable needle channel. Two additional markers are placed
into the main axis of the rectal sheath.
The APT-I and APT-II systems have been used initially in canine studies and
subsequently in clinical studies at three different clinical sites [15], namely 1) NIH at
the National Cancer Institute, USA; 2) Princess Margaret Hospital, Canada; and 3)
Department of Radiology at the Johns Hopkins University, USA. Each clinical site
uses a different MRI scanner, different diagnostic prostate imaging sequences, and
different clinical protocols separately approved by the local institution’s institutional
review board. The APT-I system has been employed in 37 clinical procedures at
NIH, and the APT-II system has been employed in 20 clinical human subject trials
at these three sites.
Since motorized motion can be precisely controlled over manual method, the new
development of APT systems aim to use actuated motion to increase accuracy and
reduce procedure duration. The design of the APT-III robot [15] includes a 2-DOF
piezoelectric motor actuated needle guide stage (rotation and insertion) and manual
needle insertion as shown in Fig. 2.8 (c). The manipulator kinematics is similar to the
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(a) (b)
(c) (d)
Figure 2.8: Four generations of transrectal API MRI prostate robots. a) 3-DOF fully
passive APT-I mechanism using active coil tracking [58] c©2005 IEEE; b) 3-DOF
fully passive scanner independent APT-II mechanism using hybrid optical encoder
and optical fiduciial tracking [59] c©2011 IEEE; c) 2-DOF (rotation and translation)
actuated APT-III robot with manual needle insertion [15] c©2012 IEEE; d) 3-DOF
(axial rotation, axial translation and pitch rotation) actuated APT-IV developed by
Bohren and Iordachita et al. [60] c©2012 IEEE.
APT-II system. The APT-III employs the rectal sheath, steerable needle guide, and
passive 6-DOF positioning arm designed originally for the APT-II. Needle insertion
was performed manually in the prototype.
In a recent development, Bohren and Iordachita et al. have [60] developed 3-DOF
(roll rotation, pitch rotation and needle translation) actuated transrectal prostate
intervention robot shown in Fig. 2.8 (d). The mechanism is very similar to APT-III
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and the goal is to actuated more DOF, however the needle insertion is still manual.
2.3.3 Transgluteal Prostate Interventions
In 2005, Zangos et al. [35] at Johann Wolfgang Goethe-University, Germany used
a 0.2 Tesla open MRI scanner for real-time needle tracking to perform transgluteal
prostate biopsies on 25 patients. The tumors were not visible during the intervention
on the T1-weighted 0.2 Tesla images, so the data had to be extracted from previously
obtained 1.5 Tesla images to find the target locations.
Subsequently, in 2007, Zangos et al. [11] used the pneumatic Innomotion robot
for transgluteal biopsies in a closed-bore MRI. Transgluteal biopsy reduces the risk of
injury to the bladder, bowel, and iliac vessels, and no intestinal germs are introduced
into the prostate. Disadvantages of this method are the need for local or general
anesthesia and the longer biopsy pathway. During the experiment, the cadaver was
placed in a prone or lateral position and the needle was inserted manually by the
physician after the cadaver was removed from the scanner. The mean deviation of
the needle tip was 0.35 mm.
From the literature review, it is observed that transperineal interventions is good
candidate for integrated diagnosis and therapy, thus is adopted in our system. The
underpinning of the proposed work in this dissertation overcomes two major issues,
namely it is fully actuated mechanism that allows intervention and imaging always
inside MRI scanner bore and it replies on piezoelectric actuation with custom designed
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motor driver to enable simultaneous motion and imaging. The detailed design is
presented in Chapter 3.
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Chapter 3
Piezoelectrically Actuated Robotic
System for MRI-Guided Prostate
Needle Placement Interventions
“Scientists discover the world that
exists; engineers create the world
that never was.
Theodore von Karman
This chapter presents the development of a fully-actuated robotic system for per-
forming prostate biopsy and brachytherapy under live MRI guidance. The system is
composed of modular hardware and software system to support the surgical work-
flow of intra-operative MRI-guided surgical procedures. Based on these modules,
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we present the development of a 6-DOF needle placement robot for transperineal
prostate interventions as clinical application. The robot consists of a 3-DOF needle
driver module and a 3-DOF actuated Cartesian motion module. The needle driver
provides needle cannula translation and rotation (2-DOF) and stylet translation (1-
DOF). A robot controller consisting of multiple piezoelectric motor drivers that are
MRI-compatible and enable simultaneous robot motion and MR imaging was devel-
oped in our lab for precision closed-loop control of piezoelectric motors [21]. The
modular robot control interface software performs image based robot registration,
kinematics calculation, and exchanges robot commands and coordinates between the
3D Slicer navigation software and the robot controller using the OpenIGTLink open
network communication protocol. MRI compatibility of the robot was evaluated un-
der 3T MRI using four standard imaging sequences and average signal noise ratio
(SNR) loss is limited to 5% during actuator motion. 25 target needle placement in-
side gelatin phantom utilizing an 18 gauge ceramic needle demonstrated the 0.866
mm root mean square (RMS) error for intrinsic image-guided procedure based on
MRI volume segmentation. 9 robotic brachytherapy seed placements with clinical 18
gauge needle shows that the robotic system has a better than 1.8 RMS positioning
accuracy.
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3.1 Introduction
MRI offers high-resolution tissue imaging at arbitrary orientations and is also able
to monitor therapeutic agents, surgical tools, biomechanical tissue properties, and
physiological function, which make MRI uniquely suitable for guiding, monitoring
and controlling a wide array of localized interventions [61]. Clinically, MRI-guided
surgery has been performed in several pioneering hospitals with improved surgical
outcomes, for example, deep brain stimulation lead placement [62], transperineal
prostate biopsy [56], and breast biopsy [63].
There are two primary configurations of MRI scanners that would affect the me-
chanical and electrical design of robotic systems. Open bore MRI presents a major
advantage regarding the accessibility to the patient, however, usually provides low
magnetic fields (in the range of 0.02-0.7 Tesla) resulting in a lower available signal and
slower speed of image acquisition. Masamune et al. [14] developed MRI-compatible
robot for open scanner with vertical arrangement of magnet poles at 40− 45cm dis-
tance. Chinzei et al. [64] demonstrated ultrasound motor driven prostate robot for
double-donut MRI scanner with a 50cm vertical gap between two facing supercon-
ductive magnets. This gap can accommodate a physician and interventional robots.
However, the most commonly available MRI scanners are closed-bore high field
(1.5 Tesla or higher) diagnostic MRI based on a single superconductive magnet. This
type of scanner offers better quality imaging with real-time acquisition speeds and
is the focus of this work. Nevertheless, the limited space inside the bore is typically
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60 − 70cm in diameter and 2m in length. This presents a stringent dimension limit
to robot design in the transverse direction, as patient body would take half or more
space leaving only 10 − 20cm in the horizontal direction for the robot. Since the
target anatomy is usually placed at the isocenter of the scanner and about 1m away
from the boundary of scanner, it was found that the ergonomics of manual needle
placement or even only needle insertion proved very difficult in the confines of the
scanner bore. Fig. 3.1 (a) illustrates a radiologist was reaching the perineum of
a patent inside scanner during the procedure in a difficult ergonomics scene. The
limited space in closed-bore high-field MRI scanners requires a physical separation
between the surgeon and the interventional region of the patient.
Figure 3.1: (Left) A radiologist was reaching the perineum of the patient inside closed-
bore MRI while unable to see the navigation software 3D Slicer during procedure,
and (right) a mechanical grid template to guide manual needle placement. Figure is
adapted from [65] c©2012 IOP Publishing.
The focus of this chapter is to leverage, improve and integrate our modular hard-
ware and software system [52] to enable a fully-actuated MRI-compatible robotic
system allowing simultaneous tissue manipulation and visualization for prostate in-
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terventions with thorough system evaluation inside MRI. Prostate cancer therapy
is the clinical application of this system, while the applicability of the developed
hardware and software is general for a wide variety of robot-assisted intra-operative
procedures with real-time MRI guidance.
A majority of previously developed systems are not fully actuated thus time con-
suming and requires moving patient inside scanner for imaging and moving patient out
of scanner for procedure. The ones utilizing piezoelectric actuation have to interleave
motion with imaging to prevent noise, precluding real-time image-guided interven-
tion. Hence, the contributions of the chapter are: 1) a fully-actuated 6-DOF robot
with compact structure that operates the prostate biopsy and brachytherapy proce-
dures with image guidance while keeping the patient inside MRI bore; 2) a modular
hardware consisting of robotic manipulator and the control system that is scanner in-
dependent and operable for general purpose procedures; 3) an image-guided software
(image processing, semi-autonomous robot control, registration, and surgical naviga-
tion) for computation, communication and navigation; 4) extending the feature set of
a piezoelectric motor driver that is capable of driving a variety of commercial piezo-
electric/ultrasonic motors and enables simultaneous full speed motor motion and 3T
MRI imaging guidance with less than 5% SNR loss; 5) MRI compatibility evaluation
of the piezoelectrically actuated robotic systems; and 6) needle placement accuracy
evaluation and brachytherapy seed placement accuracy evaluation of the system.
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3.2 Design Requirements and System Ar-
chitecture
3.2.1 System Concept and Specifications
Besides the MRI compatibility constraint, there are following design considera-
tions:
1) Actuated degree of freedom. The patient lies inside MRI scanner in the
semilithotomy position, and the robot accesses the prostate through the perineal
wall. The robot consists of 3-DOF needle driver module and 3-DOF Cartesian motion
module as shown in Fig. 3.5. This mechanism decouples the needle placement motion
and simplifies the kinematics, while guaranteeing high interventional safety.
2) Workspace. The average size of the prostate is 50mm in the lateral direction
by 35mm in the anterior-posterior direction by 40mm in length. By the end of a
procedure, this volume enlarges by as much as 25% due to swelling [38]. To cover
all volume of prostate and accommodate patient variability and lateral asymmetries
in patient setup, the prostate is assumed to have the shape of a sphere with 50 mm
diameter. Thus, the ideal robot workspace provides 100 − 150 mm vertical motion
from the bottom of the MRI scanner bed, ±35 mm lateral motion, and 150 mm needle
insertion depth.
3) Sterilization. Only the plastic needle guide, collet, nut and guide sleeve that
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have direct contact with the needle or the patient are removable and sterilizable. The
majority of the robot can be draped with a sterilized plastic cover for use in clinical
cases.
3.2.2 System Architecture
Depicted in Fig. 3.2, the system architecture comprises the following six modules:
1) Robot: needle placement robot inside MRI scanner;
2) Piezoelectric robot controller inside MRI scanner room;
3) Fiber optic communication interface box that contains a fiber optic media
converter and a router;
4) Robot navigation, control and kinematics software running on the control com-
puter;
5) Surgical planning, navigation and visualization software 3D Slicer;
6) MRI scanner and image acquisition interface.
The system is modular in the sense that the communication between all modules
(except the one between robot controller and robot which are usually at adjacent
location) are through network as indicated with dash line, which implies that not
only each module’s computational platforms (Windows, Linux, Mac etc.), but also
different programming languages (C++, Java, etc.) are not required to be identical.
Communication framework OpenIGTLink [66] is used to exchange control, position,
and image data. Any navigation system supporting OpenIGTLink is compatible with
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Figure 3.2: System architecture and data flow of the robotic system. Six modules
are shown in gray block and OpenIGTLink is used to exchange control, image and
position data.
the system. For the purposes of this study we used surgical navigation software 3D
Slicer, running on a Linux-based workstation in the scanner’s console room, serves as
a user interface for the surgeon. The system workflow follows a preoperative planning,
fiducial frame registration, targeting and verification procedure as presented in Section
3.5. Detailed system setup with six modules in MRI scanner room and control room
is illustrated in Fig. 3.3. Doctors operate 3D Slicer to select targets and control
intervention workflow. The robot control software calculates inverse kinematics to
command robot joint space motion and this electrical control signal is converted to
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fiber optic signal through the interface box. Robot is located inside MRI scanner
and is controlled by the MRI robot controller. The details of the module design are
described in the following sections.
Interface Box 
3D Slicer 
Robot Control Software 
MRI Robot  
Controller 
Robot 
Fiber optic 
Communication 
MRI 
Console 
Figure 3.3: System setup with six modules in MRI scanner room and control room.
3.3 Mechanism Design and Kinematics
The primary application of this robot is for percutaneous prostate interventions,
including brachytherapy and biopsy procedures. Angulated needle placement with
more DOF has been studied by Su et al. [67] and would be presented in Section 3.7.1.
The primary focus of this chapter is to present the development of straight needle
placement mechanism and integrated hardware and software system.
The major construction components of the robot are made of fused deposition
modeling (Stratasys, Inc., USA) and 3D printed rapid prototyping (Objet Connex350,
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USA) depending on the requirements of structural rigidity and complexity. Plastic
bearings and aluminum guide rails (Igus Inc., East Providence, RI) are used as trans-
mission mechanism. Optical encoders (3EM1-1250 and E5D-1250, U.S. Digital, USA)
with PC5 differential line driver that causes no visible MRI artifact are used for po-
sition encoding.
The clinical brachytherapy and biopsy needle are composed of two concentric
tubes, outer one is hollow and called cannula and the inner one is solid and called
stylet. 18 gauge (1.27mm diameter) needles are used for clinical prostate brachyther-
apy. Radioactive seeds are pre-loaded with 5.5mm spacers between them. During
the insertion, one hand holds the cannula and the other hand brace against stylet
hub to prevent relative motion. After insertion, the cannula is withdrawn over the
stylet while leaving the seeds in place. Straight needle placement typically includes
the following three decoupled tasks:
1) Moving the needle tip to the entry point with 3-DOF Cartesian motion;
2) Inserting the needle into the body using 1-DOF translation along a straight
trajectory;
3) Firing the spring loaded mechanism of the biopsy gun to harvest tissue or
retracting the stylet for placing radioactive seeds. These three tasks are implemented
as two mechanism modules as described as follow.
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3.3.1 Needle Driver Module
For transperineal prostate needle placement which requires 18 Newton force to
puncture the capsule of the prostate [68], two linear piezoelectric motors (PiezoLegs,
LL1011C, PiezoMotor AB, Uppsala, Sweden) each providing 10 Newton holding and
driving force, are placed in parallel to drive 1-DOF insertion motion. Another 1-DOF
of collinear translational stylet motion is driven by another motor to coordinate the
motion with respect to the cannula. For biopsy procedure, the firing motion can also
be implemented as fast cannula-stylet coordinated motion. This idea unified the two
procedures and simplified our mechanism design.
Shinsei motor (Shinsei Corporation, Tokyo, Japan) and Nanomotion motor (Nanomo-
tion Ltd., Yokneam, Israel) are two other commercially available piezoelectric motors
for MRI applications. For rotary motion, PiezoLegs is chosen as Shinsei motor’s high
power output (0.5Nm) far exceeds the torque requirement while there is no read-
ily commercially available rotary type Nanomotion motor. For translational motion,
PiezoLegs is advantageous as a pair of Nanomotion motor is required to balance
the very high preload due to the plastic motor fixture for MRI compatibility [15]
while there is no readily commercially available linear type Shensei motor. However,
it is necessary to to note that even the rotary or linear motor types are limited for
Nanomotion and Shinsei motors, appropriate mechanism and transmission design can
be used when large torque or force output is required to use these motors.
To design a needle driver that allows standard needles with different diameter
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Figure 3.4: An exploded view of the latest generation of the needle driver module,
including a rotation axis, a translation axis and a collinear stylet translation axis.
to be used, a collet clamping device rigidly connects the needle shaft to the driving
motor mechanism is developed as shown in Fig. 3.4. The collet nut is twisted to
fasten the collet shaft thus rigidly locks the needle on the clamping device. The
clamping device is connected to the rotary motor through a timing belt. An eccentric
pulley tensioner that is concentric with the rotary piezoelectric motor (PiezoLegs,
R5012C, PiezoMotor AB, Uppsala, Sweden) can adjust the distance between the
motor shaft and the collet shaft of clamping mechanism. In an earlier iteration [52],
collect screw shaft bending was observed, and the mechanism has been significantly
improved with a newly designed tensioner that includes an extruded shaft support
with plain bearing (Igus Inc., East Providence, RI) to prevent motor shaft bending
in the previous version.
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As we have designed an array of aluminum collets with different diameters, this
mechanism can accommodate standard medical needle with diameters ranging from
25 gauge (0.514mm diameter) to 16 gauge (1.651mm diameter). The plastic needle
guide with quick release mechanism, collet nut and guide sleeve have direct contact
with the needle and are low cost and sterilizable. The rotation motion of the cannula
may be used to limit deflection by continuous rotation [69] or as asymmetric tip needle
steering [70].
3.3.2 Cartesian Motion Module
The needle driver is placed on top of a Cartesian positioning module, which is a 3-
DOF actuated Cartesian stage. The mechanism design was developed in a decoupled
manner, thus the kinematics is simple and safe. The horizontal 2-DOF motions are
achieved using the same linear motors with direct drive. Motion in the vertical plane
includes 40 mm of vertical travel. To increase the rigidity of vertical mechanism
over previous prototype [52], the new design utilized a one-and-half (modified) Scott-
Russell scissor mechanism which is compact and attenuates structural flexibility due
to plastic bar and bearing. The aluminum anodized lead screw with 2 mm pitch (Igus
Inc., East Providence, RI) is connected to an aluminum helical flexible misalignment
coupler to avoid over-constraint due to the front guide plate and the motor shaft.
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Figure 3.5: A side view of the 3-DOF needle driver module providing cannula trans-
lation and rotation (2-DOF) and stylet translation (1-DOF) and the 3-DOF actuated
Cartesian stage module. A fiducial frame is rigidly mounted on the base of the robot
to register robot to MRI image space.
3.3.3 Robot Kinematics
The vertical motion is provided by actuation of the scissor mechanism. This is
to keep a compact design that does not significantly exceed the dimensions of the
motion workspace A linear motion in the Superior-Inferior (SI) direction produces
a motion in the Anterior-Posterior (AP) direction. Based on the coordinate frames
shown in Fig. 3.6, the forward kinematics equation of motion of the robot is:
x = q1 + xoffset
y =
√
L2 − (L−d)2 + yoffset
z = q3 + q4 + zoffset
(3.1)
where d = q2·p
360
is the horizontal linear motion of the lead screw due to the rotary
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motor motion and p is the lead screw pitch. q1,q2,q3,q4 are joint space motion of the
x-axis motor translation (unit: mm), y-axis rotary motor rotation (unit: degree), z-
axis motor translation (unit: mm) and needle driver insertion translation (unit: mm).
L is the length of the scissor bar.
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Figure 3.6: Coordinate frames of the robotic system for registration of the robot to
MR image space, robot kinematics and encoded needle insertion.
Due to the nonlinearity of the mechanism structure, the system behavior is very
different for varying regions of operation. Thus, it is critical to optimize the link
lengths to achieve the desired behavior in the required operating range. For this
research platform is designed to have 40 mm vertical motion while maintaining a
minimal offset from the table at the lowest position. A link length of L = 80 mm
which was determined to be the optimal tradeoff between range of motion and offset.
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3.4 Electrical Design
3.4.1 Piezoelectric Motors
Piezoelectric actuation has rapidly expanded its application field due to the poten-
tial for nanometer level positioning accuracy, high power density, and direct drive
capability. They are one of the most commonly utilized classes of actuators in MRI
guided devices as it operates on reverse piezoelectric effect (the internal generation of
a mechanical strain resulting from an applied electrical field) without magnetic field
as traditional motors.
In terms of driving signal, piezoelectric motors fall into two main categories: har-
monic and non-harmonic, both of which have been demonstrated to cause interference
within the scanner bore in their standard configuration [15]. While these motors oper-
ate on similar basic principles, signals required to effectively utilize and control them
are different. Harmonic motors such as the Nanomotion are generally driven with a
fixed frequency sinusoidal signal at 38k-50k Hz frequency. Velocity control of these
motors is through modulation of the systems amplitude in a range of 80-300V RMS.
Shinsei harmonic motors, however, are speed controlled through frequency modula-
tion where maximum speed occurs at resonance and speed is decreased by driving
it further away from that frequency. Non-harmonic motors, such as the PiezoLegs
motor operate at a much lower frequency than harmonic motors (750-3K Hz). These
actuators require a complex shaped waveform generated with high precision at fixed
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amplitude to operate most effectively. Speed is controlled through modulating the
drive frequency. The PiezoLegs motors have two advantages over a harmonic drive:
the noise caused by the driving wave is easier to suppress, and the motion produced
by the motors is generally at a more desirable speed and torque for percutaneous
interventional applications.
Experiments were conducted by shielding the motor with RF shielding cloth and
connecting the cable shield to ground via the controller box aluminum shell. However,
the MRI compatibly results demonstrated that it was still large signal noise ration
reduction (up to 40%) [15].
Through experimental evaluation, it is found that image artifact is in fact not
caused by the actuator itself when it is away from the image volume (it still has a
local artifact in the immediate vicinity), but primarily by the driving signal utilized
to operate the actuator. This is an unintentional and undesired effect caused by the
electrical system used in the off-the-shelf driving circuitry which does not cause side
effects in mechanical operation, but the high frequency noise does have significant
impact on MR image quality.
3.4.2 Piezoelectric Motor Driver and Control
In the early development, it is conjectured that the fact that PiezoLegs motor which
runs on low driving frequency and non-harmonic signal is more suitable than the
harmonic ones [71]. However, our experience with the developed piezoelectric motor
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driver demonstrates that our implementation with signal generated from direct digital
synthesizer (DDS), in contrast the commercial ones with high frequency switching
voltage regulator, is capable of driving these commercial motors while maintaining
MRI compatibility.
PiezoLegs motors consist of four quasi-static legs (A, B, C, and D legs) forming a
stator which interchangeably establish frictional contact to a leaf spring preloaded
ceramic rod, are operated below their resonant frequency. Each bimorph leg consists
of two electrically isolated piezoelectric stacks. The legs elongate when an equal
voltage is applied to the two stacks of one leg. Applying different voltages on the two
stacks of one leg causes the leg to bend.
Commercial drivers use a class-D style amplification system that generates the wave
forms by low-pass filtering high frequency square waves. While this is efficient, it
generates significant high frequency noise that is very difficult to filter.
The piezoelectric motor driver was collaboratively developed in our lab, and the
early version was described in [21, 52]. Our custom motor driver utilizes micro-
controller (PIC32MX460F512L, Microchip Technology Inc) and field-programmable
gate array (FPGA, Cyclone EP2C8Q208C8, Altera Corporation) for computation,
input/output communication, motor control, sensor interfacing, etc. The functional-
ity of the microcontroller includes: 1) Loading waveform from SD card to the internal
RAM of FPGA; 2) Communication with PC through Ethernet to received position
or velocity set points; 3) Position and velocity servo control loop. The microcon-
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Figure 3.7: Block diagram of the system components of each piezoelectric motor
driver board. An FPGA is configured as a waveform synthesizer generating the four
phases of the drive signal which are passed to a linear amplifier stage with integrated
filtering.
troller incorporates a joint-level controller that controls the output sample rate of the
FPGA’s waveform synthesizer. The functionality of the FPGA includes: 1) DDS; 2)
Encoder decoding. Differential encoder signals are interpreted by the FPGA that are
fed into onboard microcontroller; 3) Overheat protection. Internal temperature sen-
sor in the operational amplifier (OPA549, Texas Instruments Inc.) is used to manage
thermal shutdown of the output; 4) Stall detection. A watchdog mechanism detects
the stall motion of the motor after 5ms time out as a safety mechanism during joint
limit detection and homing procedure.
As shown in the Fig. 3.7, the piezoelectric motor controller receives an input in
the form of a position or velocity set point. Three communication methods, namely
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Ethernet, serial communication and universal serial bus (USB), are available to con-
nect the control computer and the motor driver backplane. This enables system
debug with serial port, and also enables networked connection for remote control and
teleoperation. The piezoelectric motor driver boards (8 axes in this design) reside
on a backplane that utilizes Serial Peripheral Interface (SPI) bus for communication
between multi axis motor drivers and backplane.
To drive this motor, arbitrary shape waveform provided by the manufacturer is
required. One pair of legs (A and C leg) has the same waveform, while the other pair
(B and D leg) uses same waveform with 90 degree phase shift. The waveform DDS
running on the FPGA is used to generate these four waveforms. The signal frequency
is expressed as
F =
M
2n
Fclock
where M is the frequency control tuning word, n is the bit of phase accumulator
(32 bit), and Fclock is the clock frequency (50M Hz). For a required frequency, the
corresponding M is calculated in FPGA to produce the desired signal. A 32 bit
register inside FPGA is used as phase accumulator to produce the digital phase,
whose top 11 bit is used as input index to the 11 bit waveform table (2048 long look
up table) that maps the phase to corresponding waveform.
The outputted digital waveform is converted to analog signal through a two channel
digital-to-analog converter (DAC) (DAC2904, Texas Instruments Inc.). The driver
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boards include a high power output amplification module, which passes the signals
from four linear amplifiers out to the actuators through pi filters to further remove
high frequency noise. This module includes three stage linear amplifiers in sequence.
To drive other commercial piezoelectric motors (Nanomotion motor and Shensei
motor) which are harmonic, inductive transformer with turns ratio 1:20 is used to
elevate the voltage amplitude. As they only require two driving channels, each board
can drive two motors. As in the right top of Fig. 3.9, the red block shows the digital
section of the driver (FPGA and microcontroller), the yellow block shows the analog
of the driver (amplifiers, pi filters) and the blue one is the DAC.
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Figure 3.8: A nonlinear PI controller implemented to control PiezoLegs motor velocity
by modulation of driving frequency.
As shown in Equation 3.2, the control system supports a simplified discrete non-
linear proportional integral (PI) controller (usually I gain is very small or is zero) is
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implemented in microcontroller to control the motor motion as shown in Fig. 3.7.
u =

0 |e| ≤ d
kpe+ki
∫
edt ⊆ [fmin, fmax] d <e< l
umax e ≥ l
(3.2)
where u is the control voltage. fmin and fmax are the minimum and maximum driving
frequency respectively. kp and ki are the PI control parameters.
The drive velocity is proportional to frequency. As shown in Equation 3.2, when the
position error e is smaller than a predefined dead-band d (1 encoder ticks in our FPGA
implementation, which corresponds to 0.0127 mm and 0.072o for linear and rotary
motion respectively in our robot), the controller outputs no control signal. When
e exceeds the dead-band while smaller than some threshold value l, the controller
implements a PI controller. The proportional gain would drive the motor slower
when getting closer to target. To maintain high speed motion while not damage the
motor, the control frequency is set by minimum speed (which should be reached at
the target) and max speed (which it should never exceed). Gains are tuned to be
reasonably high as it is describable to run at the capped maximum speed until very
close. The detailed control parameters are presented in Section 3.5.3. Feedforward
and gain scheduling control algorithm can also be used to increase the accuracy [72],
however it is not necessary in our application.
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3.4.3 Fiber Optic Communication, EMI Shielding,
and Power Management
Communication from the control computer (inside control room) running control
software to the robot controller (inside scanner room) is through a fiber optic Ethernet
connection run through the MRI scanner room’s patch panel wave guide. This elim-
inates a large source of noise that is introduced when electrical signals pass through
the patch panel or wave guide as the signal could act as antennas to induce stray RF
noise.
As shown in Fig. 3.9, the signal from/ to control computer goes through a router
(DGL 4100, D-Link Corporation) that operates Dynamic Host Configuration Protocol
(DHCP) server to assign and manage IP address. After that, a full duplex 10/100
Ethernet to 100Base-FX multi-mode fiber media converter (MCM110SC2, Startech
Corporation) is used to convert to fiber optic signals which are then converted back
to electrical signals within the motor control box.
Fig. 3.9 shows the aluminum robot controller enclosure which houses the custom-
made piezoelectric motor driver boards configured for 8-axis control. A key step in
reducing image degradation from electrical noise is to encase all electronics in a con-
tinuous Faraday cage to block as much electromagnetic interference being emitted
from the equipment as possible. This cage is extended through the shielded cables
carrying electrical signals out of the cage. Two very-high-density cable interconnect
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(VHDCI) cables are passed through serpentine wave guides located on the vertical
sides of the control box. The cable running from piezoelectric controller to the robot
must be shielded, grounded and straight, to avoid coil effect that could induce sig-
nificant RF noise signal. As each motor and encoder needs 5 and 8 pin respectively,
each VHDCI cable with 68-pin shielded and twisted pair can connect four axes of
PiezoLegs motor.
Figure 3.9: (Left) piezoelectric motor controller enclosed inside a carry on travel
case. (Right) piezoelectric motor controller board. The early version of this design
was described in Su et al. [52] and Cole et al. [21].
120V alternating current power from a filtered, grounded supply in the scanner room
is regulated through a linear regulator with 48V output which provides power supply
to the piezoelectric motor. This output is also is used to convert 5V and 12V power
after two switching power supply for digital power supply. Passive low pass filter is
used to further filter the power supply signal. Mechanically, it was determined that
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this equipment should be both robust, physically durable, and portable such that
it can be moved to and from a laboratory environment to a hospital environment
as well as being capable of transported long distances. To this end, the electronics
system has been fitted with a shock absorption system, and has been mounted in a
modular Faraday cage to shield electrical noise and fitted with tool free fasteners such
that it can easily be maintained in the field. In addition, the driver board, backplane,
onboard power regulation, and controller enclosure are grounded, shielded and filtered
specifically for operation in the MRI environment. This is then mounted in a plastic
rugged, wheeled travel case selected to be within the size restrictions for carry-on
luggage to allow the system to be easily and safely deployed at multiple locations.
3.5 Registration, Control Software
and Workflow
The primary functionality of the robot control interface software developed is to or-
ganize system workflow, including fiducial registration, robot registration, kinematics
and motion control. Three-dimensional surgical navigation software 3D Slicer serves
as a user interface to visualize and define target in image space. The robot con-
trol interface software connects 3D Slicer and the robot controller to exchange robot
commands using OpenIGTLink.
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3.5.1 Surgical Navigation Coordinates
The robot is registered to the patient coordinate system - referred to as right-
anterior-supine (RAS) coordinates - based on imaging a fiducial frame (Z frame)
attached to the robot as shown in Fig. 3.6. After the registration phase, the robot
can accept target coordinates represented in the RAS image coordinate. To simplify
the kinematics calculation, the center of Z frame is defined as the origin of the robot
coordinate system. The corresponding series of homogeneous transformations is used
to determine the robot’s tip location in MR image coordinate (i.e. RAS coordinate)
TRAST ip = T
RAS
Z ·TZRob·TRobT ip (3.3)
where TRAST ip is the needle tip in the RAS patient coordinate system, T
RAS
Z is the
fiducial’s 6-DOF coordinates in RAS coordinates as determined by the Z frame fiducial
based registration, TZRob is the robot needle guide location with respect to the robot
base (coincident with fiducial’s 6-DOF coordinate) as determined from the forward
kinematics of the robot as defined in Section 3.3.3, and TRobT ip is the needle tip position
with respect to the position of the needle guide of the robot as measured by optical
encoder along needle insertion axis.
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3.5.2 Multi-Slice Based Fiducial Registration
The fiducial frame as shown in Fig. 3.10 (left) is made of seven tubes filled with high
contrast gadolinium fluid (MR-Spots, Beekley Corp., Bristol, CT) and configured in
a set of Z shapes in three orthogonal planes. In prior work, we have performed 6-DOF
registration using a single image slice which provides convenience and speed at the
expense of accuracy [24]. In this work, we utilized our multi-slice fiducial registration
approach [73] wherein multiple slices of the frame are used together to determine the
6-DOF position and orientation of the frame on the robot with respect to the scanner.
Fig. 3.10 (middle) illustrates one T2-weighted fast spin echo image of tracking fiducial
frame. The registration algorithm first segments the image and compensates for the
irregular shape of the fiducial to find the best fitting circle as shown in Fig. 3.10
(right). The seven points from several slices are then utilized to calculate the 6-
DOF position and orientation of the robot with respect to the scanner origin. An
independent evaluation of registration accuracy in the MRI scanner showed sub-pixel
resolution with a mean error of 0.27 mm in translation and 0.16◦ in orientation.
3.5.3 Communication, Kinematics, and Control
Software
A robot kinematics and OpenIGTLink communication library was developed in our
lab in Java (Oracle Corporation) with a graphical user interface (GUI) that coor-
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Figure 3.10: The Z-frame registration fiducial (left) with corresponding cross-sectional
MR image (middle) and the segmented fiducial contour (right).
dinates system input, communication and procedure. There are two main methods
of interfacing with the piezoelectric robot controller, either through the GUI, or via
OpenIGTLink connection by sending command from 3D Slicer. As shown in Fig.
3.11, the GUI-based workflow includes four major modules:
1) Robot registration and calibration module (upper left column annotated with 1).
It is editable either by typing or OpenIGTLink command and displays the registration
matrix TRASZ and offset constants of the matrix T
Z
Rob;
2) The upper middle column (annotated with 2) which is not editable, displays
the current target point homogenous transformation and current actual robot 6-DOF
pose;
3) The upper right column (annotated with 3) contains a homogenous transfor-
mation editable either by typing or OpenIGTLink command to set the desired new
target transformation and buttons to control biopsy or brachytherapy procedures;
4) The bottom row (annotated with 4) is the joint space panel which generates a
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robot mechanism configuration Extensible Markup Language (XML) file and displays
the name of each joint, the actual joint position, the desired joint position, motor
jogging and home buttons. The desired joint position can be either set from the task
space transformation (upper right column) through inverse kinematics calculation or
by directing typing in the corresponding text field.
1 2 3 
4 
Figure 3.11: The graphical user interface of the robot control software running on the
control computer inside control room. The upper left column is robot registration and
calibration module, the upper middle column displays the current target point trans-
formation and current actual robot 6-DOF pose. The upper right column contains
the desired new target transformation and buttons to control biopsy or brachytherapy
procedures. The bottom row is the joint space panel.
The configuration XML file is robot specific, and it includes the name of joint axis,
the scale factor from raw encoder ticks to engineering units (mm or degree), the
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joint position limits, PI parameters, latch parameters and driving frequency limits.
The detailed parameters are listed in Table 3.1. The scale parameter is the conversion
from quadrature encoder to engineering units. For rotary quadrature encoder with 500
counts per inch, the scale is 25.4/500/4 = 0.0127 mm/count. For linear quadrature
encoder with 1250 counter per revolution, the scale is 360/1250/4 = 0.072 deg/tick.
For the y axis motion which is driven by a rotary motor, the scale is the conversion
from rotary ticks to horizontal motion of the lead screw, so it is 0.072∗2/360 = 0.0004
mm/tick.
Table 3.1: Java implementation of XML file with different parameters.
Name Index Scale
(mm or °/tick) (tick)
PID isInverted indexLatch
(tick) (Hz)
xTrans 0 0.0127 [-1000,850] [10,0,0] True 590 [750,2500]
yRot 1 0.0004 [-16696800, 16696800] [1,0,0] True 0 [750,2500]
zTrans 2 0.0127 [-1000,850] [25,0,0] True 1400 [750,2500]
zTransCannula 3 0.0127 [-10000000,5900] [25,0,0] True 1400 [750,2500]
zRotCannula 4 -0.072 [-72000000, 72000000] [0.35,0,0] True -35 [750,1500]
zTransStylet 5 0.0127 [-20860, 18900] [25,0,0] True 1640 [750,2500]
limitPos limitFreq
Rotation scale=1inch 500 ticks=25.4/500/4=0.0127mm/tick
Translation scale =1round 1250ticks=360/1250/4=0.072deg/tick
yRot scale=Rotation scale*pitch/360=0.072*2/360=0.0004mm/tick
yRot其实是rotation转化成水平方向translation的数值
The index latch parameters include Boolean valuables isInverted (determines if the
control signal should be inverted to keep in the coincident direction of encoder read-
ing), isLatch (determines if use index latching) and isStopOnLatch (determines if stop
on encoder index) and one integer indexLatch (the offset from encoder index to zero
position).
In order to create a system that allows the user to modify a given segment of the
software, especially when considering an architecture which requires many levels of
operation with message handling between all layers, the observer pattern with joint
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space listener, task space listener, and registration listener, is implemented in the
software instead of state machine based architecture [74] that defines a strictly pre-
defined procedure not allowing agile workflow.
In the downstream direction, when the target position is selected by clicking MRI
volume inside 3D Slicer, it is pushed down to the control computer in the form of a
transformation matrix. At this point, the abstract kinematics engine implemented as
an abstract kinematics class, utilizes the inverse kinematics defined by the user and
supplied as part of the manipulator configuration to calculate the desired joint posi-
tion of the manipulator. After this, these joint level commands are passed through
a link factory which converts the engineering unit commands to machine level com-
mands in the form of encoder ticks, and pushes them down to the piezoelectric motor
controller, where they operated via 1000Hz servo loop.
In the upstream direction, independent of commands pushed downwards, any change
in a monitored aspect of the system triggers an event which triggers an update in
any object listening to it. The most common example of this in the current system
is a position change of the robotic system, which triggers a packet to be pushed
up to the link factory in the abstract kinematics block. The link factory converts
this machine level information to engineering units and pushes it to the forward
kinematics calculator in the abstract kinematics engine. The abstract kinematics
engine then derives the robot end-effector pose and pushes this information up to the
navigation software through OpenIGTLink. Inside 3D Slicer, a virtual needle accepts
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Figure 3.12: The 3D Slicer GUI shows a virtual needle whose position was streamed
from control software was inserted to move to the selected target in yellow during
needle placement accuracy evaluation. The needle tracks were visualized inside the
MRI volume.
the pose information and displays with MRI volume to assurance placement safety
and confirms placement accuracy as shown in Fig. 3.12 where the yellow spheres
indicates the selected targets inside MRI volume in RAS coordinates.
3.5.4 Workflow
The workflow of the system mimics traditional TRUS-guided prostate needle in-
sertions. This workflow includes five phases of operation and follows a coherent
procedure. Comparing with our previous effort [74], this software is more flexible,
reconfigurable, and allows control of the robot from both task space (patient coor-
dinates) and joint space. The system component of the control software follows the
workflow and enables the following five phases to function.
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1) System Initialization. The hardware and software system is initialized. In this
state, the operator prepares the robot by connecting the robot controller and attaching
sterilized needle to the robot. The robot is calibrated to a pre-defined home position
and loads the robot configuration from the XML file.
2) Planning. Pre-operative MR images are loaded into the 3D Slicer. Targets are
selected or imported into the Slicer platform.
3) Registration. A series of transverse images of the fiducial frame are acquired.
Multiple images are used to perform multi-slice registration to enhance system accu-
racy.
4) Targeting. Needle target is selected from the Slicer software and this desired
position is transmitted to the robot to process inverse kinematics and the calculated
joint command is used to drive piezoelectric motors. Targets or adjustments may also
be directly entered or adjusted in the robot control interface software. Real-time MR
images can be acquired during insertion that enables visualization of the tool path.
5) Verification. The robot forward kinematics calculates actual needle tip position
(from encoder measurements and registration results) which is displayed in the 3D
Slicer. Post insertion MR images are acquired and displayed with overlaid target and
actual robot position.
The safety of needle placement is ensured through several means that are imple-
mented in software, electrical and mechanical levels: forces exerted by the piezo-
electric motors are limited by the software (limits on drive frequency) and hard-
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ware (adjustable friction drive); insertion speeds are intentionally limited by setting
a maximum drive frequency regardless of user input; positioning-sensing redundancy
between onboard sensors and image-based localization; and software and hardware
emergency stops.
3.6 Experiments and Results
To demonstrate the system MRI compatibility of this architecture and the designed
piezoelectric driver, a series of MRI phantom tests were performed. Robotic sys-
tem accuracy, multiple needle placement accuracy and brachytherapy seed placement
accuracy were evaluated through two experiments.
Imaging 
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Controller
Figure 3.13: The robot prototype with imaging coil on the table of a 3T MRI scanner
with a gelatin phantom. The piezoelectric robot control is located 3 meters away
from the scanner.
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3.6.1 MRI Compatibility Evaluation
The MRI compatibility of the needle placement robot was demonstrated in a Philips
Achieva 3T system. The phantom employed in the experiment was a 12cm diameter
plastic tube filled with a copper sulfate solution. The robot was placed immediately
adjacent to the left side of the coil. The controller was placed approximately 3m from
the scanner bore.
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Figure 3.14: Representative results showing the difference in images obtained of base-
line and motor running conditions in four standard MRI imaging protocols. No visibly
artifact is observed from the test.
Four imaging protocols were selected for evaluation of compatibility of the system:
1) diagnostic imaging T1-weighted fast gradient echo (T1 FGE/FFE), 2) diagnostic
imaging T2-weighted fast spin echo (T2 FSE/TSE), 3) high speed real-time imaging
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fast gradient echo (FGRE), and 4) functional imaging spin echo-planar imaging (SE
EPI). All sequences were acquired with a slice thickness of 5 mm and a number of
excitations (NEX) of one. Imaging parameters are identical to the setting in [75].
Three configurations were evaluated and used in the comparison: 1) baseline of the
phantom only, 2) motor unpowered with controllers DC power supply turned on, 3)
motor on and robot is in motion. Eight slices were acquired per imaging protocol for
each configuration. Images obtained during motor operation in the scanner are sub-
tracted from the baseline images, as shown in Fig. 3.14. For statistical analysis, SNR
is utilized as the metric for evaluating MRI compatibility with baseline phantom im-
age comparison [75]. Statistical analysis with a Tukey Multiple Comparison confirms
that no pair shows significant signal degradation with a 95% confidence interval.
3.6.2 Accuracy Evaluation of Multiple Needle Place-
ments with Gel Phantom
The robot was furthered evaluated by soft gel phantom study under MR imaging.
The phantom tissue used for the experiments was simulated muscle ballistic test media
Sim-Test (Corbin, Inc., USA). The rubber-like material was molded into a 10cm ×
10cm × 10cm rectangular form. This phantom was placed inside a flex coil, and the
robot was initialized to home position in front of the phantom as shown in Fig. 3.13.
To limit paramagnetic artifacts during the accuracy evaluation, 18 gauge ceramic
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needles were inserted into a gelatin phantom to assess robot instrument tip position.
A diagnostic imaging T2-weighted fast spin echo protocol (repetition time 2700 ms,
echo time 22 ms, slice thickness 2mm, 0.5mm × 0.5mm pixel size) is utilized to
visualize the needle insertion trajectory. 44 image slices of the phantom are acquired
inside a 3 Tesla Philips Achieva scanner. 25 targets that form a semi-ellipsoid shape
are selected from the MRI volume, as shown in Fig. 3.15. The transverse plane
distance of the grid is 5mm to mimic a mechanical template of TRUS procedure. 25
times of needle placement were performed and the needle tracks are illustrated in Fig.
3.12 and two representative targets were displayed.
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Figure 3.15: 25 targets forming a semi-ellipsoid shape to simulate the superior part of
a prostate were selected from the MRI volume. Actual needle tip read from segmented
MRI image are superimposed in the 25 targets.
The needle placement accuracy were evaluated in x, y and z axis respectively. Fig.
3.15 shows the errors measured in mm unit. The actual needle tip position is manually
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segmented from MRI volume image. The desired targets and the needle tip positions
are register with cloud to cloud registration to incorporate the robotic system error.
From an accuracy perspective, partially-actuated robot for transrectal prostate
biopsy by Krieger et al. (led by Professor Louis Whitcomb) at Johns Hopkins Uni-
versity [15] was taken as the benchmark for comparison. However, it is necessary to
notice that there are multiple factors (including mechanical property of the phantom,
material and diameter of the needle, MRI imaging sequence, insertion distance, num-
ber of placements, etc.) that affect the placement accuracy, making an absolutely
objective comparison virtually impossible due to the lack of “control group”. So this
comparison aims to provide a general insight to the accuracy to the proposed system
in this chapter to the most recent result and most similar robotic approaches.
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Figure 3.16: Needle placement error of 25 target needle placement in x-y-z axis with
RMS error 0.87mm.
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For the robot by Krieger et al., seven targets in the same transverse plane were
selected in a prostate phantom (CIRS, Inc., Norfolk, VA). Similar 18 gauge biopsy
needle was used to biopsy these samples, then it was followed by the placement of a
glass needle to the same depth since the void created by the glass needle has smaller
artifact and concentric to the needle. For the clinical metallic needle, 7 placements
have mean error 2.3 mm with a standard deviation 1.3 mm. For the glass needle,
the mean inplane error is 1.9 mm with a maximum error of 3.1 mm and standard
deviation was not reported for this case.
In terms of the needle placement accuracy by our piezoelectrically-actuated robot,
the maximum error is less than 1.2 mm as shown in Fig. 3.16 and it indicates a
consistent accuracy trend of the image-guided robotic system. The mean error is 0.84
mm with a standard deviation 0.23 mm.
3.6.3 Accuracy Evaluation of Brachytherapy Seed
Placement with Gel Phantom
To evaluate the capability for fully-actuated brachytherapy seed placement using
preloaded needles, a 3 ×3 pattern of needle placements with three seeds per insertion
was applied with the robot. Custom made brass seeds and plastic spacers were
employed to mimic the radioactive seeds, with length of 5 mm for both seed and
spacer. The seeds and spacers could be distinguished under MRI images for their
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different imaging properties, i.e. introducing different artifacts (the brass seeds are
comparatively brighter than the plastic spacers under MRI images). An 18 gauge MRI
brachytherapy needle is placed in the gelatin phantom and imaged with T2-weighted
fast spin echo imaging protocol (T2W TSE).
The procedure for executing biopsy and brachytherapy can be specified in the unified
workflow shown in Fig. 3.19 and Fig. 3.17 respectively:
1) Jog back stylet joint to certain depth L, and load the seeds and spacers to the
brachytherapy needle according to the treatment plan. L equals to the sum of the
length of 3 seeds and 2 spacers.
2) Align the robot in planar plane to the entry point.
3) Insert the cannula to the target position.
4) Deliver seeds under automatically coordinated motion, retracting cannula and
inserting stylet with the same length L and under the same speed.
5) Retract needle to zero position.
From an accuracy perspective, pneumatically actuated robot for prostate brachyther-
apy seed placement by Patriciu et al. (led by Professor Dan Stoianovici) at Johns
Hopkins University [49] was taken as the benchmark for comparison since both are
pneumatically actuated robot for prostate interventions inside MRI. However, it is
necessary to notice that there are multiple factors (including length and material of
seeds and spacers, mechanical property of the phantom, material and diameter of the
needle, MRI imaging sequence, insertion distance, number of seeds, seed migration,
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Figure 3.17: The prostate brachytherapy workflow and control parameters.
etc.) that affect the placement accuracy, making an absolutely objective comparison
virtually impossible due to the lack of “control group”. So this comparison aims to
provide a general insight to the accuracy to the proposed system in this chapter to
other robotic approaches.
This pneumatic robot by Patriciu et al. placed 60 ceramic seeds in random target
positions automatically with a seed dispenser, and a novel imaging fiducial frame
was used to register the robot. It was shown the the mean error was 1.14 mm and
standard deviation was 0.41 mm and z direction (insertion direction) has the largest
placement error components. As analyzed by the authors, this was potentially due
to seed migration along the needle tract, phenomenon common in brachytherapy
procedures. Without this component, the positioning error is 0.6 mm mean with 0.2
mm standard deviation.
The brachytherapy accuracy was measured with a segmented high resolution CT
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Needle Track
Figure 3.18: Custom made brass seeds and plastic spacers were used to mimic the
radioactive seeds, with length of 5mm for both seed and spacer. Gelatin phantom
with 27 brachytherapy seeds with 9 needle placements (top), one coronal MRI slice
of seeds placed by 9 needle placements (bottom left) and segmented 3D CT image of
the seeds and spacer (bottom right).
scan of the phantom and the implanted seeds and spacers. Since the measurement
is relative, the accuracy result is an indicator of the accuracy of seed distribution
patten, illustrating the accuracy of the robotic system, while excluding the fidu-
cial registration accuracy. The experimental results of our piezoelectrically-actuated
robotic brachytherapy seed placement demonstrated a mean error of 0.90 mm with a
standard deviation 0.37 mm. The errors are partially caused by the needle deflection,
considering the bevel tip of the brachytherapy needle, which could be reduced by
rotating the cannula to reduce the insertion force. Moreover, the custom made seeds
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Needle at zero position
Insert needle, L before the targetL
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Insert stylet 2L 
Biopsy sample (coordinated motion), 
Retract cannula stylet 2L insert cannula 2L  ,    
R t t dl t itie rac  nee e o zero pos on
Figure 3.19: The prostate biopsy workflow and control parameters.
and spacers are not exactly the same length, that could also introduce errors.
3.7 Discussion and Conclusions
3.7.1 Angulated Needle Placement Robot for Transper-
ineal Prostate Interventions
The major focus of the straight needle placement robot is to develop a proof-of-
concept robotic system with hardware and software to support MRI-guided needle
placement procedure. However, interaction with clinician reveals that surgeons pre-
fer to have an angulated needle placement mechanism. Direct access to all clinically
relevant locations in the prostate is not always possible with a needle inserted purely
along apex-base direction due to pubic arch interference. Needle angulation in the
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Figure 3.20: Brachytherapy 27 seed placement error in x-y-z axis with RMS 0.97 mm.
sagittal and coronal planes will enable procedure to be performed on many of these
patients where brachytherapy is typically contraindicated due to pubic arch interfer-
ence as described by Fu, et al. [76].
This is also known as conical approach as opposed to the cylindrical approach of
straight needle insertion, where needle’s orientation is controlled in yaw and pitch di-
rection. Another observation of the current robot design indicates that the structural
flexibility is detrimental to the placement accuracy. Even the scissor mechanism for
vertical motion has an parallel mechanism structure, its rigidity is still limited. The
two reasons motivated a design of angulated needle placement robot.
Before the description of the new design, a parallel robot has been designed at
Johns Hopkins University [77] and further refined in a recent publication [78]. The
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Figure 3.21: Error magnitude for 9 brachytherapy seed placement with 27 seed place-
ment.
proposed robot kinematic architecture has some features in common with some of its
contemporary robots. To understand it better, consider the kinematic architecture
of MrBot [46], SABiR [79], and the twin pantograph [80]. Similar to our robot, these
parallel robots comprises of two identical planar mechanisms and by combining the
motion of these planar linkages, angulations (pitch, roll, yaw) are generated, as well.
More interestingly, the architecture of the planar mechanisms of these robots are
almost the same but with different kinematic configurations as shown in Fig. 3.23.
For example, the prismatic joints are replaced with revolute joints in Pantograph and
SABiR and or the location of prismatic joints are switched for the case of MrBot.
This proposed robot consists of two planar mechanism which has a triangular shape.
However, one major limitation of this mechanism is that the roll axis is not con-
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Figure 3.22: A sagittal slice of the prostate (red) illustrates the necessity of needle
angulation to facilitate pubic arch interference avoidance. Image credit: Everette
Burdette.
strained, so it might rotate unintentionally. This is one primary issue that is ad-
dressed by the following new design. As shown in Fig. 3.22, needle angulation in
the sagittal and coronal planes will enable procedure to be performed even when the
needle pathway is contraindicated due to pubic arch interference [24]. To cover all
volume of prostate and accommodate patient variability and lateral asymmetries in
patient setup, prostate is assumed to has the shape of a sphere with 50mm diameter.
Thus, the required motion range of the robot is specified as follows: vertical motion
is 100 − 150mm, lateral motion is ±25mm, axial insertion motion is 150mm, both
pitch and yaw motion are ±9◦.
A novel parallel robot mechanism as shown in Fig. 3.24 is proposed [67], which
possesses four merits over the straight needle placement robot focused in this chapter:
1) Orientation control of the pitch angle to facilitate the avoidance of pubic arch
interference;
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Fig. 10 The front (back) planar mechanism of different parallel robots: (a) our robot, (b) MrBot, 
(c) Twin Pantograph, and (d) SABiR. All of them have 5 joints and 5 linkages. In (a) and (b), 
two joints are prismatic, but in (c) and (d), all joints are revolutionary. This figure shows 
kinematic similarity within these robots. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 3.23: The pl nar mechanism of different parallel robots: (a) Triagular shaped
mechanism [77]. (b) MrBot [46]. (c) Twin pantograph [80]. (d) SABiR [79]. All of
them have 5 joints and 5 linkages. In (a) and (b), two joints are prismatic, but in (c)
and (d), all joints are revolutionary. This figure shows kinematic similarity within
these robots. This summary of kinematics is provided by [10].
2) Isotropic stiffness enhancement in the lateral and axial directions;
3) The new robot has a pyramid-like shape that is compact in size and in particular
utilizes the space “under the leg” for prostate intervention;
4) The new design circumvents the needle driver axial rotation issue in the previous
development [78].
The planar mechanism is changed to a trapezoidal shape. The robot consists of
three major components: front stage, back stage and the holding plate. Both the
front stage and back stage are 2-DOF motion module and share the same kinematic
structure. In this design, the corresponding linkage length of the front stage and back
stage are the same.
The stage is composed of two four-bar mechanisms connected through a U-channel
frame and each ground linkage of four-bar mechanism is driven by a cart that resides
on a linear guide through plain bearings. Rotary piezoelectric motors located at
the bottom housings are used to drive lead-screw mechanism to provide the prismatic
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Figure 3.24: The 4-DOF manipulator was integrated with the 3-DOF needle driver
is to provide 7-DOF needle placement motion.
motion of each cart while all the revolute joints of the four-bar mechanism are passive.
The front U-channel frame is connected with holding plate through two spherical
joints, while the back U-channel frame is constrained by another two spherical joints.
Between the front and rear two spherical joints, there are two passive prismatic joints
beneath the holding plate that allows the relative motion of the front stage and rear
stage.
As the first evaluation, the 4-DOF manipulator is integrated with a 3-DOF needle
driver that provides needle translation, rotation and stylet retraction to provide 7-
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DOF needle biopsy or brachytherapy motion. The needle guide of the needle driver is
able to accommodate standard medical needles with different diameters. In general,
the scalability, size and robustness of electromechanical systems in this system present
a clear advantage over prior pneumatically actuated system [77], in particular for small
range needle motion and dynamic performance.
3.7.2 Conclusions
This chapter presents a fully-actuated robotic system for MRI-guided prostate
biopsy and brachytherapy using a piezoelectric actuation. In this work, we devel-
oped and evaluated an integrated modular hardware and software system to support
the surgical workflow of intraoperative MRI, with percutaneous prostate intervention
as an illustrative case.
Phantom experiments validated the capability and flexibility of the system to exe-
cute automated prostate biopsy and brachytherapy with modification of the typical
clinical workflow. The preliminary results are very promising with an RMS seed
placement accuracy of approximately 1.00 mm.
The MRI-guided automated needle placement robotic system provides some poten-
tial significant advantages over manual approaches, including
1) Improved workflow. The robot-assisted procedure provides a straightforward and
coherent workflow that integrates the robot assistance with high resolution image
guidance. Thus intervention and imaging could be combined in a unified framework;
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2) Increased position accuracy. The robot overcomes the positioning accuracy lim-
itation of the manual approach. For the TRUS-guided prostate interventions, it also
circumvents the limit of the mechanical guide template that has 5 mm resolution due
to the grid distance. Moreover, surgeons could modify or update the diagnosis or
treatment plan on the fly based on the image feedback during intervention,
3) Reduced time consumption, especially for multiple needle insertions: biopsy and
brachytherapy procedures are executed automatically, under fast coordinated motion.
Phantom accuracy study indicates that this MRI-guided needle placement robotic
system is potentially sufficient to target clinically significant prostate cancer foci.
However, for in vivo tissue needle placements, tissue inhomogeneity and edema would
cause some other errors. Ex vivo study and cadaver experiments could be the inter-
mitted step toward clinical trial on human.
However, a thorough evaluation of this system and comparison with manual ap-
proach is necessary to validate the claimed benefits. There were no incidents during
needle placements and seeds deployment in the experiment phase, but since each
experiment was performed once, reliability evaluation is imperative to justify the re-
peatability and stability of the system, which is critical for surgical safety. Moreover,
safety mechanism should be evaluated for emergency cases (e.g. the needle buckling
inside patient tissue). A clinically viable workflow should be developed basing on the
workflow presented here that is primarily from an engineering perspective.
Sterilization procedure should be clearly defined. A majority of the robot can be
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covered with plastic drape, and the needle guide, collet is disposable. In the current
version, collet screw shaft has direct contact with the needle which would be inserted
to the patient. Thus a mechanism design with quick release is desirable to disconnect
the collet screw shaft. An alternative is to design a sheath inside the screw shaft,
thus only the sheath which can be quickly released would have contact with needles.
The angulated parallel manipulator would be the major mechanism of next clinical
phase development. This research platform with the developed hardware and software
is being adapted with collaborators from Brigham and Women’s Hospital and Johns
Hopkins University for clinical evaluations. It is expected that this system would be
used for human clinical trials in 2-3 years.
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Chapter 4
MRI-Guided Steerable Continuum
Robot
“The more original a discovery, the
more obvious it seems afterwards.”
Arthur Koestler
A continuum robot, is one kind of biologically inspired robot that can be defined as
a continuously bending, infinite DOF robot with an elastic structure [81]. It is closely
related to but fundamentally different from hyper redundant robots which consist of
finitely short and rigid links. Generally, there are four types of continuum robots [81],
namely robots shaped by continuously bending actuators, robots shaped by tendons,
concentric tube continuum robots, and asymmetric tip steerable needle robots. The
later two and their application inside MRI are of the focus of this research. In this
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chapter, continuum robots refer to the last two types of robots.
This chapter presents the design and evaluation of two steerable continuum robots,
namely the asymmetric tip continuum robot and concentric tube robot. It includes the
kinematics modeling, robot mechanism design, simulation and accuracy evaluation.
Some sections of the second part of this chapter has been published as H. Su, D.
Cardona, W. Shang, G. Cole, C. Rucker, R. Webster III and G. S. Fischer, “An MRI-
Guided Concentric Tube Continuum Robot with Piezoelectric Actuation: A Feasibil-
ity Study”, IEEE International Conference on Robotics and Automation, Saint Paul,
Minnesota, USA, 2012 [53].
4.1 Introduction
Since continuum robots can be designed with flexible super elastic wires or tubes
with several millimeter diameter, it is usually known as steerable needle robot and
is of particular interest for robot-assisted minimally invasive surgery, which offers
significant advantages in applications requiring high dexterity.
A steerable needle can be used to follow nonlinear trajectories or to compensate for
placement errors. It not only enables focal therapy that enhances intervention efficacy
by compensating for sources of error during insertion, but also reduces invasiveness
by minimizing the number of repeated needle insertions required. In particular, there
are a number of different approaches to steer flexible needles, including needle base
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manipulation of symmetric-tip needles [82] [83], asymmetric tip needle steering [70]
and use of multiple concentric tubes [84] [85], among other methods. Categorization
of asymmetric tip needle steering methods and robot prototypes are shown in Fig.
4.1 and Fig. 4.2.
Robotic Needle Steering 5
Fig. 3 Steering methods, example robotic devices, and example results from needle steering sys-
tems in the literature, including Webster et al. [70] [70], Reed, et al. [60], Okazawa, et al. [52],
Glozman, et al. [28], and Mallapragada, et al. [40]. All figures reprinted with permission.
Figure 4.1: Categorization of asymmetric tip needle steering methods and robot pro-
totypes [86]: including Webster et al. [70] and Reed et al. [87]. Figure and table
summary is courtesy of c©2011 Springer.
Recently, considerable efforts have also been expended for steerable needle based
percutaneous interventions utilizing different imaging modalities, including ultra-
sound [88], CT [89], and MRI [90]. MRI is capable of localizing both soft tissue
and interventional tools basing on metallic material that the tool is made of induced
artifact. Steerable needles can be designed for ultra minimally invasive intervention,
in comparison to the laparoscopic surgery which requires the insertion of trocar with
2-3 centimeter diameter. In terms of the form factor of the steerable needles, stan-
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dard fiber optic camera that is used for laparoscopic surgery is not an ideal visual
sensor to close the image feedback loop for steerable needle based procedures. So
utilizing MRI to guide this procedure is a natural determination, and this chapter
explores two kinds of steerable continuum robot, namely asymmetric tip continuum
robot and concentric tube continuum robot, and the feasibility to use MRI to guide
the procedures.
Robotic Needle Steering 5
Fig. 3 Steering methods, example robotic devices, and example results from needle steering sys-
tems in the literature, including Webster et al. [70] [70], Reed, et al. [60], Okazawa, et al. [52],
Glozman, et al. [28], and Mallapragada, et al. [40]. All figures reprinted with permission.Figure 4.2: Categorization of asymmetric tip needle steering methods and robot pro-
totypes [86], including Glozman, et al. [83] and Mallapragada, et al. [91]. Figure and
table summary is courtesy of c©2011 Springer.
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4.2 MRI-Guided Asymmetric Tip Contin-
uum Robot
Needle-based interventions are commonplace for a variety of surgical procedures.
Needles may be used for a variety of percutaneous diagnostic and therapeutic in-
terventions. However, ensuring that the needle, cannula, probe, catheter or other
tubular-shaped instrument makes it to the desired target while following a desired
path is often nontrivial. Inaccuracy may come from various causes including needle
deflection, tissue deformation, target motion, patient motion, or other sources. Many
clinical needles have asymmetric tip shapes, such as a beveled tip. In some cases,
these tips cause asymmetric forces on the needle that cause it to deflect as it is in-
serted. This deflection in many cases is undesirable and results in errors in needle
placement. However, some clinicians use the asymmetric tip forces to their advantage
and actively control or steer the needle path during insertion by rotating the bevel
direction. Further, others have attempted continuous rotation or drilling of a needle
to ensure that it follows a straight insertion path [92].
Control of the needle path may be used in multiple cases. In one case, as the needle
is inserted an error is determined between the projection of the needle and the target,
so a compensation in the needle path is required. In another case, a specific path or
trajectory is desired, and the needle is controlled along that path to reach the target.
In a combined case, a predetermined path is defined, and compensation is required
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Fig. 1. Model setup of a steerable needle and a kinematically equivalent airplane
with fixed speed and pitch rate, zero yaw, and controllable roll rate.
Experimental studies [17] show that the motion of steerable needles can be
approximated as having a constant radius of curvature that is independent of
insertion speed. The control inputs for the needle are the insertion speed and
rotation (roll) angle, although for motion planning (the topic of this paper)
insertion speed is often not important. The rotation angle is then the only
real control input and trajectories can be parameterized by insertion depth.
A steerable needle is thus kinematically equivalent to an airplane with fixed
speed and pitch rate, zero yaw, and controllable roll rate (Fig. 1b).
Motion planning for steerable needles is an important problem and has
been studied in several ways in literature. Most studies focus on planar motion,
for which the control input reduces to switching between curve-left and curve-
right. Alterovitz et al. [2, 1, 3] present a roadmap-based motion planning
framework that explicitly incorporates motion uncertainty and computes the
path that is most likely to succeed. Minhas et al. [12] show planning based
on fast duty cycle spinning of the needle, effectively removing the limitation
of a fixed-radius path but requiring continuous angular control input. Kallem
et al. [10] introduce a controller that stabilizes the needle motion to a plane,
allowing practical implementation of planar motion planning methods.
The first 3D motion planning algorithm was introduced by Park et al.
[14, 15] and used diffusion of a stochastic differential equation to generate
a family of solution paths. The authors also describe several extensions to
avoid obstacles. Duindam et al. [6] presented a second 3D motion planning
algorithm that uses fast numerical optimization of a cost-function to compute
feasible needle paths in 3D environments with obstacles.
This paper presents a different solution to the 3D motion planning prob-
lem for steerable needles, based on inverse kinematics. We propose a new
geometry-based algorithm inspired by the Paden-Kahan subproblems in tra-
ditional inverse kinematics algorithms [13]. Just as the Paden-Kahan sub-
problems, our algorithm (Section 3) can be fully described in geometric terms
Figure 4.3: Model s tup of a steerable needle and a kinematically equivalent airplane
with fixed speed and pitch rate, zero yaw, and controllable roll rate [93]. c©2010
SAGE Publications.
as the needle is ins rted to ensure the path is followed and the endpoint reached.
These control approaches may be open loop or closed loop. The close loop approach
may be based upon medical imaging or image-guidance such as ultrasound, x-ray,
fluoroscopy, CT, MRI, video feeds, laser scans, external tracking systems, or other
approaches.
Conventional needles used in percutan ous therapy and biopsy can be classified as
symmetric (e.g. conical or triangular prismatic) or asymmetric (e.g. beveled). It
has been shown that inserting eedle with asymme ric tips results in larger lateral
(bending) forces than needles with symmetric tips [94]. These lateral bending forces
result in deviation of th needle from a straight line path, even if the tissue does not
deform. The simplest type of asymmetric tip is a bevel tip. Bevel-tip needles are
commonplace because they are straightforward to manufacture and they can be used
to (slightly) direct the flow of therapeutic drugs.
The needles can typically be inserted and rotated along and about thus axis, respec-
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tively. In some cases torsional affects make the rotation at various points along the
needle unequal, and this can be compensated for if necessary to control the desired
subsection of the needle, such as the tip form the base [87]. The term asymmetric tip
generally refers to a bevel-shaped tip on a needle, however more broadly it is defined
as any feature on a needle that provide asymmetric forces that alter the insertion
path as it is inserted.
4.2.1 Asymmetric Tip Needle Steering Kinematics
Fig. 4.3 and 4.4 illustrate the nonholonomic kinematic model of the asymmetric tip
needle, which can be modeled as two wheel bicycle model or unicycle model.
Figure 4.4: Bicycle nonholonomic kinematic model of a bevel tip needle during steer-
ing showing the front and back wheels at frames B and C [70]. c©2006 SAGE Publi-
cations.
A robotic needle driver provides 2-DOF control of needle rotation and insertion
generating a cone shaped manifold. With higher level control, it is capable of 3-DOF
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positioning of the tip (i.e. can place the tip to a 3D position using two actuators).
The needle driver may further be configured as part of a robotic system. The system
is further configured to incorporate a teleoperation master that a user manipulates
to control needle insertion and/or steering angle in Chapter 6 where force sensing is
provided for insertion axis as haptic feedback.
To validate the needle kinematics, a series of phantom gel experiments were per-
formed with clinical needles. The phantom tissue material used in this experiment
was simulated muscle ballistic test media (Corbin, Inc., Oregon, USA ) mixed with
water with both in liquid state. This phantom material qualitatively feels similar to
human muscle, and is comparatively stiff relative to the clinical medical needles in the
experiment. The needle trajectories using needles with different diameters are shown
in Fig. 4.5. In the experiments, clinical bevel needles (Invivo Corp., Florida, USA)
with diameter 0.91 mm (20 gauge), 0.72 mm (22 gauge) and 0.56 mm (24 gauge) were
inserted for 10 cm to the phantom by the robot mechanism at 2 mm/second linear
speed. Then simulations were performed and the simulated trajectory was overlaid
to each actual needle trajectory by varying the needle kinematics parameters to fit
the shape of the needles. The result matches the intuition that needle with smaller
diameter has larger steering capability. It is measured from the images that the 20,
22, and 24 gauge needle have 3.15 mm, 5.37 mm and 6.56 mm deflection for the 10
cm needle insertions. As continued study based on the original work in [70], this
result indicates that clinical needle is also capable of performing needle steering and
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it provides a guideline for the steering capability of clinical needles.
20 gauge (Ø 0.91mm) 22 gauge (Ø 0.72mm) 
(a) (b)
24 gauge (Ø 0.57mm) 
(c)
Figure 4.5: 10 cm needle insertion trajectories into phantom gel with different gauges
(i.e. diameters) clinical nitinol needles for insertion.
a) 20 gauge clinical needle (0.91 mm), 3.15 mm deflection, κ=0.0072/cm;
b) 22 gauge clinical needle (0.72 mm), 5.37 mm deflection, κ=0.008/cm;
c) 24 gauge clinical needle (0.57 mm), 6.56 mm deflection, κ=0.01/cm;
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4.2.2 Continuous Uncoupled Revolution Velocity-
independent (CURV) Steering
The work proposed an algorithm named Continuous Uncoupled Rotation Velocity-
independent (CURV) steering that enables active and semi-autonomous control of
needle insertion paths while still enabling a clinician ultimate control over needle
insertion. The section describes a system and method for controlling needle path
as the needle is inserted by precisely controlling the rotation of the needle as it
continuously rotates during insertion. This enables underactuated 2-DOF control
of the direction and the curvature of the needle from a single rotary actuator, and
therefore full 3D positioning of the tip when coupled with an insertion stage.
An advantage of the present algorithm is that control of the rotary motion may
be decoupled from the needle insertion. The rotary motion controls steering effort
and direction, while the insertion controls needle depth or insertion speed. In one
implementation, the proposed method does not require constant velocity insertion,
interleaved insertion and rotation, or known insertion position or speed. The insertion
may be provided by a robot or other automated method, may be a manual insertion,
or may be a teleoperated insertion.
In this approach, the needle is continuously rotated, and the rotation angle of the
needle about its primary axis is determined as a function of the current angle and the
desired direction. The normalized angular velocity of the needle about its primary
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axis is defined using the Gaussian distribution as:
ωˆ(θ, θd) = 1− αe−
(θ−θd)2
2c2 (4.1)
The equation above describes the use of a Gaussian distribution to determine the
angular velocity of the needle about its primary axis as a function of the difference
between current needle angle and desired direction. ωˆ is the normalized angular
velocity, α is the steering effort that varies between 0-1, θ is the angular position, θd
is the desired angular position, and c is one constant parameter that is proportional
to the width of the Gaussian function. It should be noted that other functions may be
utilized to replace the Gaussian distribution. A primary contribution of the proposed
algorithm is underactuated control of the needle such that curvature and direction
of the needle insertion path can be controlled based on determining the angular
velocity or differential motion as a function of the rotation angle as the needle rotates
continuously. The calculation is performed continuously as the needle rotates to
determine the corresponding angular velocity or angle set point.
Velocity Controller
This is implemented in software on a control system where the normalized needle
rotation angular velocity is calculated in a control loop running at a fixed timer period
such as a servo loop running at 1K Hz. The angular velocity of the needle about its
primary axis as a function of current angle as it rotates is calculated as:
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Figure 4.6: Velocity profile with respect to rotation angle for CURV algorithm.
θ˙(θ) = ωmaxωˆ (4.2)
Position Controller
In one implementation, a discrete time position controller is used to determine an
angle setpoints for the next period based on the desired angular position as:
θ(t+ 1) = θ(t) + ωmaxωˆT (4.3)
The specific curvature for a given steering effort is also related to needle properties,
tissue properties, and external forces. The steering effort may be run open loop to
drive the needle along a specific path, it may be controlled in a closed loop to follow
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Figure 4.7: Needle rotation angle set points (a) and velocity set points (b) of CURV
controller.
a specific path, or it may be used as a control input to steer the needle towards the
target, much like a steering wheel on a car.
4.2.3 Numerical Simulation of CURV Steering
To evaluate the effectiveness of the needle steering algorithm, numerical simulation
with MATLAB (MathWorks, Natick, MA) was performed to characterize the relation
between steering effort and curvature. As illustrated in Fig. 4.8, it shows the needle
trajectories with two steering efforts for a 21 gauge needle. The red line represents
the needle tip trajectory while the blue line is the trajectory of the coordinate frame
B (rear wheel) of the bicycle model.
Similarly, three different steering efforts (0%, 50% and 98%) were used to simulated
the planar needle trajectories. As shown in Fig. 4.9, simulated 21 gauge needle was
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Figure 4.8: Representative examples of needle trajectories with two steering efforts.
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Figure 4.9: Planar needle trajectories with three different steering efforts, demon-
strating the steering capability of the needle tip utilizing a clinical needle.
As one major functionality of the asymmetric needle steering, the needle tip position
compensation is also investigated. As shown in Fig. 4.10, the needle was originally
inserted with continues rotation, but when the controller receives updated target
position, the needle steering algorithm is then fed with the new target position to
turn the needle tip in the inward direction. This can be used to compensated needle
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placement errors.
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Figure 4.10: Needle tip position compensation capability demonstrated with initial
straight needle trajectory and curved trajectory by controlling the steering effort and
insertion/rotation motion profile.
4.2.4 Needle Insertion and Steering under Real-
Time MRI-Guidance
A series of experiments were performed to evaluate the system performance for
needle insertion and steering capability of asymmetric tip needles under real-time 3T
MRI-guidance.
The first test is the dynamic needle insertion. The same muscle ballistic test me-
dia Sim-Test (Corbin, Inc., USA) (12cm length, 9cm width and 5cm thickness) is
utilized as a tissue phantom for in vitro needle steering. The Sim-Test media was
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mixed with boiling water at a ratio of 1 to 1. This mixture is less stiff than prostate
tissues and this implies that the real tissue might provides better steering capability
due to higher relative stiffness between needle and tissue. A 22 gauge medical nee-
dle (0.82mm outer diameter) with 45◦ bevel tip is used for steering test. Functional
imaging spin echo-planar imaging (field of view 240mm, echo time 1ms, repetition
time 2ms, flip angle 20◦) is utilized to monitor the real-time needle motion. This
imaging protocol provides approximately 2Hz update rates. Needle insertion motion
without needle rotation is controlled by closed-loop optical encoder feedback with
proportional-integral-derivative controller. Fig. 4.11 depicts six bevel tip needle in-
sertion snapshots during 3T echo-planar imaging at 0.4 second interval. The needle
shaft and tip trajectories are clearly visualized in the phantom image without major
interference during robot motion. The artifacts could be attributed to the low artifact
titanium needle.
In the second test, the same 22 gauge medical needle is used to demonstrate the
steering capability with MRI visualization. The bevel tip is rotated toward left before
insertion. T2-weighted fast spin echo (field of view 240 mm,echo time 90 ms, repetition
time 3000 ms, flip angle 90◦) illustrates the final needle shape and tip position. The
same procedure is repeated for bevel right before insertion and the results are shown
in Fig. 4.12. As observed from the images, for a 7 cm needle insertion, a 3.5 mm
needle tip deviation in the lateral direction was demonstrated for both insertions.
There is no visually identifiable interference during needle robot controlled insertion.
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Figure 4.11: Representative bevel tip needle insertion snapshots during 3 Tesla echo-
planar imaging at 0.4 second interval.
The two tests demonstrated the in situ piezoelectric actuation capability in 3T MRI,
thus enables real-time needle steering. The compatibility performance and dynamic
needle insertion result is significant comparing with the ones in [9] and [15], which have
40%− 60% SNR reduction under motion and must interleave motion with imaging.
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Figure 4.12: Bevel tip needle steering images with 3T MRI scanner. (Left) bevel left
needle insertion and (right) bevel right needle insertion.
4.3 MRI-Guided Concentric Tube Contin-
uum Robot
In this section, concentric tube continuum robot (as known as active cannula),
featured for its ability to “steer” through open spaces as well as soft tissues is studied
for application with MRI guidance. As its steerability relies on the tube interaction
force, not the force generated with soft tissue interaction, thus particularly useful
for motion control inside body cavities or lumens. These robots change shape as
individual tubes in the concentric collection are telescopically extended and axially
rotated with respect to one another. It can be used as a miniature manipulator with
a gripper [95], and has also been used without a gripper in soft tissues as a steerable
needle [96] [97], which is our primary interest in this research work.
As illustrated in Fig. 4.13 by Torres and Alterovitz [98], concentric tube continuum
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robot can potentially used for accessing tumors in the brain near the pituitary gland
via the nasal cavity while avoiding critical blood vessels, nerves, and bones.
Motion Planning for Concentric Tube Robots Using
Mechanics-based Models
Luis G. Torres and Ron Alterovitz
Abstract— Concentric tube robots have the potential to en-
able new minimally invasive surgical procedures by curving
around anatomical obstacles to reach difficult-to-reach sites in
body cavities. Planning motions for these devices is challenging
in part due to their complex kinematics; concentric tube robots
are composed of thin, pre-curved, telescoping tubes that can
achieve a variety of shapes via extension and rotation of each
of their constituent tubes. We introduce a new motion planner
to maneuver these devices to clinical targets while minimizing
the probability of colliding with anatomical obstacles. Unlike
prior planners for these devices, we more accurately model
device shape using mechanics-based models that consider tor-
sional interaction between the tubes. We also account for the
effects of uncertainty in actuation and predicted device shape.
We integrate these models with a sampling-based approach
based on the Rapidly-Exploring Roadmap to guarantee finding
optimal plans as computation time is allowed to increase. We
demonstrate our motion planner in simulation using a variety of
evaluation scenarios including an anatomy-based neurosurgery
case that requires maneuvering to a difficult-to-reach brain
tumor at the skull base.
I. Introduction
Concentric tube robots are needle-like devices that can be
controlled to trace curved paths through open air [1]–[3].
The ability to control the curvilinear shape of these devices
enables them to avoid obstacles and reach targets in tight
spaces. These continuum robots are composed of thin nested
tubes where each tube is pre-curved, shaped for example as
a straight transmission segment followed by a segment with
constant curvature. Each tube, typically composed of nitinol,
can be controlled independently by two degrees of free-
dom: it can be (1) rotated axially, and (2) pushed/retracted
through the containing tube. These degrees of freedom could
be robotically actuated or directly controlled by a human
operator. When rotating or telescopically extending any of
the component tubes of the robot, the device’s entire shape
changes due to interactions among the pre-curvatures of the
individual tubes.
Paired with effective motion planning algorithms, concen-
tric tube robots have the potential to enable new minimally
invasive procedures, such as endoscopic access to the brain
[4], the lung [5], [6], and the heart [2]. We illustrate in
Fig. 1 the potential of these devices for accessing tumors in
the brain near the pituitary gland via the nasal cavity while
avoiding critical blood vessels, nerves, and bones.
The power and flexibility of concentric tube robots comes
at the cost of modeling and planning complexity. The shape
L. G. Torres and R. Alterovitz are with the Department of Com-
puter Science, University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill, USA
luis@cs.unc.edu, ron@cs.unc.edu
Fig. 1. Virtual simulation of a concentric tube robot executing a motion
plan for neurosurgery at the skull base. The robot is inserted through the
nostril and guided toward the pituitary gland (highlighted in green) in the
skull base while avoiding skin, bone, blood vessels, and healthy brain tissue.
The component tubes of the robot are colored gray, orange, cyan, and yellow.
of a concentric tube robot is a function of the control
inputs, which are the rotation and extension of each of the
component tubes. The shape is governed by the interplay of
beam mechanics and torsional effects among the tubes [5],
[7]. There is no known closed-form solution to the kinematics
of concentric tube robots. Because of these challenges,
prior work in motion planning for concentric tube robots
in anatomically complex environments has largely focused
on simplified kinematic models of the devices at the expense
of accuracy. Furthermore, although computationally intensive
accurate models of robot shape have been developed, their
accuracy typically decreases as the inserted length of the
robot increases [8]. In real world scenarios there is uncer-
tainty in actuation and in the kinematic model of the robot
which can result in deviations from the predicted motion; this
motion uncertainty must be considered in order to maximize
the probability of successfully performing a task.
We propose a sampling-based motion planning algorithm
that computes the control inputs that guide the robot to
a goal point while minimizing the probability of collision
with obstacles in the environment. Obstacle avoidance in a
minimally-invasive procedure is essential as critical struc-
tures like nerves and blood vessels could be damaged if
Figure 4.13: Artistic illust ation of a concent ic tub rob t used for neurosurgery
at the skull base. The robot is inserted through the nostril and guided toward the
pituitary gland (highlighted in green) in the skull base while avoiding skin, bone,
blood vessels, and healthy brain tissue. The sections of different tubes of the robot
are colored gray, orange, cyan, and yellow [98]. c©2011 IEEE.
4.3.1 Co centric Tube Robot Kinematics
Our prototype active annula uses two concentric niti ol tubes, with an inner nitinol
wire representing a simulated ablator or biopsy needle (these are assigned numbers
from largest to smallest, with index 1 indicating the outer tube - see diagram in Fig.
4.15). The outer tube and inner wire are straight, while the middle tube has a pre-
curved section at its tip with a constant curvature k of 0.014mm−1. Although the
innermost element is a flexible wire, for simplicity of exposition we will simply refer
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to all three of these concentric elements as “tubes”.
4.3.1.1 Forward Kinematics
The kinematic equations provided here are similar to those given in [97] with minor
modifications. Fig. 4.15 shows the notation of the kinematics parameters. The robot
shape consists of four segments, each with a constant curvature. As shown in the
equations below, the curvatures k2 and k3 and the length of each of the segments
l1, l2, l3, l4 are calculated from the actuated distances t1, t2, t3, which are the insertion
distance of each tube’s base from its starting point as measured by the robot’s en-
coders. The starting point (i.e. home position) is defined to be the distances t1, t2, t3
when the tip of each tube is at the Constrained Entry Point. Due to finite clear-
ance between tubes, the middle tube (Tube 2) exits the outer tube (Tube 1) with an
angular offset of θ. The lengths of the sections shown in Fig. 4.15 are given by:
l1 = max(t2 − Lc, 0)
l2 = max(t1 − l1, 0)
l3 = max(t2 − l2 − l1, 0)
l4 = max(t3 − l3 − l2 − l1c, 0)
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Outer tube
D1
D2
3 Middle tube
Inner tube
w0
t2
t1
w1
t3
lExit p ane
Cannula length constant
D1=; 
D2=;
Gripper width
w0=;
w1=;
l1=max(t2‐Lc,0)
l2=max(t1‐l1,0)
l3=max(t2 l2 l1 0)
Motor control variable 
t1=;
D3=;
Alpha: measure constant
w2=;
‐ ‐ ,
l4=max(t3‐l3‐l2‐l1,0)
t2=; 
t3=; 
r2=0;
Figure 4.14: Active cannula kinematics notation.
Figure 4.15: Illustration of the 3-tube concentric tube continuum manipulator shown
with the variables used for active cannula kinematics.
The curvatures of the overlapping sections are:
k2 =
E2I2
E1I1 + E2I2 + E3I3
k (4.4)
k3 =
E2I2
E2I2 + E3I3
k (4.5)
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where Ei is the Young’s Modulus of the i
th tube and Ii is the cross sectional moment
of inertia of the tube, and LC is the length of the pre-curved section of the middle tube
(Tube 2). Forward kinematics consists of the series of homogenous transformations:
Ttip = TαT1T2TθT3T4 (4.6)
where intermediate transformations are defined as:
Tα =

cosα −sinα 0 0
sinα cosα 0 0
0 0 1 0
0 0 0 1

T1 =

1 0 0 0
0 1 0 0
0 0 1 l1
0 0 0 1

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T2 =

1 0 0 0
0 cos(k2l2) −sin(k2l2) cos(k2l2)−1k2
0 sin(k2l2) cos(k2l2)
sin(k2l2)
k2
0 0 0 1

Tθ =

1 0 0 0
0 cosθ −sinθ 0
0 sinθ cosθ 0
0 0 0 1

T3 =

1 0 0 0
0 cos(k3l3) −sin(k3l3) cos(k3l3)−1k123
0 sin(k3l3) cos(k3l3)
sin(k3l3)
k3
0 0 0 1

T4 =

1 0 0 0
0 1 0 0
0 0 1 l4
0 0 0 1

Thus, Ttip gives the position and orientation of the tip of the cannula as a function
of the measured actuator configurations: t1, t2, t3, and α.
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4.3.1.2 Inverse Kinematics
To place the tip of the active cannula at a desired target, it must invert the forward
kinematic mapping given in Section 4.3.1.1. To do this, a nonlinear optimization
using Matlab’s fminsearch function was performed. This enables to determine the
actuator values which minimize the difference between the kinematic model-predicted
and desired tip positions. To provide the algorithm with an initial guess, first, can-
nula’s configuration space was sampled using a uniform discretization of 100 actuator
configurations, and computed the tip position at each configuration. It then used the
configuration with the lowest tip distance to the desired target as our initial guess.
4.3.2 Manipulator Mechanism Design
The robotic system presented here is an MRI-compatible piezoelectric actuated
robot for precise control of the three concentric tubes forming the active cannula.
It was adapted from the robot mechanism in Chapter 3 [52] which was intended for
performing prostate biopsy with real-time, in situ guidance in 3T MRI. The 6-DOF
robot consists of a modular 3-DOF cannula driver with fiducial tracking frame and
a 3-DOF actuated Cartesian stage. The cannula driver provides 2-DOF rotation
and translation of the pre-curved middle tube (Tube 2) and 1-DOF translation of
the innermost stylet (Tube 3). This compact mechanism utilizes disposable collet
fixture to hold the needles (which may be of various diameters) and a timing belt
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mechanism is used to drive the rotation motion. The Cartesian stage provides 2-
DOF lateral motion for alignment and 1-DOF for control of the outer cannula (Tube
1) along the insertion axis.The system utilizes piezoelectric actuators (PiezoMotor,
Uppsala, Sweden) which are described further in Section IV-B and optical encoders
(US Digital, Vancouver, Washington) to provide position sensing feedback for closed-
loop control of each axis. Fig. 4.16 is a detailed view of the active cannula robot.
Resolution of the linear quadrature optical encoders integrated into the robot is
0.0127 mm/count (0.0005” resolution). A digital dial gauge with the same resolution
is utilized for independent assessment of the robot’s joint space accuracy. Each linear
axis of robot (outer, middle and inner tube) is commanded to move in 1 mm incre-
ments 40 times and the relative change in dial gauge reading is recorded. The joints
can be reliably controlled to within 30µm.
4.3.3 Experiments and Results
To validate the effectiveness of this system, a series of experiments were conducted
to evaluate its accuracy in task space with optical tracker and positioning accuracy
inside phantom with MRI.
4.3.3.1 Task Space Accuracy Evaluation with Optical Tracker
The robot task space accuracy is evaluated by a Polaris (Northern Digital, Ontario,
Canada) optical tracking system (OTS). The stated 3D volumetric accuracy of the
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Piezoelectric 
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Inner Tube
Middle Tube Concentric Tube 
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Outer TubeMRI Head Coil
3-DOF Cartesian  
Positioning Module
Figure 4.16: Active cannula manipulation robot configured for phantom trials inside a
3T MRI scanner and the piezoelectric motor controller is shown inside scanner room.
Cannula is shown in an extended configuration.
Polaris is 0.35 mm, and based on our assessment the standard deviation of readings
for a given stable point is 0.10 mm. A 6-DOF reference frame consisting of a circular
plate and three passive spheres is rigidly mounted to the base of the robot and another
passive sphere is mounted at the tip of the active cannula as shown in Fig. 4.17.
The robot tip position is measured in each configuration by collecting 300 readings at
30 Hz. The robot base frame was registered to OTS via a point based registration [97]
based on a set of 12 known points in each coordinate system (OTS & robot). This
registration identifies the frame transformation of the 6-DOF reference frame with
respect to the robot base frame. The active cannula is moved to seven orientations
in each of three depths (middle tube translation = 30 mm, 40 mm and 50 mm). In
each of the 21 configurations, the forward kinematics of the cannula is calculated
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based on the corresponding robot configuration. The theoretical tip position is then
compared to the tip location resolved by the OTS (after being transformed in the
robot’s coordinate system).
Figure 4.17: Piezoelectrically actuated concentric tube robot shown in the configura-
tion for benchtop accuracy assessment trials.
The results from the benchtop evaluation are shown in Fig. 4.18. The actual tip
locations (as measured by the OTS) are shown with blue stars, and the theoretical
tip position calculated based on the registration and continuum robot kinematics
is shown with red circles. Qualitatively, it is clear that the active cannula spirals
around three planes and tracks the theoretical model location. The RMS error in
tip placement in the benchtop trials using an external optical tracking system is 1.00
mm.
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Figure 4.18: Benchtop evaluation of the accuracy of the active cannula robot. Actual
tip locations as the active cannula was moved to 7 points in each of three planes as
measured by the optical tracker (blue stars) and the calculated theoretical tip position
based on the registration and continuum robot kinematics (red circles).
4.3.3.2 MRI-Guided Targeting with Phantom Trials
After satisfactory feasibility study with benchtop experiments, the system’s capa-
bility is evaluated with phantom trials in 3T MRI. A representative controlled curved
trajectory is shown in the MRI volume in Fig. 4.19. The goal of phantom study
is twofold, first to investigate the targeting capability of the steerable robot inside
phantom based on kinematics model; and the second is to study the capability of
using MRI to guide this procedure.
The robot was furthered evaluated by active cannula steering under MR imaging.
The phantom tissue used for the experiments was simulated muscle ballistic test media
(Corbin, Inc., USA). The rubber-like material was molded into a 10cm×10cm×10cm
rectangular form. This phantom was placed inside a head coil, and the robot was
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Figure 4.19: Volumetric MRI showing a representative active cannula path inserted
into a phantom by the robot inside the MRI scanner. The cannula is inserted along
the I-S direction (vertical in this figure) and is shown in the sagittal plane along with
additional two cross-sectional planes Image credit [99].
initialized to home position in front of the phantom as shown in Fig. 4.16.
A diagnostic imaging T2-weighted fast spin echo protocol (repetition time 2700 ms,
echo time 22 ms, slice thickness 2 mm, 0.5mm × 0.5mm pixel size) is utilized to
visualize the needle insertion trajectory. 44 image slices of the phantom are acquired
inside a 3 Tesla Philips Achieva scanner. Three trajectories were evaluated in the
phantom in the MRI as shown in Fig. 4.20.
Under the ideal assumption that successive tubes are significantly less stiff than
previous ones, the following procedure ensures that the active cannula follows the
desired trajectory (i.e. the shaft follows the tip exactly) as it is inserted into the
phantom: the motion begins with all three tubes such that their tips are at the entry
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Figure 4.20: Results from three robotic active cannula insertion trials inside the MRI
scanner. Blue dots represent the measured tip position from the acquired MR image
volume. Red, Green, and Yellow tubes represent the theoretical trajectory based on
the kinematic model.
point and the rotation of the middle tube set to the desired angle, then all three
tubes move forward together a distance l1 + l2, then the outer tube is stopped and the
inner two tubes translate simultaneously a distance l3, and finally the middle tube is
stopped and the innermost tube is extended a distance l4.
In this experiment, the three trajectories correspond to a translation of the middle
tube (Tube 2) of 45 mm at rotation angles of 0◦, 90◦, and 180◦. Fig. 4.19 shows
the MR image volume for one of the curved trajectories. In this image, the 44 axial
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Modeled Location MRI Data Tip Error
-8.35 -7.14
Red 35.18 35.23 1.21mm
-26.49 -26.48
4.06 3.52
Yellow 23.61 23.37 0.61mm
-26.25 -26.40
-8.14 -7.36
Green 23.20 23.41 2.24mm
-26.49 -24.40
Table 4.1: Actual and theoretical tip positions.
slices (0.5mm×0.5mm×2.0mm voxel size) are compounded into a 3D volume which
is re-sliced into the three orthogonal planes shown. In each set of MR images, the
3D trajectory of the inserted cannula is measured by determining the location of
the corresponding signal void in each slice. Fig. 4.20 shows results from the three
robotic active cannula insertion trials overlaid with the theoretical model. Blue dots
represent the measured tip position from the acquired MR image volume. The three
cylindrical tubes represent the theoretical trajectory based on the kinematic model.
The theoretical tip position calculated from the model and the segmented position
from the MRI needle void are shown in Table 4.1. The Cartesian positioning errors
of the three trajectories are: 1.21 mm, 0.61mm, and 2.24 mm.
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4.4 Discussion and Conclusions
4.4.1 Needle Placement Error Analysis
A significant contributor to the reduced accuracy of the current robot prototype
is the lack of structural rigidity due to the use of plastic material. Since the plastic
parts are made from rapid prototyping with ABS or resin, either plastic structure with
long travel range or plastic mechanism with relatively large internal force would cause
deformation of the structure, thus induce alignment or flexibility issues and cause po-
sition errors. Even the mechanism has been improved based on finite element analysis,
more rigid plastic materials, including ParMax (a self-reinforcing thermoplastic) and
Polyether ether ketone (PEEK), are being considered for next version of prototype.
Fig. 4.21 illustrates the three primary sources of prostate motion and deformation
during TRUS-guided brachytherapy. The root cause of needle placement error for
MRI-guided prostate interventions is from two sources, namely the needle caused
error and robotic system itself as shown in Fig. 4.22. Even though our transperineal
approach with MRI guidance avoided the TRUS probe caused prostate motion and
deformation, needle caused error includes
1) Prostate translation, rotation and deformation during needle insertion;
2) Needle deflection due to needle tissue interaction [42], and
3) Susceptibility artifact shift of needle due to titanium or nickel titanium material
of the needle itself [100].
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interesting but challenging initiatives that still require consider-
able development in order to gain the same confidence as the
well-established US techniques.
C. Project Purpose and Justification
Advances in robotic-assisted brachytherapy research have
clearly shown its potential in improving on the conventional
manual techniques and providing benefits to patients and clin-
icians. The state of the art includes numerous creative designs
for precise, efficient, and robust robotic devices whose accuracy
has been primarily validated on static phantoms. However, to
be clinically beneficial, systems must couple the accuracy of a
robot with techniques to manage the mobility of the soft tissue
prostatic environment, in order to cope with the three situations
illustrated in Fig. 2: 1) motion and deformation caused by nee-
dle insertion, 2) needle bending, and 3) deformation caused by
TRUS probe motion. Mechanical solutions, such as introduc-
ing needle rotation, stabilizing needles, or probe sleeves can
help reduce mobility but are of limited utility as they cannot
completely eliminate motion.
Fig. 2. Three primary sources of prostate motion and deformation during
brachytherapy. (a) Needle insertion causes a translation, rotation, and deforma-
tion of the prostate. (b) Needle can bend during insertion, due to needle–tissue
forces. (c) TRUS probe motion can cause prostate motion and deformation.
Figure 4.21: Three primary sources of prostate motion an deformation during
brachytherapy. (a) Needle insertion causes a translation, rotation, and deformation
of the prostate. (b) Needle can bend during insertion, due to needleCtissue forces.
(c) TRUS probe motion can cause prostate motion and deformation.
In terms of the robot related error, it includes
1) The error from fiducial registration;
2) Intrinsic error of the manipulation itself due to positioning capability of the
motor;
3) Structural flexibility and misalignment.
Future work would focus on addressing the related issues including utilizing stiff
material, using needle rotation to decrease deflection and modeling susceptibility
artifact. As the 3D position of the needle is available, we can dynamically adjust the
scan plane of MRI to visualize needle insertion process, which could be used to track
needle trajectory to increase the safety.
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Figure 4.22: Three primary sources of errors for prostate needle placement.
4.4.2 Techniques to Improve Outcome of Percuta-
neous Interventions
Needle Rotation Technique
Badaan and Stoianovici et. al [101] studied the target movement with different
needle rotation techniques shown in Fig. 4.23. Targeting error corrections of as much
as 70% can be achieved by revolving the needle continuously at constant velocity
during insertion. In this respect, revolving the needle does not necessarily have to be
concurrent with insertion. Post-revolving the needle was also shown to provide similar
benefits. The results could have implications for future developments in robotic needle
placement.
Needle Tapping Technique
As reviewed in Chapter 2, the robot developed at University Medical Center Utrecht
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Does needle rotation improve lesion targeting?
Table 1. Experimental design: 15 groups, five groups per
insertion speed, 11 replicated tests per group
Experimental
group
Insertion
speed
(mm/s)
Rotation
speed
(rpm)
Rotation
method
1 5 0 No rotation (control)
2 5 Rotate throughout
insertion (pre-revolve)
3 52
4 101
5 52 Rotate after reaching
target point
(post-revolve)
6 25 0 No rotation (control)
7 5 Rotate throughout
insertion (pre-revolve)
8 52
9 101
10 52 Rotate after reaching
target point
(post-revolve)
11 50 0 No rotation (control)
12 5 Rotate throughout
insertion (pre-revolve)
13 52
14 101
15 52 Rotate after reaching
target point
(post-revolve)
Axial forces and needle position were recorded every
0.2 s during insertion. Digital high-definition video cam-
era recording (Sony HDR-HC1) at 29 frames/s was used
for measuring the displacment of the target. The camera
was placed at 200 mm from the mock-up and the scale
was measured from a calibrated background. The frame
sequences were processed with Adobe Premiere and Pho-
toshop (Adobe Systems Inc.). Images captured provided
target displacement measurements with a scale of 14
pixels/mm. The shape of the target was superimposed
over the images to determine its location, as shown in
Figure 8.
Displacements and forces with rotation were compared
relative to the control group (no rotation) using Student’s
t-test. p ≤ 0.05 was considered significant.
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Figure 8. Target displacement vs. needle rotation speed for three
speeds of needle insertion
Results
Target displacement
As expected, these controlled and visually observable
experiments confirmed that the targets are pushed
by the needle when the needle starts to penetrate
the target, because the targets are stiffer than the
gelatin base [see Supporting information, Figure S1
(movie)]. The experiments also showed that the speed
of needle insertion and its rotation affects the amount of
displacement.
As shown in Figure 9, the displacement of the target
is directly related to the speed of insertion and inversely
related to revolution. Each point in this graph averages the
results of one experiment group (as defined in Table 1),
consisting of 11 needle insertions. Without rotation, the
average target displacements are 0.72, 0.83 and 0.96 mm
for insertion speeds of 5, 25 and 50 mm/s, respectively.
But with rotation (101 rpm) these displacements diminish
to 0.44, 0.54 and 0.72 mm, respectively. Relative to the
no-rotation control, rotation gives 39.2%, 35.5% and
25.1% improvements. These changes are statistically
significant for the two higher rotary speeds (52 and
101 rpm) in all experiment sets, but not as pronounced
for the lower speed (5 rpm).
It should be noted that the experiments above
measure the displacement of the target as soon as the
insertion stops (pre-revolve). However, a very interesting
observation is that a substantial target displacement
reduction can be achieved by rotating the needle after
insertion (post-revolve). Post-revolve can be done either
by continuing the insertion rotation or starting rotation
after insertion.
The bar graph in Figure 10 gathers the no-, pre- and
post-revolve average results of all groups of experiments.
For the three speeds of insertion (5, 25 and 50 mm/s),
the reductions in displacement achieved by post-revolve
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Figure 9. Target displacements with no-revolve, when rotating
while inserting (pre-revolve) and rotating after the insertion
(post-revolve). The confidence in the lower results relative to
the no-revolve control is shown by the probability values (p)
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Figure 4.23: Target displacements with no-revolve, when rotating while inserting
(pre-revolve) and rotating after the insertion (post-revolve). The confidence in the
lower results relative to the n -revolve control is shown by the probability values
p [101] c©2011 Wiley and Sons, Inc.
(UMCU) contains a tapping device to tap the needle stepwise towards the prostate.
Lagerburg et al. [47] proved that needle tapping minimizes tissue deformation with
respect to manual needle insertion. Monitoring the needle trajectory using fast MRI
scans and stepwise needle tapping, provides the ability to retract the needle in time,
in case of unexpected needle deflection or risk of piercing a critical structure. In the
first patient experiments, the needle was manually aligned to the longitudinal axis of
the scanner and pushed just beneath the patient’s skin through a predefined needle
insertion point. Then, the needle trajectory was verified on a high resolution MR
scan and the needle was automatically tapped to the target using a remote control
outside the scanning room. During the stepwise tapping, the needle was tracked by
fast orthogonal MR scans.
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Insertion with Multiple Remote Centers of Motion Technique
van den Bosch et al. [102] investigated the feasibility of adequate dose coverage in
permanent prostate brachytherapy using divergent needle insertion methods shown in
Fig. 4.24. This is done by comparing the optimal dose distribution obtained from the
inverse planning by simulated annealing algorithm for the following needle insertion
methods: parallel needle insertion method, single rotation point method, and double
rotation point method. However, it is apparent from this figure that this method also
has inaccessible regions, and thus provides justification for steering to access larger
workspace volume.
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Figure 2.1. Schematic visualization of the difference in inaccessible prostate volume in a coronal 
plane for the (a) current parallel needle insertion method, (b) single rotation point method, (c) 
double rotation point method. 
 
2.2. Methods and materials 
 
For this study we adapted the IPSA algorithm for parallel needle brachytherapy 
techniques described by Pouliot et al. [12] and Lessard et al. [9,10] to an IPSA 
algorithm for permanent prostate brachytherapy with iodine-125 seeds that 
also includes divergent needle implant methods. It optimizes the dose 
distribution by placing seeds at or removing seeds from possible seed positions. 
In order to obtain an adequate level of accuracy we used a voxel size of 1.0 x 1.0 
x 1.0 mm
3
. Our structures of interest, seed position definitions and dose 
constraints are described below. 
 
Figure 4.24: Schematic visualization of the difference in inaccessible prostate volume
in a coronal plane for the (a) current parallel needle insertion method, (b) single
rotation point method, (c) ouble rot tion point method. [102] c©2008 Elsevier B.V.
Tissue Fixture T chnique
Kobayashi et al. [23] proposed one appr ach using a m chanical preloading probe
to hold organ to reduce lesion displacement shown in Fig. 4.25. It has validated
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the insertion accuracy of this method by numerical simulation and experiments both
in vitro and in vivo. For further accuracy enhancement, the geometry effect of the
preloading probe on needle insertion accuracy was also studied by experiments in
vitro. The authors compared the insertion accuracy between insertion with preloading
using different probe diameters and normal needle insertion. In addition, insertion
accuracy at different tumor depths was also compared.
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Fig. 1.  The conceptual scheme of “preloading-based needle insertion.” 
The concept of the method is that before inserting the needle, the breast is 
pressed by the preloading probe to stabilize the tumor as the needle 
approaches. 
 
  
(a)0.5 N (b) 1.0 N (c) 2.0 N 
Fig. 2.  Model deformation with several pressing forces. The color of each 
element represents the strain of the element. The color becomes red when 
the elements have nonlinear properties and high stiffness. The elements 
representing high stiffness spread from the probe contact point. 
D. Motivation 
Our research focuses on improving needle placement 
accuracy for breast tumor treatment. We herein report a 
preloading-based needle insertion method for breast tumor 
treatment (Fig. 1). We previously suggested this method and 
validated its placement accuracy [25]–[28]. This paper shows 
the geometry effect of the preloading probe on accurate needle 
insertion for breast tumor treatment.  
The remainder of the paper is organized as follows: Section 
II presents the concept and approach of preloading-based 
needle insertion and the geometry effect of the preloading 
probe. Section III shows geometry effect evaluation of the 
preloading probe based on experiments in vitro. Section IV 
describes the results and a discussion of the experiments. 
Finally, section V provides a summary and explanation of 
future work. 
II. CONCEPT AND OBJECTIVES 
A. Preloading-based Needle Insertion 
Accurate needle insertion requires solving the problems of 
tissue deformation and tumor displacement. Many related 
works have stated that the main puncture event is designated 
by a peak force applied to the needle that is preceded by a 
steady rise followed by a sharp decrease. That is, when a 
needle punctures the breast, it does not immediately cut the 
tissue; instead, it first pushes the tissue and then 
instantaneously punctures it. During this pushing phase, tumor 
displacement is increased. To enhance the needle insertion 
accuracy, we focused attention on reduction of this pushing 
phase.  
We have been researching a preloading-based needle 
insertion method. The concept of the method is that before 
inserting the needle, the breast is pressed by the preloading 
probe to stabilize the tumor as the needle approaches. During 
the needle insertion phase, the needle direction does not 
change to avoid damaging internal tissues. Insertion is 
stopped when the tumor position and needle tip are closest. 
Thus, this method has a preloading phase and a needle 
insertion phase to locate the preloading probe and pierce the 
breast tissue (Fig. 1). The preloading phase hardens the tissue 
between the target and the needle tip to stabilize the tumor and 
make it easier to pierce the tissue during the needle insertion 
phase.  
We previously reported the concept and its evaluation by 
numerical simulations and experiments both in vitro and in 
vivo to obtain smaller error with preloading-based insertion 
than with normal insertion in all experiments [25]–[28]. We 
have advocated preloading efficiency to minimize tumor 
displacement during needle insertion for breast tumor 
treatment. Our previous report suggested that breast tissue 
with high strain displays nonlinear characteristics and higher 
stiffness parameters. Pressing by the preloading probe results 
in high strain in the tissue surrounding the tumor. This spreads 
the tissue to not only stabilize it, but also to produce a rapid 
increase in stress near the needle. Puncture thus occurs with 
little tumor displacement. 
This method contributes to reducing patient discomfort and 
pain because of the following advantages: (1) The success rate 
is high because tumor displacement is small. (2) Tissue 
damage is minimal because the insertion depth is smaller and 
the needle line is straight, not steered through the tissue. (3) 
The procedure is fast because the same device sequentially 
presses and inserts the needle. Furthermore, compared with 
the tissue manipulation method [8], [9], the system has 
potential to be small and cost-effective, because few actuators 
are needed.  
B. Objectives and Scope of This Article 
Further investigation was required to evaluate the geometry 
effect of the preloading probe to enhance more accurate 
needle insertion while decreasing the risk of tissue damage. 
Fig. 2 shows that the high-stiffness elements spread to the far 
side of the tumor section and reduce the tumor displacement 
when the pressing force increases. However, it is preferable to 
avoid loading a large force on the breast. Thus, we suggested a 
new concave-shaped preloading probe to spread the 
high-stiffness elements more effectively [27]. The concave 
probe is expected to harden the tissue surrounding the tumor 
and stabilize it at right angles to the direction of needle 
insertion, resulting in effective reduction of tumor 
displacement (Fig. 3). The in vivo experimental result 
suggested that a preloading probe with a concave shape 
realized higher accuracy than did the original probe with a 
convex shape. Because the concave probe only spreads the 
high-stiffness elements near the tissue, the diameter of the 
probe must affect the insertion accuracy. We hypothesize that 
the appropriate diameter of the concave probe depends on the 
diameter of the tumor. In addition, the tumor location in the 
breast tissue might affect the determination of the appropriate 
probe diameter. The objective of the present paper was to 
evaluate the geometry effect of the preloading probe on 
insertion accuracy with respect to tumor diameter and location. 
An in vitro experiment was performed with a hog breast for 
this evaluation. 
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Figure 4.25: Th c nceptual scheme of preloading-bas d needle ins rtion. The con-
cept of the method is that before inserting the needle, the breast is pressed by the
preloading probe to stabilize the tumor as the needle approaches [23]. c©2012 IEEE.
Image Augmentation Technique
Fischer et al. [103] presented three different augmentation techniques to increas
the needle placement accuracy shown in 4.26. These techniques include handheld
protractor, bi-plane laser guide, and image overlay. The MRI image overlay presented
proved to be the the first reported clinally feasible system for providing in-situ imaging
to help guide needle insertion procedures in the MRI scanner room.
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(a) (b) (c)
Figure 4.26: The image augmentation technique for needle insertion. (a) Handheld
protractor; (b) bi-plane laser guide; (c) image overlay [103].
4.4.3 Conclusions
This chapter presented two techniques to steer needles under MRI guidance, namely
asymmetric tip needle steering and concentric tube steering. By leveraging these
steerable continuum robots, several benefits could be achieved, including
1) Enhanced surgical dexterity. As opposed to straight and rigid needles, steerable
continuum robot could have multiple DOFs. Especially for concentric tube robot,
it could stack multiple curved tubes to build multiple DOF manipulators. This en-
hanced dexterity could achieve many different goals. In general, these are DOF
redundancy related features (e.g. obstacle avoidance and manipulability improve-
ment). A lot of these features are not even explored in the non-image guidance sense
according to literature, presenting major research opportunities.
2) Targeting accuracy enhancement. Straight needles or probes can only have mo-
tion compensation capability via the pivoting point or requires retraction and reinser-
tion (primarily for laparoscopic surgery) through roll, pitch and yaw motion. However,
steerable needle is capable of error compensation with multiple DOFs while the nee-
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dle or instrument is in the body or tissue. Asymmetric tip needle can continuously
steer in 3D tissue volume to compensate errors. Concentric tube robot which could
have more DOFs, is also capable of maneuvering with with dexterity. Both of them
can increase targeting accuracy by similar features.
3) Invasiveness reduction. To avoid needle placement error or to reduce errors,
asymmetric tip needle can be retracted partially and re-insert to compensate errors,
while concentric tube robot could use the outer tube as the major delivering channel,
and the inner tubes which have smaller diameter can be controlled to visit different
targets.
In this chapter, we have reported the development of an MRI-guided asymmetric
tip needle robot and concentric tube continuum robotic system with piezoelectric
actuation. In light of the MRI-compatible piezoelectric motor driver, both steerable
robots are MRI-compatible allowing simultaneous cannula motion and imaging with
no image quality degradation The concentric tube continuum robot provides motion
with joint-level precision of better than 0.03 mm. The MRI compatibility, joint space
accuracy, task space accuracy and MRI-guided needle placement were evaluated to
validate the system targeting ability in image guided surgery. RMS error in free space
of active cannula placement was 1.00 mm and three trajectories executed inside MRI
showed an accuracy of 0.61-2.24 mm. The errors present are due to sensor error (MRI
needle artifact and imaging resolution or OTS accuracy), manipulator positioning
error, calibration error, and unmodeled frictional forces and tissue interaction forces
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on the active cannula. These errors could, for the most part, be addressed through
the use of fully image-guided closed-loop control.
However, closed-loop control relies on accurate localization of needle tip. This could
be challenging for two reasons. First, MRI’s imaging speed is still limited, though
higher speeds are possible at the expense of image quality. For our experiment,
it could achieve 2-3 Hz imaging bandwidth with reasonable image quality of the
tissue and needle. Even though needle could be inserted relatively slow, a bandwidth
around 20 Hz is preferable in general for image feedback. MRI projection imaging
might be an ad hoc solution to this issue. Kalman filtering can also be used for
position estimation and prediction. Second, due to the metallic nature of needles, it
would induce image artifact during imaging, which significantly reduces localization
accuracy. [100] studied the statistical distribution of artifact of needles. This result
could be used to compensate artifact errors. Another method is to use fiber optic
shape sensing technique, fiber Bragg grating fiber has been embedded to needles to
sense the shape with increased bandwidth and accuracy in [104]. Luna Technologies
Inc. provides commercial fiber sensors to measure instrument shapes. Combing these
two techniques could significantly enhance the imaging accuracy and bandwidth, thus
a closed-loop image-guided robotic intervention system could fully utilize the vision
capability provided by MRI to guide the procedures.
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Chapter 5
MRI-Compatible Fiber Optic
Force Sensing
“In theory, there is no difference
between theory and practice. But,
in practice, there is.”
Jan L. A. van de Snepscheut
This chapter describes the design of a MRI-compatible fiber optic sensor to measure
needle insertion forces. This force sensor utilizing Fabry-Perot interferometry (FPI) is
very sensitive and compact but still relatively low cost. It presents development of a
compact and portable FPI opto-mechanical interface and sensor flexure design. This
sensor was calibrated for needle insertion force measurements. This chapter starts
with a literature survey of MRI-compatible fiber optic force sensors relying on light
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intensity modulation, phase modulation and wavelength modulations.
5.1 Review of MRI-Compatible Fiber Op-
tic Force Sensors
Force sensors (including force, torque and tactile sensors) are key components to
monitor interventional condition during intraoperative magnetic resonance imaging
(MRI) and observe human motor control using functional MRI (fMRI). Combining
this imaging modality, force sensors are essential mechatronic apparatus to display
tissue contact profile or help to close the force control loop during teleoperation to
enhance surgical diagnosis and therapy outcome. In addition, fiber optic force sensors
could also be used to record human motor force profile.
As the underlying principle of conventional force sensor relies on electronics, the
major challenges for MRI-compatible actuation remain the same for sensor design:
the magnetic and electrical field in MRI environment presents significant barriers for
mechatronic instrumentation design. In terms of “MR compatible” definition, the
development of sensors requires bidirectional MRI compatibility - both the device
should not disturb the scanner function and should not create image artifacts and
the scanner should not disturb the device. Moreover, the confined space in closed-
bore high-field MRI limits the sensor dimension. Since optics is magnetically inert,
fiber optic force sensor (FOFS) is the rule of thumb design option for MRI-compatible
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force sensor design to overcome these issues. This chapter reviews the principles and
design methodology of fiber optic force sensors for MRI application.
Besides these MRI related design constraints, FOFS design exhibits special design
requirements.
1) Sensor miniaturization. FOFS is usually preferable to have small footprint and
dimension, so that it does not interference with the instrument or object that it is
attached to. Similarly, miniaturized FOFS ensures that its introduction does not
alter the mechanical or electrical property of the original instrument or object. For
example, in the case of minimally invasive surgery, sensor miniaturization is imper-
ative for integration with surgical tools for surgical procedures ranging from cardiac
catheterization, electrophysiology, and percutaneous therapy to intracranial surgery.
2) Tool integrability and independent functionality. Even the sensor is miniaturized
to reasonable scale, seamless integration with surgical tool whose functionality is still
maintained is formidably challenging. The sensor and tool integrability problem is
illustrated in Fig. 5.1 [105], which shows four possible locations of sensors. Sensors
are either located at the tool tips, or on the tool shaft or close to the actuation mech-
anism. The closer to the force contact spot, the higher fidelity would be. However,
the tool tip usually contains the manipulator end-effector (e.g. the EndoWrist Instru-
ments, da Vinci TM Surgical System, USA) or sensing elements (e.g. the ultrasound
transducer of TEE xMATRIX Array, Philips, Netherlands). Bonding sensor, that
usually contains wired cable or fiber, at the tool potentially would either take extra
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space or affect the functionality of the tool for intervention or sensing.
Figure 5.1: Typical laparoscopic instrument is used to illustrates tool integrability
issue. Four possible locations for placing sensing elements: (1) near or at the actuation
mechanism driving a joint; (2) on the instrument shaft outside the patient’s body;
(3) on the instrument shaft inside the patient’s body; and (4) at the instrument tip.
Image is from reference [105] c©2008 IEEE.
3) Sterilization. Sterilization of sensorized instrument is a practical and impera-
tive design consideration for successfully clinical applications. Physical and chemical
sterilization are two major approaches for tool disinfection. Physical sterilization, for
example, autoclave employs saturated steam to heat the equipment up to 121oC at
103kPa above the atmospheric pressure for at least 15 min. Intensive heating, high
pressure, high humidity or chemical erosion presents stringent and hazardous envi-
ronment for sensors in terms of material durability, electronics issues. Even though
fiber optic sensors are generally accredited for better survivability in hazardous en-
vironments, meticulous design considerations are still required to ensure robustness
and durability.
Besides fiber optic sensors, strain gauge, one type of resistive sensing method, is
the most popular sensing approach which has been evaluated in early MRI robotic
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system. Gauge factor or strain factor of a strain gauge, one of the major specification,
is the ratio of relative change in electrical resistance to the mechanical strain ε, which
is the relative change in length. Semiconductor strain gauges, also referred as piezore-
sistors, have much larger gauge factor than that of the metal type. Refer to [106]
and [105] for a detailed review of general force sensor in biomedical application. In
terms of strain gauge application inside MRI, Sutherland et al. [19] reported a 3-
DOF force/torque transducer using load cells on a titanium elastic probe. Khanicheh
et al. [107] developed a variable-resistance hand device incorporating an aluminum
strain gauge to investigate brain and motor performance during rehabilitation after
stroke using fMRI. Vanello et al. [108] developed a glove made of conductive elastomer
with piezo resistive properties. Tse et al. [109] designed a biopsy robot using off-the-
shelf piezo resistive sensor (FSS SensorTechnics) to perform bilateral teleoperation in
MRI. Kokes et al. [110] developed an industrial force sensor JR3 to perform teleop-
erated needle insertion. Due to the underlying electrical property, strain gage suffers
from electrical noise and tedious installation. Even these aforementioned sensors
can be used in MRI with reasonable distance away from imaging region or electrical
shielding and filtering, fiber optic sensors is the rule-of-thumb design option for MRI
application due to the magnetically inert property, thus would thoroughly resolve the
compatibility issue.
The fiber is usually made of plastic or glass. The core of the plastic fiber typically
consists of one or more acrylic-resin fibers 0.25 − 1 mm in diameter, encased in a
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polyethylene sheath. They constitute the majority of photoelectric sensors due to
the light weight, cost effectiveness and flexibility. While the glass fiber, made from
the material silicon dioxide, also known as silica, typically consisting of 10− 100 µm
diameter glass fibers, can be operated with high temperature and widely used for
telecommunication.
Fiber optics can be made of multi mode or single mode fiber, with the main differ-
ence between the two the size and propagation of light. Multi mode fiber typically
had a core and cladding diameter of 50 µm and 125 µm, respectively. Since light can
enter the core at different angles, it has higher “light-gathering” capacity. Thus it
simplifies optical connections and also allows the use of broader light sources such as
light-emitting diode (LED). It is the most commonly used fiber for short distances ap-
plication in telecommunication. However, in multi mode fiber, light rays travel with
multiple reflective paths (modes), causing modal dispersion, which is a broadening of
the pulses at the receiving end. A single mode fiber typically has a smaller core and
cladding diameter of 8 µm and 62.5 µm, respectively. And light travels along one
optical axis. Each fiber has a fiber core with a refractive index higher than that of
the fiber cladding. It is because of this, light does not escape through the fiber walls.
This phenomenon is governed by the Snells law.
Numerical aperture (NA), an important specification of fibers, is a dimensionless
number that characterizes the range of angles over which the system can accept or
emit light. Inside multi mode optical fiber, light can only propagate if it enters the
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fiber within a certain cone, also known as the acceptance cone. For optical fibers, NA
is expressed as NA =
√
n2core−n2clad, where ncore is refractive index of the fiber core
and nclad is the cladding.
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Figure 5.2: General fiber optic force sensing schematic in MRI environment. The
dash-dot line denotes as the fiber optical cable.
FOFS for MRI environment applications consists of two major subsystems: the
signal processing subsystem and the sensing subsystem, often located inside control
room and MRI room respectively as shown in Fig.5.2. Light, generated from light
source (e.g. LED), is transmitted by a modulator, from the control room via the
optical fiber cable and projected onto the sensing element known as flexure. Flex-
ure deformation modulates the light in terms of the applied force, which in general
includes force and torque, with up to 6 DOF. The receiving optical cable transmits
this light change by a demodulator back to the control room where the receiver (e.g.
photo sensor) interfaces the light with signal conditioning circuits that amplify and
filter the raw light signal. Number of axes for a sensor is also referred as sensor DOF.
Fiber ratio, as proposed by the author, it the ratio of sensing DOF over the number
of fibers.
In terms of sensing region, there are two major categories of fiber optic sensors.
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Intrinsic fiber optic sensor has a sensing region within the fiber and light does not
leave the fiber. In extrinsic sensors, light has to leave the fiber and reach the sensing
region outside and then comes back to the fiber.
According to optical modulation mechanism, intensity modulation, wavelength mod-
ulation, and phase modulation are the three major types. This review section intro-
duces the classification of fiber optic force sensors, design challenges, design methodol-
ogy, advantage and disadvantage of each sensor, and some recent applications. Table
5.1 summarizes the principles and features of recently developed of fiber optic sensors
in chronicle order.
5.1.1 Intensity Modulated Fiber Optic Force Sen-
sor
Intensity modulated sensors possess the features of simple design, low cost, and easy
signal interpretation. Due to the design simplicity, low cost and efficiency, intensity
modulated sensor is easier for building up multi-dof sensors and has the most applica-
tion in robotics. Essentially, this measurement principle has two variants: reflection
type and transmission type as shown in Fig. 5.3 (a) and (b). The reflection type sen-
sors rely upon mirror reflection [111], whereas transmissive type depends on emissive
fiber and single or multiple receiver sensing fiber (dual or quad elements) [112].
In 1990, Hirose and Yoneda [115] originally proposed to use a quad photo sensor
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Table 5.1: Fiber optic force sensor with different sensing principles.
Author Principle DOF Size (mm) Range Resolution 
Hirose, 1995 Intensity (differential photosensor, 6 fibers) 6 OD: 76, L:40 980Na 0.3% 
Takahashi, 2003 Intensity (differential photosensor, 6 fibers) 6 NA 20Nb 0.3N 
Peirs, 2004 Intensity (reference fiber with coupler, 3 fibers) 3 OD: 5, L:11 2.5N(AX),1.7N(RA) 0.01N 
Chapuis, 2004 Intensity (2 fibers) 1 NA ±5Nm 0.07Nm 
Tada, 2005 Intensity (differential photosensor, 4 fibers) 3 OD: 25, L:18 0-15N(AX), ±8N(RA) 0.24N 
Tokuno, 2008 Intensity (differential photosensor, 2 fibers) 1 OD: 25, L:11 3N 0.048N 
Su, 2009 Intensity (spherical reflector, 9 fibers) 3 OD: 25, L: 35 10N 0.3N 
Iordachita, 2009 FBG (3 fibers) 2 OD: 0.5 6.5mN 0.25mN 
Yip, 2010 Intensity (2 fibers) 1 OD: 5.5. L:12 4N 0.13N 
Park, 2010 FBG (temperate compensation, 3 fibers) 3 OD:0.97 NAc NA 
Su, 2011 FPI (1 fiber) 1 12×5×4d 10N 1mN 
Tan, 2011 Intensity  (inclined reflector, 6 fibers) 3 49.5×48.3×50.8 6N 0.5Ne 
Kesner, 2011 Intensity (6 fibers) 1 OD: 6 10N 0.2N 
Polygerinos, 2011 Intensity (reference fiber with coupler, 4 fibers) 1 OD: 3 0.85N 0.01N 
Puangmali, 2012 Intensity (reference fiber with bent tip, 8 fibers) 3 OD: 10 3(AX), 1.5(RA) 0.02N 
Polygerinos, 2013 Intensity (reference fiber with coupler, 4 fibers) 3 OD: 4, L: 24.5 0.85(AX), 0.45(RA) 0.01N 
Liu, 2012 FPI (low-coherence, 3 fibers) 3 OD:0.5 25mN 0.25mN 
Moerman, 2012 FBG 1 OD: 45 15N 0.043N 
Su, 2013 FPI (1 fiber) 1 50×25×3.5d 20N 1mN 
NA implies there is no specification listed in the paper. AX means axial, RA means
radial. a. 6-DOF sensor, 100Kgf force and 300kgf·cm. b. Axial sensing range is 20N,
other axes range is not available. c. This sensor is FBG based shape sensor, but can
potentially be modified for force sensor. d. This is the dimension of the flexure, the
diameter of the fiber itself is 230 µm.
to monitor the relative twist and displacement of flexure in a 6-DOF fiber optic
force/torque sensor. A recent development inside MRI starts from Takahashi and
Tada [116], who developed a 6-DOF optical sensor using an acrylic flexible structure
as sensing element and five optical fibers as transduction element. This differential
measurement method, is shown in Fig. 5.3 (b). One emitting fiber is attached to the
moving part, and the four other fibers are used as receptors arranged as a bundle.
Fig. 5.4 illustrates several single axis sensors. (a) Riener et al. [117] proposed a sim-
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(a) (b)
(c) (d)
Figure 5.3: Different methods to implement intensity modulation based fiber optic
sensor. Reflective and transmissive are the the major styles. a) reflective fiber optic
sensor [111] c©2008 IEEE; b) transmissive fiber optic sensor [112] c©2004 IEEE; c)
bent tip reflective fiber optic sensor [113] c©2010 IEEE; d) reflective fiber optic sensor
using coupler [114] c©2013 IEEE.
ilar solution to Takahashi and Tada’s design [116],with differential measurement over
one emitting and two receiving fibers. However, mechanical oscillation of the optical
fiber could induce perturbation of the force sensing capability [120]. (b) Gassert et
al. [111] designed a 2-DOF force sensor made of aluminum used to aid measurement
of the grip force between the thumb and the index finger during rehabilitation inside
MRI. (c) Kesner et al. [118] evaluated rapid prototyping inexpensive force sensor with
3D printer. In the aforementioned three reflective straight parallel fiber pair, most of
the light representing useful information is lost at the transduction region between the
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(a) (b) 
(c) (d) 
Figure 5.4: Single axis intensity modulated fiber optic force sensor. a) reflective fiber
optic sensor from ETH Zurich [117] c©2005 IEEE; b) reflective fiber optic sensor
from ETH Zurich [111] c©2008 IEEE; c) reflective fiber optic sensor from Harvard
University [118] c©2010 IEEE; d) reflective fiber optic sensor from Chuo University
and Advanced Industrial Science and Technology in Japan [119] c©2010 IEEE.
fiber tips and the reflector. (d) Tokuno and Tada [119] developed a uniaxial optical
force sensor. The sensor head component has parallel plate structure and is made of
glass fiber reinforced polyether ether ketone (PEEK) to reduce axial interference and
hysteresis characteristics of plastic resin. However, the emission lens, encoder lens,
and reception lens would significantly increase the cost of this sensor.
As seen from the these sensors, intensity modulated sensor could suffer from light
source intensity fluctuation. Fiber bending and coupling misalignments can also
cause signal attenuation and light intensity instability. Another issue is that light
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(a) (b) 
(c) (d) 
Figure 5.5: Three axis intensity modulated fiber optic force sensor. a) reflective fiber
optic sensor from University of Maryland [121] c©2011 IEEE; b) reflective fiber optic
sensor for cardiac interventions from Imperial College [122] c©2011 IEEE; c) reflective
fiber optic sensor for prostate interventions by Su et al. from Worcester Polytechnic
Institute [123] c©2009 IEEE; d) reflective fiber optic sensor from Imperial College [124]
c©2012 IEEE.
is required to exit the fiber at the sensor which causes optical loss. To overcome these
problems, Fig. 5.3 (c) and (d) shows two methods, using bent tip optical fiber to
reduce light loss [113] or using reference fiber to compensate for transmission losses,
fiber misalignments, and fiber bending [122]. Other methods including inclined fiber
pair [121] and a single optical fiber (the same optical fiber transmits and receives the
light) with optical coupler [125].
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These ideas have been incorporated into the design of multiple axes sensors depicted
in Fig. 5.5. In Fig. 5.5 (a), Tan et al. [121] utilized inclined fiber pair and applied
Prandtl-Ishlinskii play operator to compensate hysteresis of plastic material. Since
its material is Acrylonitrile Butadiene Styrene (ABS) whose mass is not uniformly
distributed, the sensing accuracy is still limited. In Fig. 5.5 (b), Polygerinos et al.
[114] designed a triaxial catheter-tip force sensor for MRI-guided cardiac procedures.
Its structure is similar to the one by Peirs et al. [125]. Shown in Fig. 5.5 (c), Su et
el. [123] developed a low cost intensity modulated force sensor with a spherical convex
mirror to focus light and decrease light loss. In Fig. 5.5 (d), Puangmali et al. [124]
proposed a bent-tip based fiber optic sensor that is compatible with laparoscopic
operations and can be used to localize tissue lesions or relatively hard nodules buried
under an organ’s surface.
5.1.2 Wavelength Modulated Fiber Optic Force Sen-
sor
To achieve higher sensitivity, wavelength modulated sensors provides better reso-
lution than its intensity modulated counterparts. The fiber Bragg grating (FBG),
developed in 1978 by Hill et al. [126], takes advantages of photosensitivity of Ge-
doped fiber and a periodic change of the refractive index in the core region of an
optical fiber. In FBG sensors, when broadband light is transmitted through a fiber
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optic cable, the reflected wavelength shift is in proportion to the mechanical strain
that the sensor is subjected to. With the appropriate interrogator, it has sensing res-
olution on the order of 0.1µ  and wavelength division multiplexing technique allows
for allows multiple sensors can share the same interrogation channel.
If the fiber is strained from applied loads, then these gratings will change accordingly
and allow a different wavelength to be reflected back from the fiber. If ignore the
temperature effect, the strain experienced by the FBG sensor can be calculated ε =
∆λ
λ
, where is ∆λ the wavelength reflected and λ is the original wavelength.
Calibrating the sensing equipment to read the changes in reflective index makes it
possible to monitor temperature and strains by only analyzing the specific wavelength
of the light source being reflected.
Endosense SA from Switzerland has developed TactiCath as shown in Fig. 5.6 (a),
a FBG force-sensing ablation catheter to provide physicians with real-time measure-
ment of the contact force between catheter tip and tissue during the catheter ablation
procedure. Moerman et al. from Trinity College, Ireland also developed FBG sensor
that has high acquisition rate up to 100 Hz bandwidth. This design is illustrated in
Fig. 5.6 (b). This sensor can sense force up to 15 Newton with a maximum error of
0.043 Newton. This computer controlled indentor aiming to provide highly repeatable
tissue deformation was evaluated with indentation tests on a silicone gel phantom and
the upper arm of a volunteer. Researchers led by Iordachita at Johns Hopkins Uni-
versity developed different versions of FBG sensor for retinal microsurgery, and Fig.
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5.6 (c) and (d) show the 2-DOF and 3-DOF FBG sensor respectively.
(a) (b) 
(c) (d) 
Figure 5.6: FBG fiber optic force sensors. a) FBG sensor TactiCath developed by
Endosense SA in collaboration with Stanford University [127] c©2008 American Heart
Association; b) Single DOF FBG sensor developed at Trinity College, Ireland [128]
c©2012 Elsevier B.V.; c) 2-DOF FBG sensor for retinal microsurgery developed at
Johns Hopkins University [129] c©2009 Springer; d) 3-DOF FBG sensor for retinal
microsurgery developed at Johns Hopkins University [130] c©2012 SPIE.
FBG has been used in contact force measurement and localization by Park and
coworkers [131]. This device has three components: fingertip, shell and joint. The
fingertip and shell have an exoskeletal structure. Four FBG sensors are embedded
in the shell for strain measurement and one FBG sensor is placed at the center of
the finger for temperature compensation. Based on the same principle, two FBG
sensors are embedded into an electrical discharge machining manufactured biopsy
needle as shown in Fig. 5.7 to estimate 3D needle shape and deflection for MRI-guided
interventions [104]. The linear mapping between needle tip deflection, temperature
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and wavelength shift is calibrated.
The temperature sensitivity permits the application for thermal therapies. However,
the costly optical source and spectral analysis equipment (usually more than 20K)
present formidable application for medical instrumentation.
4
(D)
(A)
(B)
(C)
Fig. 2. Prototype design with modified inner stylet incorporated with three
optical fibers. Three identical grooves at 120◦ intervals are made on the
inner stylet to embed optical fibers with FBGs along the needle length. (A)
Midpoint cross-section. (B) Magnified view of an actual groove. (C) Tip of the
stylet. (D) Fixture design for electrical discharge machining parallel grooves
in biopsy needle stylet.
increased durability along their runs back to the optical inter-
rogator.
IV. SENSOR PLACEMENT
In general, as the needle is inserted into tissue, complex
distributions of radial and axial forces may be imposed along
its length. In addition, it is likely that there will be relatively
large radial and axial forces concentrated near the tip. Such
force profiles can be represented using Fourier series, if
sufficient numbers of terms are taken. For example, Figure 3
shows a possible combination of forces, including a distributed
force profile along the needle and a somewhat concentrated
force near the tip, approximated by Fourier series with 8, 4
and 2 terms. Although the truncated series to not accurately
capture the details of the profile, the corresponding curvature
and deflection functions computed using them are similar to
those computed from the original force distribution. This is
because the stiffness of the needle causes it to act as a spatial
low pass filter with respect to any forces with high spatial
frequency.
In light of this effect, a relatively small number of sensor
locations can be sufficient to capture the needle profile, even
for complex force distributions. The prototype described in
section III has just two sensor locations. Therefore, it is of
interest to determine for this prototype what errors may be
expected in the computed profile and where the sensors should
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Fig. 3. (A) Force profile approximated with Fourier series with different
numbers of terms. (B) Curvature Profile - first integral of the force profile.
(C) Deflection profile - second integral of curvature profile. The insets show
the curvature and the deflection profiles are quite similar.
be located to minimize those errors for anticipated loading
conditions.
From the Nyquist-Shannon sampling theorem, we expect
that two sensor locations will be the minimum number suf-
ficient for a radial force profile whose period is greater than
the needle length. To examine the effects of various possible
force distributions, a Monte Carlo simulation of applied forces
was conducted, and the corresponding needle profiles were
computed for two sets of sensors, at locations y1 and y2. The
distributed forces along the needle were represented as a series
of radial impulses, at any orientation in the (x, z) plane and
located at intervals of L/10 anywhere along the needle, with
an impulse amplitude of 0 - 0.07 N. A concentrated axial and
radial force with maximum magnitudes of 0.1 N could also
be applied. For all such loading profiles, the needle undergoes
at most one curvature inflection. The error in the needle tip
location is typically of the most concern (and will often be
largest because the curvature must be integrated along the
needle from base to tip). Therefore, the sensor locations that
produce the least tip error were tabulated. Figure 4 shows the
regions for locating the first and second sets of sensors that
produce the smallest tip location errors.
V. SENSOR ACCURACY AND CALIBRATION
The needle prototype was calibrated for three-dimensional
bending using two digital cameras. The cameras were fixed in
two orthogonal planes and various deflections applied while
images were taken in the xy and yz planes. The images were
Figure 5.7: Prototy e design with modified inner s ylet mb dded with three FBG
optical fibers [104] c©2010 IEEE.
5.1.3 Phase Modulated Fiber Optic Force Sensor
Phase modulated fiber optic force sensor is based on interferometry that can be
used to provide displacement sensing through the measurement of a relative phase
shift between light b ams. Michelson and the Mach-Z hnder interferometers are
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two beam interferometers, while Fabry-Perot interferometer (FPI) is multiple beam
interferometer. Due to its simplicity and availability of commercially available fiber
sensing element, FPI is the focus of our research effort.
The first Fabry-Perot interferometer was a “bulk-optics-version” invented in the
nineteenth century. This invention allowed for high-resolution spectroscopy [132].
Fiber optic versions of this Fabry-Perot have been created based on several principles
and equations discovered and studied from this bulk version. The first of these fiber
optic Fabry-Perot interferometers (FFPI) was created in the 1980s and were com-
monly used for sensing temperature, strain and ultrasonic pressure [132]. Since then,
changes in materials used and structure of the FFPI has been adapted for higher
resolutions and different applications, but the principles are still the same.
A detailed FPI principle, FPI opto-mechanical design and flexure design would be
presented in the next section.
5.1.4 Discussion of Fiber Optic Force Sensor
A number of fiber optic force sensors for MRI applications based on light intensity
modulation have been proposed [133], [123], [134], to name a few. Due to the limited
space in the robot design, there is a need to miniaturize the sensor while retain the
sensing range and resolution requirement. Fiber Bragg Grating (FBG) sensors [135]
seem to be a viable solution. FBG directly correlate the wavelength of light and the
change in the desired strain. If the fiber is strained from applied loads then these
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gratings will change accordingly and allow a different wavelength to be reflected back
from the fiber. However, the costly optical source, FBG fibers and spectral analysis
equipment present formidable application for medical instrumentation. FPI fiber
optic sensor provides an amiable solution for high-resolution force sensing that only
relies on simple interference pattern based voltage measurement. Thus FPI is adopted
for our application.
5.2 Principle of Fabry-Perot Interferome-
ter Fiber Optic Sensor
In a Fabry-Perot strain sensor, light propagates through a cavity containing semi-
reflective mirrors. Some light and transmitted and some is reflected. The distance
between the two fiber tips is generally on the order of nanometers and, depending on
the gauge length (the active sensing region, defined as the distance between fusion
welds). As shown in Fig. 5.8, Lcavity is the original cavity length. δ is the change in
the cavity length from a given load. The returning light interferes resulting in black
and white bands known as fringes caused by destructive and constructive interference.
The intensity of these fringes varies due to a change in the optical path length related
to a change in cavity length when uni-axial force is applied. The sensing principle is
shown in Fig. 5.8 which were adapted from [136].
This phenomenon can be quantified through the summation of two waves [126].
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Fringes
Fabry-Perot Cavity
Collimating Lens
Focus Lens
δ Lcavity δ
(a)
(b)
Figure 5.8: Fabry-Perot sensing principle. (Top) light propagation in Fabry-Perot
cavity, (bottom) resulting fringe pattern. Figures were by Lemay, White and Zervas
[136].
By multiplying the complex conjugate and applying Euler’s identity, we obtain the
following equation of reflected intensity at a given power for planar wave fronts:
I = A21 + A
2
2 + 2A1A2cos(φ1 − φ2) (5.1)
with A1and A2 representing the amplitude coefficients of the reflected signals. The
above equation can be changed to represent only intensities by substituting A2i =
Ii(i = 1, 2) and φ1 − φ2 = ∆φ as
I = I1 + I2 + 2
√
I1I2cos∆φ (5.2)
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G L h 5 05age engt  . mm
Initial Air Gap 100.5μm Sensing Cavity 15.8μm Fusion Weld 130.6μm
Figure 5.9: (Top) magnified FPI strain sensor with three segment dimension, (bot-
tom) example FPI configuration embedded in an ABS cantilever beam and the inset
shows the fiber with a cent. Figures were by Lemay, White and Zervas [136].
An FPI fiber optic strain sensor (FOS-N-BA-C1-F1-M2-R1-ST, FISO Technologies,
Canada) was used to evaluate the systems resolution [136]. As shown in Fig. 5.9, the
main component of the FPI is the sensing cavity, measuring 15.8µm wide. A glass
capillary covering the sensing region is fusion welded to the fiber in two locations and
encapsulates the sensor. There is an air gap of approximately 100.5 µm wide. The
total length of the FPI sensor, including the glass capillary, and bare fiber is approxi-
mately 20mm. Besides immunity to electromagnetic and RF signal and substantially
less expensive than FBG, the advantages of this sensor includes: 1) static/dynamic
response capability, 2) high sensitivity and resolution, 3) no interference due to cable
bending and 4) robust to a large range of temperature variation (−40◦∼250◦) due to
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air gap insulation to the sensing region.
5.3 Opto-Mechanical Design of the Bench-
top FPI Interface Prototype
A previously developed benchtop test system depicted in Fig. 5.10, was presented
in [136] for strain measurement. This platform serves as the basis for the compact
FPI sensor interface developed as part of this work. As shown in Fig. 5.11, this
opto-mechanical design was implemented with a pigtailed laser diode (PLD) which
emits light in the 830nm wavelength of the infrared line with a power of 1mW. This
diode is controlled by a laser diode controller (LDC) (ITC-502, ThorLabs Inc, USA)
which has a PID built in which helps stabilize the temperature and current of the
diode when attached to laser cooler. The output of the pigtailed laser that exits the
FC connector (FC) at the end of the sensor’s fiber is connected to a Z axis translator
(ZT). This Z axis translator helps focus the divergent light onto a 20X objective lens
(Olympus, Japan) mounted to an X − Y axis translator (20XYT). This collimated
light is sent into a 50 : 50 beam splitter cube (BS) (BS017, Thorlabs Inc, USA) where
50% of the light is split towards the FPI sensor and the other 50% is not used.
The light that is sent to the sensor is focused onto the 50µm core of the sensor’s
multi-mode fiber. This focusing is accomplished with the help of another 20X ob-
jective lens mounted to an X − Y axis translator which focuses the light onto the
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ZT 20XYT 
BS LDC: Laser Diode Controller
PLD : Pigtailed Laser Diode 
ZT : Z-axis Translator
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20XYT : 20X Objective Lens  
BS : 50:50 Beam Splitter
PD : High-Speed Photodetector
DAQ : Data Acquisition System 
FPI 
   
PC : Processing Computer
FPI : FPI Sensor
Figure 5.10: Schematic diagram of the original previously developed opto-mechanical
design to implement FPI sensing. Figures were by Lemay, White and Zervas [136].
fiber core which is able to adjust via a Z-axis translator which has the FPI fiber’s
ST connector (ST) attached to it. The light travels through the fiber and into the
sensing cavity and then back reflects out the same optical axis it came in. This back
reflected light passes through the 20X objective lens and is collimated into the beam
splitter and once through the beam splitter the light is sent into the photodetector
(PD) (DET10A, Thorlabs Inc, USA). The photodetector’s output is digitized by a
16-bit data acquisition system (DAQ) (USB 6229-BNC, National Instruments, USA)
and a processing computer (PC) is used to calculate the strain values.
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20XYT
20XYT
FPIPLD
Fixture with Tracking 
Fiducial Frame
Figure 5.11: The original previously developed benchtop evaluation system of opto-
mechanical design to implement FPI sensor. Figures were by Lemay, White and
Zervas [136] for strain measurement and subsequently used by Su and Zervas et
al. [52, 137] for MRI force sensing.
5.4 Opto-mechanical Design of A
Compact FPI Interface Prototype
The dimension of the preliminary opto-mechanical system is about 80cm ×80cm
to generate the light pathway of FPI. To make it inexpensive and more compact,
new design iteration was conducted to replace the typical benchtop FPI interfaces
with a portable device residing inside the MRI robot controller box, and the final
design is shown in Fig.5.12. This system is powered with 9V alkaline battery and a
laser driver (LD1100, Thorlabs, Inc., USA) provides constant power with continuous
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laser output adjustment using a pin-programmable feedback gain. The light passes
through pigtailed laser diode (LPS-635-FC ,Thorlabs, Inc., USA) and goes through
the cube-mounted pellicle beam splitter (CM1-BP1, Thorlabs, Inc., USA).
FPI sensor and flexure
Optical fiber
Optical fiber
FC/ST connector
Beam splitter
Collimator
Laser driver
Laser 
diode
Signal output
Optical 
housing
Figure 5.12: The opto-mechanical design of the second generation FPI interface re-
siding inside MRI robot controller box to replace the first FPI interface.
To make the FPI interface compact and portable, one major design revision is to
replace the 20X objective lens and X − Y axis translator with a compact FiberPort
collimator (PAF-X-2-532, Thorlabs Inc, USA.). As shown in Fig. 5.13, there are
three lens positions that controls the light pathway of the lens, namely collimated,
converging, and diverging Similar to the first prototype of the FPI interface, the first
collimator is positioned to produce collimated light, while the second collimator is
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positioned to generate converging light that would focus on the FPI sensor.
 Replace a bulky X-Y-Z translator and lens with collimator   
  6 DOF fiber collimator and coupler 
 Compact housing with two collimator 
 1st collimator for collimation, 2nd for converging 
(a) (b) 
Figure 5.13: Three lens positions: collimated, converging, and diverging. Image
copyright c©Thorlabs Inc, USA.
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Figure 5.14: Schematic of the second generation FPI interface opto-mechanical design.
As shown in Fig. 5.14, the FiberPort is used to replace the original XYZ translator
and 20× object lens. A fiber optic mating sleeve (ADAFCST1, Thorlabs Inc, USA)
that connects FC/PC connector to ST connector is used to couple the fiber cable of
FPI sensor (ST connector) with the FC/PC-FC/PC fiber patch fiber cable (M42L05,
50µm, 0.22 NA, 5 m long, Thorlabs Inc, USA). The CAD model of these optical
components are shown in Fig. 5.15.
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Figure 5.15: CAD model of the second FPI interface.
5.5 Force Flexure Design
Force sensing element flexure is the key component of fiber optic force sensor and
the sensing range should be specified before design. It is reported in [138] that force
sensing range for prostate brachytherapy is within 20 Newton and a resolution of
0.01 Newton is sufficient. Due to the loss of tactile feedback in a teleoperated needle
placement robot [139], a 1-DOF fiber optic force sensor that measures in vivo needle
insertion forces is proposed based on our previous effort [137] to render proprioception
associated with brachytherapy.
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5.5.1 Force Flexure Design of First Prototype
Due to negligible friction force between the needle and needle guide, the reaction
forces between the mechanism (top plate) and the actuator drive rod is used to
measure needle insertion force as shown in the top of Fig. 5.16. The beam to hold
the actuator rod has a small 1.59mm groove to lay the sensor that would extend 30mm
along its side where the FPI sensor could be embedded. The appropriate length was
provided to ensure that the PVC fiber covering would be secured to the top plate
and provide added durability to the sensor. Because each friction driven piezoelectric
actuator can provides 12Newton force, the insertion translational motion is provided
by two linear motors. In terms of the insertion force range, 10Newton interaction
force is the maximum required for each sensor. The finite element analysis in Fig.
5.16 illustrates the maximum strain 100µ under 10 Newton axial force using ABS
plastic material with a Young’s Modulus of 2GPa and Poisson’s ratio 0.34.
5.5.2 Force Flexure Design of Second Prototype
We have developed a 6-DOF needle placement robot consisting of a modular 3-DOF
needle driver with fiducial tracking frame and a 3-DOF actuated Cartesian stage. A
preliminary study of this robot investigates the integration into FPI force sensor [52].
To achieve force sensing within required range for needle placement, a flexure mech-
anism design is presented here. The early study [137] also shows that the original
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Insertion Force
Reaction Force
Figure 5.16: (Top) needle insertion force measurement based on motor interaction
force. (Bottom) Finite element analysis of ABS top plate under 10 Newton axial
force.
opto-mechanical design is bulky and difficult to be integrated inside MRI scanner
room with the piezoelectric controller. A more compact and portable opto-mechanical
laser driver is imperative for MRI applications.
Besides fiber optic sensors utilizing light intensity modulation (e.g. [140]), wave-
length modulation approach is also studied by Park et al. using Fiber Bragg grating
(FBG) [104]. However, Fabry-Perot interference fiber optic sensor offers several ad-
vantages over other approaches. First, in contrast to intensity modulated techniques,
FPI, a phase modulated interferometry, provides absolute force measurement, in-
dependent of light source power variations. Second, because it takes advantage of
multi-mode fiber and minimizes adverse effect of thermal and chemical changes. Be-
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A. Flexure Design for Integration with Slave Robot
Besides fiber optic sensors utilizing light intensity modu-
lation (e.g. [30]), wavelength modulation approach is also
studied by Park et al. using Fiber Bragg grating (FBG)
[31]. However, Fabry-Perot interference fiber optic sensor
offers several advantages over other approaches. First, in
contrast to intensity modulated techniques, FPI, a phase
modulated interferometry, provides absolute force measure-
ment, independent of light source power variations – a
common problem that occurs due to flexing of fiber optic
cables. Second, it takes advantage of multi-mode fiber and
minimizes adverse effect of thermal and chemical changes.
Third, it can be miniaturized in meso-scale and integrated to
surgical tools (e.g. catheters or needles). In addition to bio-
compatibility, it is sterilization tolerant with ethylene oxide
and autoclave. The operating temperature is −40◦ to 250◦.
The sensing strain ranges from ±1000µ to ±5000µ with
resolution 0.01% of full scale. Most importantly, because it
relies on simple interference pattern based voltage measure-
ment, signal conditioning is simple in comparison with FBG
sensors. The FPI fiber sensor element (FISO Technologies,
Inc., Canada) is relatively inexpensive (about $250) and
can be designed to be disposable. The strain measurement
principle with the annotation of length of the cavity and
gauge (modified based on datasheet from the vendor) is
shown in Fig.2.
Fig. 2. FPI sensor element showing the strain measurement optical
components [32].
The stain is calculated in the following formula:
ε =
∆L
Lgage
=
Lcavity − Lo
Lgage
where Lcavity is the length of the Fabry-Perot cavity, in
nanometers (varies between 8, 000 and 23, 000nm), Lgage
is the gauge length (space between the fused weldings), in
millimeters. Lo is the initial length of the Fabry-Perot cavity,
in nanometers ε is the total strain measurement, in µ trains.
The FPI fiber sensor (FOS-N-BA-C1-F1-M2-R1-ST, FISO
Technologies, Inc., Canada) is embedded inside the sensor
groove vertically and the flexure is integrated with the
prostate needle driver as shown in Fig.3. Two flexure screw
mounts are used to couple with the robot mechanism. A
strain enhancement groove, developed through finite element
analysis (FEA) optimization of the flexture design, enhances
the dynamic range and ensures that the strain is within the
sensing range of FPI. The length of sensing region is 10mm,
Piezoelectric motor fixture
FPI sensor
Strain enhancement grooveFlexure screw mount
FPI sensor fiber
Fig. 3. Flexure configuration integrated with the slave prostate needle
placement manipulator. The inlay shows the flexure design and FPI fiber
sensor element embedded inside the sensor groove. The FPI sensor element
is placed vertically on the surface of the flexure.
and the center of active sensing region is 5mm away from the
distal end of the fiber. Thus horizontal strain enhancement
groove is located 5.75mm from the top of the flexure and
9.75mm from the bottom to allocate the full length of the
fiber. Two piezoelectric motor fixture slots are used to
constrain the piezoelectric motor drive rods, in combination
with a quick disconnect fixture block.
Aluminum alloy 6061 with Young’s Modulus of 69GPa
is used as the material of the flexure. As shown in Fig.4,
FEA confirms that the design is capable of measuring 20
Newton needle insertion force. The calibration is conducted
by adding standard weights on the FPI sensor flexure in
the same direction as the real needle force direction. The
calibration result is shown in Fig.5 and the relationship
between force and final output voltage signal is
u = 0.944 cos(0.668f − 0.025) + 4.989
where f is the force in Newton and u is the voltage in
volts. The root mean square (RMS) error of the calibration
is 0.318N.
B. Compact and Portable Opto-mechanical Design
The dimension of the preliminary benchtop opto-
mechanical FPI interface system is about 80cm ×80cm
to generate the light pathway. To reduce cost and size, a
compact design iteration is developed to replace the typical
benchtop FPI interfaces with a portable device that can
reside inside the MRI robot controller box as described in
the preliminary study [29] The final design is shown in
Fig.6. A laser driver (LD1100, Thorlabs, Inc., USA) provides
constant power with continuous laser output adjustment
using a pin-programmable feedback gain. The light passes
CONFIDENTIAL. Limited circulation. For review only.
Preprint submitted to 2013 IEEE/RSJ International Conference
on Intelligent Robots and Systems. Received March 22, 2013.
Figure 5.17: Flexure configuration integrated with the slave prostate needle place-
ment manipulator. The inlay shows the flexure design and FPI fiber sensor element
embedded inside the sensor groove. The FPI sensor element is placed vertically on
the surface of the flexure.
sides, it can be miniaturized in meso-scale and even integrated to surgical tools (e.g.
catheters or needles). In addition to bio-compatibility, it is sterilization tolerant with
ethylene oxide and autoclave. The operating temperature is −40◦ to 250◦. The sens-
ing strain ranges from ±1000µ to ±5000µ with resolution 0.01% of full scale. Most
importantly, because it relies on simple interference pattern based voltage measure-
ment, signal conditioning is simple in comparison with FBG sensor. The FPI fiber
sensor element (FISO Technologies, Inc., Canada) is relatively inexpensive (about
$250) and can be designed to be disposable.
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Piezoelectric motor fixture
FPI sensor groove
Strain enhancement 
groove
Flexure screw mount
Figure 5.18: CAD model of the flexure with dimension (unit:mm) and the FPI fiber
sensor is embedded inside the sensor groove. Two flexure screw mounts are used to
get fixed with the robot mechanism.
Fig.5.17 shows the flexure configuration integrated with the prostate needle place-
ment. The FPI sensor is placed vertically on the surface of the flexure. The inset
shows the strain measurement principle with the annotation of length of the cavity
and gauge (modified based on datasheet from the vendor). The stain is calculated in
the following formula:
ε =
∆L
Lgauge
=
Lcavity − Lo
Lgauge
(5.3)
where Lcavity is the length of the Fabry-Perot cavity, in nanometers (varies between
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8, 000 and 23, 000nm), Lgauge is the gauge length (space between the fused welding),
in millimeters. Lo is the initial length of the Fabry-Perot cavity, in nanometers ε is
the total strain measurement, in µ trains.
Fig. 5.19 illustrates the CAD model of the flexure with dimension. The FPI fiber
sensor (FOS-N-BA-C1-F1-M2-R1-ST, FISO Technologies, Inc., Canada) is embedded
inside the sensor groove. Two flexure screw mounts are used to get fixed with the
robot mechanism. Strain enhancement groove is designed to guarantee that the strain
is within the sensing range of FPI. The length of sensing region is 10mm, and the
center of active sensing region is 5mm away from the distal end of the fiber. Thus
horizontal strain enhancement groove is located 5.75mm from the top of the flexure
and 9.75mm from the bottom to allocate the full length of the fiber.
6
Figure 5.19: Finite element analysis shows the strain of the flexure under 20 Newton
axial force.
The intersection of FPI sensor groove and strain enhancement groove is the center
of active sensing region to maximize the sensing capability. Two piezoelectric motor
fixture slots are used to constrain the piezoelectric motor rod, in combination with a
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quick disconnect fixture block.
The sensor installation involves a two-step procedure: 1) metal surface preparation
by surface abrasion and neutralizer application; 2) fiber cable bonding by applying
a very small drop (less than 1mm) of 5-minutes epoxy about 3mm away from the
micro capillary and laying on adhesive slowly with a linear motion parallel to the
gauge orientation.
5.5.3 Fiber Optic Force Sensor Calibration
Calibration was performed by attaching the FPI to a manufactured cantilever beam.
Strain on the beam was calculated in terms of the applied force F :
xx =
12FLc
bt3E
(5.4)
where L is the length of the beam, c is the distance from the center of the beam
along the y-direction, b is the width of the base, t is the thickness, and E is Young’s
modulus.
In order to calibrate the FPI, the relationship between the intensity of light at the
output and the strain was derived. A hanger system was employed at the end of the
cantilever beam to statically apply the load in increments of the 5 grams. Each of
the weights used were weighted on a calibrated scale. The opto-mechanical setup was
used to measure the output light intensity from the FPI and was recorded using the
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LabView program.
Recall in equation 5.2, the change in phase ∆φ of the intensity equation is equal
to the wave number 2pi
λ
, multiplied by the length of the sensing cavity region and the
strain in the x-direction:
∆φ =
2pi(xxLcavity)
λ
(5.5)
This value for the change in phase was substituted into intensity equation and it
is now possible to predict the output intensity of light as a function of the induced
strain:
I = 2I0[1 + cos(
2pi(xxLcavity)
λ
)] (5.6)
Figure 5.20: Calibration results showing voltage versus strain of the FPI sensor to-
gether with the theoretical model. Figures was by Lemay, White and Zervas [136].
The calibrated system can be seen in the voltage-strain graph shown in Fig. 5.20.
The theoretically predicted relationship is superimposed in the figure. The output
voltage follows a sinusoidal pattern that repeats over an increasing applied force. A
LabView program is built to count cycles as the interference pattern repeats between
a maximum and minimum voltage range, which allows users to accurately determine
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the applied force. The discrepancy between the measurement and theoretical model
is due to the ambient light disturbance to the opto-mechanical prototype which is not
shielded during experiment. An optical packaging system with compact structure
and light shielding is under development. Depending on the required resolution, the
FPI sensor can be calibrated to remain within a pi
4
cycle for a maximum applied force
of 10 Newton that directly correlates voltage to force and avoids counting cycle. A
gage factor of 47.48mv/µ was calculated and when using a 16 bit data acquisition
system, the FPI sensor is able to measure a minimum strain value of approximately
6.4 nano strains.
For the second iteration of the flexure that is being integrated with the slave robot
as shown in Fig. 5.17, aluminum alloy 6061 with Youngs Modulus of 69GPa is
used as the material of the flexure. As shown in Fig. 5.19, finite element analysis
confirms that the design is capable of measuring 20 Newton needle insertion force.
The calibration is conducted by adding standard weights on the FPI sensor flexure in
the same direction as the real needle force direction. The calibration result is shown
in Fig. 5.21 and the relationship between force and final output voltage signal is
u = 0.944 cos(0.668f − 0.025) + 4.989 where f is the force in Newton and u is the
voltage in volts. The root mean square (RMS) error of the calibration is 0.318 N.
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5Fig. 4. Finite element analysis shows the strain of the flexure under 20
Newton axial force.
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Fig. 5. FPI sensor force-voltage calibration.
through pigtailed laser diode (LPS-635-FC ,Thorlabs, Inc.,
USA) and goes through the cube-mounted pellicle beam
splitter (CM1-BP1, Thorlabs, Inc., USA). Two collimator
(FiberPort PAF-X-2-532, Thorlabs, Inc., USA) are placed in
orthogonal orientation inside an aluminum optical housing.
A 10 meter long optical fiber is connected to the FPI fiber
cable through a FC/ST connector. All of the optical system
is enclosed inside the piezoelectric motor controller located
in the scanner room.
III. PNEUMATIC DRIVEN MASTER ROBOT WITH STRAIN
GAUGE FORCE SENSING
The search for actuation approaches for haptic device with
force feedback has been arduous since it requires to be MRI-
compatible, reliable, and robust. Piezoelectric motors have
been evaluated in our research group, as well as in [25],
[33] with admittance control to regulate force outputs or
novel mechanism design [34] as haptic actuators. However,
our experience shows that this kind of motor is inherently
non-backdrivable and relies on friction interaction between
piezoelectric elements and the motor drive rod or ring,
and therefore suffers from quickly wearing out and failure
in a short operation duration [35]. Pneumatic actuation
has been used for MRI-compatible master robots, since it
can be designed without ferrous components or electrical
signals and more importantly, the pressure output has a
Piezoelectric Motor 
controller
FPI interface
Pneumatic 
cylinder
Master device
Piezoelectric 
valves
Piezoelectric 
slave robot Phantom
Voltage to current 
converter
Fig. 6. The compact opto-mechanical design of FPI interfaces that are
capable of residing inside MRI robot controller box.
direct relationship with control signal which makes the force
control much easier than piezoelectric motors. Thus pressure
regulated pneumatics becomes a natural choice as an actuator
for a haptic master device. To our knowledge, this is the
first development for MRI-guided surgical applications by
utilizing hybrid pneumatic-piezoelectric actuation for master-
slave control, respectively.
As shown in Fig. 7, the haptic master device includes a
rotation encoded module to sense the rotation motion of the
virtual needle’s handle for steering, and also a translational
module that provides pneumatically actuated haptic force
feedback. A key feature of this design is that it decouples
the rotation and translation motion. The bearing housing
follows the rotation of the shaft actuated by user manual
rotation of the biopsy needle. Then the outer ring of the ball
bearings is rotated correspondingly. The inner ring of the
ball bearing maintains not rotated, but transmits the insertion
force exerted by the translation module. The two angular
contact ball bearings (Igus, Inc., East Providence, USA) are
placed against each other to provide better support to axial
direction force.
Fig. 7 depicts the CAD model of the pneumatic haptic
master device while Fig. 8 illustrates the system schematic.
A custom MRI-compatible pneumatic cylinder [36], which
is regulated by an opposing pair of high speed piezoelectric
pressure regulator valves (PRE-I, Hoerbiger, Germany), is
used to render proprioception force. With a fast response
time of 10ms and a relationship between pressure and
control current by 2mA/bar (1bar is 100, 000 Pa), this MRI-
compatible piezoelectric valve can regulate pressure up to
689kPa with control input ranging from 0 to 20mA. A linear
voltage to current conversion circuit board is designed to
transmit the 0 − 48V analog output from the piezoelectric
motor controller [27] to the desired current. Two pressure
sensors (PX309-100G5V, Omega, USA) are used to measure
the pressure output of the valves. An aluminum load cell
(MLP-10, Transducer Techniques, USA) with 44.45 Newton
sensing range is also used to measure interaction force
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Figure 5.21: Calibration results showing voltage versus force of the second flexure
design.
5.6 Discussi n and Conclusions
This chapter describes th desig of an MRI-compatible fiber ptic sensor to mea-
sure needle insertion f rces. This sensor utilizing FPI principle is very sensitive and
compact but still relatively l w cost. It presents the detailed design of sensor flexure
and FPI opto-mechanical interfaces.
It has been demonstrated in this chapter that fiber optic force sensing is one promis-
ing technique for sensing inside MRI. It is observed that the sensor and tool integration
issue is still the major strait for sensor design as the closer it is with the force area,
the more accurate it would be. Even the friction force between the needle and needle
guide is neglected in this sensor design, it might not be negligible and could be quan-
tified and compensated in future work. Soft sensor that could be embedded to the
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surgical tool tip might be one alternative in the future, however the cost and manu-
facturability could be major design concern. Sensor integration with robotic system
for the purpose of teleoperated needle insertion with haptic feedback is described in
Chapter 6.
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Chapter 6
Teleoperation System Utilizing
Hybrid Pneumatic-Piezoelectric
Actuation with Haptic Feedback
“For a successful technology, reality
must take precedence over public
relations, for nature cannot be
fooled.”
Richard Feynman
This chapter describes a master-slave teleoperation system with force feedback. This
system is based on the needle placement slave presented in Chapter 3. It presents
the pneumatic haptic master device with strain gauge force sensing for human-in-the-
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loop interaction, integration of the master device with the piezoelectrically actuated
prostate needle placement robot to implement a hybrid actuation teleoperation sys-
tem where master-slave robot are MRI-compatible inside MRI scanner room, bilateral
teleoperation control of the master-slave system; and experimental evaluation of po-
sition and force tracking of the master-slave robotic system.
6.1 Introduction
MRI has been evolving from a pure diagnosis imaging modality to an interven-
tional guidance tool in a number of clinical procedures, ranging from percutaneous
intervention of prostates [141], endoscopic surgery of the abdomen [142] to cranial
surgery [143]. In terms of the interaction between surgeon and robotic systems,
surgical robotics can be generally classified as three major categories [144], namely
supervisory controlled systems, teleoperated systems and shared control systems. A
teleoperation system is particularly favorable for MRI-guided therapy.
It is clearly beneficial to visualize interventional procedures on the fly, but also
commensurately challenging to develop MRI-compatible devices to assist surgeons,
the past decade has witnessed significant endeavor from actualizing MRI-compatible
instrumentations to elaborating intelligent surgical equipment utilizing robotics ap-
proaches [145,146].
Since open bore MRI scanner avails itself of more space for the surgeon and the
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medical equipment, either vertically (double-donut type, like SIGNA SP, 0.5Tesla,
General Electric, USA) [147] or horizontally (AIRIS-II, 0.3Tesla, Hitachi Medical
Corp., Japan) [148], early MRI-compatible robotics is tailored for procedures therein
to ameliorate the constrained space of closed-bore MRI. However, the most commonly
available MRI scanners are closed-bore high field diagnostic MRI basing on a single
superconductive magnet. This type of scanner offers better quality imaging with
real-time acquisition speeds.
Inside this kind of MRI scanner bore, MRI-guided needle placement procedures are
imposed with three challenges. First, needle placement is intrinsically difficult due to
tissue deformation, organ edema, needle deflection, and respiration induced motion
or involuntary motion of the patient, etc. Second, as the radiologist has to reach the
surgical site inside scanner during the procedure, there is a lack of visualization of the
MRI volume and the surgical tool, and the radiologist has to mentally register the
targets and surgical tool, which is time-consuming, awkward, unsafe and inaccurate.
It usually requires an iterative procedure that needs to move patient out of scanner
for intervention and move inside scanner for imaging confirmation. Third, the limited
space inside the bore is typically 60− 70cm in diameter and 200cm in length. As the
patient is usually placed at the iso-center of the scanner and more than 1 meter away
from the boundary of scanner, it was found that the ergonomics of manual needle
placement or insertion proved very difficult in the confines of the scanner bore. As
shown in Fig. 6.1, the teleoperation system and the surgeon are located inside MRI
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scanner room. A user sits inside the control room to monitor the procedure from
scanner console as redundant safety mechanism.
the operation from beside the patient in the scanner room, but
outside the constraints of the scanner bore, where he/she can
control a haptic master device to teleoperate the slave robot
to achieve simultaneous manipulation and visualization, and
even dynamically compensate interventional errors. Since
expert surgeons are known to rely on the kinesthetic feedback
to identify tissue properties, a force feedback is crucial to the
teleoperation system which usually sacrifices tactile feedback
to achieve the aforementioned benefits.
Recently, a number of MRI-compatible manipulators have
been developed to serve as the slave robot from a teleopera-
tion perspective, [9]–[13] to name only a few. For a detailed
review of current status, see [14], [15] for details. Currently,
the field of MRI-compatible haptic device is also quickly
sprouting. Gassert et al. [16] employed a haptic interface with
light intensity based fiber optic sensor to measures interaction
forces with the human subject for neuroscience brain activity
study with functional MRI (fMRI). Yu et al. [17] compared
hydrodynamic and pneumatic actuation of haptic interface
during live fMRI. Hara et al. [18] investigated an electrostatic
haptic joystick for similar applications. Turkseven and Ueda
[19] designed and evaluated a 1-axis force sensing haptic
interface utilizing light intensity modulation.
MRI-compatible master-slave system developments have
been carried out in very few groups. Kokes et al. [20]
evaluated a teleoperated hydraulic needle driver robot uti-
lizing commercially available haptic interface (PHANTOM
Omni, SensAble Technologies, Inc, USA) which is not MRI-
compatible, thus located inside control room. Yang et al.
[21] from the same group developed a pneumatic needle
driver with piezoelectric driven Cartesian stage (slave robot)
and a master robot with electrical motor actuation and
commercially available force sensor. Seifabadi et al. [22]–
[24] evaluated position tracking accuracy for a teleoperated
needle insertion robot without haptic feedback. Tse et al.
[25] developed a haptic system with piezoelectric motor and
proposed neural network based admittance force control.
In our previous research effort, we have developed piezo-
electric actuator drivers to control prostate needle place-
ment robot [26] and concentric tube robot [27] allowing
simultaneous imaging with robot motion. From meticulous
analysis and comparison of different actuation and sensing
principles, piezoelectric actuation is preferable to pneumatic
or hydraulic approaches in applications such as needle place-
ment due to its high position control accuracy. Pneumatic
systems, which can utilized direct regulation of air pressure,
are intrinsically ideal for force control, thus a favorable
candidate for human-robot haptic interaction. Fiber optic
force sensors operate on non-electrical signals, thus the
promising technique for force sensing on a needle driver
inside the MRI scanner’s bore. However, stain gauge based
force sensor [28] can be designed work outside MRI scanner
bore, such as in a master manipulator.
As shown in Fig. 1, the teleoperation system and the
surgeon are located inside MRI scanner room. The procedure
can be monitored from the scanner console as redundant
safety mechanism. The interventional slave robot is located
inside the scanner bore to perform the procedure under
teleoperation from the haptic master robot which is also
inside the scanner room besides the patient bed. The surgeon
manipulates the haptic device to control needle placement,
whereas the FPI fiber optic force sensor measures needle
insertion force and reflects back to the surgeon by the
pneumatic haptic device. The force controller regulates sur-
geon’s force sensation by closing an impedance control force
feedback loop with a master side strain gauge force sensor.
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Fig. 1. System architecture for the master-slave teleoperation system
where the haptic master device provides force feedback while MRI display
provides visual feedback during intervention.
The primary contributions of this paper include: 1) op-
timizing the design of needle force sensor flexure and
designing a compact FPI interface for highly sensitive force
sensing; 2) developing a pneumatic haptic master device with
strain gauge force sensing for human-in-the-loop interaction,
3) integrating a master device with previously designed
piezoelectrically actuated prostate needle placement robot
to implement an MRI-compatible hybrid actuated teleoper-
ation system inside MRI scanner room; 4) implementing a
bilateral teleoperation control of the master-slave system; 5)
experimentally evaluating position and force tracking of the
master-slave robotic system.
II. FLEXURE DESIGN AND OPTO-MECHANICAL DESIGN
FOR SLAVE ROBOT WITH FPI FORCE SENSING
We have developed a 6 degree-of-freedom (DOF) needle
placement robot which consists of 3-DOF needle driver
module and a 3-DOF Cartesian stage with a fiducial track-
ing frame. The Cartesian stage consists of an insertion, a
lateral and a vertical translation. The needle driver provides
two co-axial insertion translations and an axial rotation. A
preliminary study of this slave robot is shown in [26].
To achieve force sensing within the required range for
needle placement, a flexure mechanism design is presented
here. The early study [29] shows that the original opto-
mechanical design is bulky and difficult to be integrated
inside MRI scanner room with the piezoelectric motion
control system. The developed more compact and portable
opto-mechanical laser driver and interrogator is imperative
for MRI applications.
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Figure 6.1: System architecture for the master-slave teleoperation system where the
haptic master device provides force feedback while MRI display provides visual feed-
back during intervention.
Correspondingly, an MRI-compatible master-slave teleoperation system with force
feedback is desirable to address these issues. First, an MRI-compatible needle place-
ment robot (slave robot) can be designed with high accuracy to precisely control the
needle motion. Second, diverse array of sensors (e.g. osition encoders, optical tool
tracker) can be integrated and fused to register and display the surgical tool informa-
tion with the pre-operative or intra-operative MRI volume. Ultrasound-MRI registra-
tion or CT-MRI registration is also possible to be integrated to improve the surgical
outcome. Third, as robot can be designed compact, it is capable of circumventing
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the space limit to the surgeon. Most importantly, a teleoperated master-slave system
would allow the surgeon to perform the operation from the scanner room comfortably
beside the patient instead of reaching deep inside the scanner bore, where he/she can
control a haptic master device to teleoperate the slave robot to achieve simultaneous
manipulation and visualization, and even dynamically compensate interventional er-
rors. Since expert surgeons are known to rely on the kinesthetic feedback to identify
tissue properties, a force feedback is crucial to the teleoperation system which usually
sacrifices tactile feedback to achieve the aforementioned benefits.
Recently, a number of MRI-compatible manipulators have been developed to serve as
the slave robot from a teleoperation perspective, [46,77,149–151] to name only a few.
For a detailed review of current status, see [8, 152] for details. Currently, the field of
MRI-compatible haptic device is also quickly sprouting. Gassert et al. [153] employed
a haptic interface with light intensity based fiber optic sensor to measures interaction
forces with the human subject for neuroscience brain activity study with functional
MRI (fMRI). Yu et al. [154] compared hydrodynamic and pneumatic actuation of
haptic interface during live fMRI. Hara et al. [155] investigated an electrostatic haptic
joystick for similar applications. Turkseven and Ueda [156] designed and evaluated a
1-axis force sensing haptic interface utilizing light intensity modulation.
MRI-compatible master-slave system developments are carried out in very few
groups. Kokes et al. [157] evaluated a teleoperated hydraulic needle driver robot
utilizing commercially available haptic interface (PHANTOM Omni, SensAble Tech-
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nologies, Inc, USA) which is not MRI-compatible, thus located inside control room.
Yang et al. [16] from the same group developed a pneumatic needle driver with piezo-
electric driven Cartesian stage (slave robot) and a master robot with electrical motor
actuation and commercially available force sensor. Seifabadi et al. [10, 44, 158] eval-
uated position tracking accuracy for a teleoperated needle insertion robot without
haptic feedback. Tse et al. [159] developed a haptic system with piezoelectric motor
and proposed neural network based admittance force control.
In our previous research effort, we have developed piezoelectric actuator drivers to
control prostate needle placement robot [52] and concentric tube robot [53] allowing
simultaneous imaging with robot motion. From meticulous analysis and comparison of
different actuation and sensing principles, it is speculated that piezoelectric actuation
is more preferable over pneumatic or hydraulic ones for motion control in situation
where high position accuracy is imperative, like needle placement. Moreover, it is
easier for position control and has higher bandwidth. Pneumatic system, which can
be regulated by pressure, is intrinsically ideal for force regulation, thus a favorable
candidate for human robot haptic interaction. Fiber optic force sensors operate on
non-electrical signals, thus the promising technique for force sensing inside MRI.
However, stain gauge based force sensor [111] can be designed work outside MRI
scanner bore through proper filtering and shielding.
Another design consideration is to have the surgeon to operate haptic master device
inside the MRI room and beside the bed. This integration of the physician with the
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system would facilitate better access to the patient in emergency and psychologically
more acceptable to the patients. Thus it requires the design of MRI-compatible
haptic device with force feedback. This is a significant improvement over systems
that require the physician to operate the teleoperation master from a remote location
such as the console room.
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Figure 6.2: Benchtop setup of the master-slave teleoperation system consisting of
a MRI robot controller with piezoelectric actuator driver system, pneumatic master
robot, piezoelectric slave robot, and FPI force sensing optical system.
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6.2 Pneumatic Driven Master Robot with
Strain Gauge Force Sensing
Developing an actuation approach for haptic device with force feedback has been
arduous since it requires to be MRI-compatible, reliable and robust. Piezoelectric
motors have been evaluated [159,160] with admittance control to regulate force out-
puts or novel mechanism design [161] as actuators for haptic devices. However, our
experience shows that as this kind of motor is inherently non-backdrivable and relies
on friction interaction between piezoelectric element and the motor rod or ring, it suf-
fers from quickly wearing out and failure in a short operation duration. Pneumatic
actuation has been used for MRI-compatible slave robot since it can be designed with-
out metallic parts or electrical signal. Thus pressure regulated pneumatics becomes
a natural actuator selection for haptic master device. A hybrid actuation utilizing
piezoelectric and pneumatic motors for slave and master robot is novel and we are
the first group to deploy this for MRI-guided surgical applications in terms of our
knowledge.
As shown in Fig. 6.3, the novel mechanism haptic device includes a rotation en-
coded module to sense the rotation motion of the biopsy needle for steering and a
translational module that provides pneumatically actuated haptic force feedback.
A key feature of this design is that it decouples the rotation and translation motion.
The bearing housing follows the rotation of the shaft actuated by user manual rotation
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Figure 6.3: CAD model of the pneumatic master haptic device with decoupled ro-
tation and translation mechanism. An aluminum load cell is calibrated to measure
interaction force between the user and the biopsy needle. Custom MRI-compatible
pneumatic cylinder is used to render proprioception force. The mechanism includes a
rotation encoded module to sense the rotation motion of the biopsy needle for steer-
ing and a translational module that provides pneumatically actuated haptic force
feedback.
of the biopsy needle. Then the outer ring of the ball bearings is rotated correspond-
ingly. The inner ring of the ball bearing maintains stationary in rotation direction,
but transmits the insertion force exerted by the translation module. The two angular
contact ball bearings (Igus, Inc., East Providence, USA) are placed against each other
to provide better support to axial direction force.
Fig. 6.3 depicts the CAD model of the pneumatic master haptic device while Fig.
6.4 illustrates the system schematic. Custom MRI-compatible pneumatic cylinder [24]
regulated by an opposing pair of piezoelectric valves (PRE-I, Hoerbiger, Germany)
is used to render proprioception force. The piezoelectric valve can regulate pressure
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Figure 6.4: Mechanical and electrical connection of the master-slave system, where
solid line shows the mechanical connection and dashed line shows the electrical signal.
Piezoelectric motor controller supports analog input/output for force sensing and
piezoelectric valve control in addition to piezoelectric motor actuation.
up to 689 kPa, that is equivalent to 100 Pounds per Square Inch (PSI) with con-
trol input 0 − 20 mA. This pneumatic setup is ideal for practical applications since
typical pressures from compressors are 80-100 PSI and hospital supplies is 40 PSI.
Since pressure is linearly related to force (when ignoring friction force) 2 mA/bar,
this MRI-compatible pressure valve with fast response time (10ms) is selected. The
analog output of the piezoelectric motor controller [53] is 0 − 48 V, a linear voltage
to current conversion circuit board is designed with a voltage-to-current transmitter
(AM422, Analog Devices, USA) which features adjustable gain and offset and input
voltage limitation. Two pressure sensors (PX309-100G5V, Omega, USA) measure
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the pressure output of the valves. An aluminum load cell (MLP-10, Transducer Tech-
niques, USA) with 44.45 Newton sensing range is calibrated to measure interaction
force between the user and the biopsy needle. In this teleoperation system, it is used
for closed loop force control.
6.3 Experimental Evaluation of Integra-
tion and Control of Master-Slave Tele-
operation System
This section describes system integration of the master-slave system and evaluation
of the position and force tracking capability of the bilateral teleoperation system.
Teleoperated needle placement results under continuous live MRI is also reported.
6.3.1 Slave Robot Position Tracking Experiment
The accuracy study starts from a position tracking experiment of the slave robot
to follow master robot motion. The master robot is manually moved in the insertion
direction which is set up as a desired setpoints of the slave robot by sending master
robot position to the piezoelectric motor driver of the slave robot. As shown in Fig.
6.5, the slave robot’s insertion axis tracks this master robot motion in a range about
65mm. The root mean square (RMS) error of position tracking is 0.102mm.
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Fig. 9. Master-slave position tracking results and its error. The master
robot is manually moved and the insertion axis of slave robot tracks this
motion in 27.6 seconds with 0.318 mm RMS error.
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Fig. 10. Master-slave force tracking results. The master robot is regulated
to track a 1Hz sinusoidal (top) and chirp signal (bottom) to evaluate the
bandwidth the force control system. RMS errors are 2.227 Newton and
2.580 Newton respectively.
for insertion into gelatin phantom. Fig. 12 shows four ex-
ample screen shots of the needle trajectory from insertion to
retraction under live MRI guidance. The imaging sequences
utilized echo planar imaging (EPI) at 2Hz to visualize the
real-time insertion. Needle artifact at the tip is observed. The
crescent shaped artifact is largely due the imaging sequence
itself. We have thoroughly demonstrated the capability of
our system to operate during live imaging without visually
observable artifact [26], and are working to evaluate the
optimal real-time scan parameters for monitoring needle
insertion.
V. DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSION
This paper presents a surgical master-slave teleoperation
system for percutaneous interventional procedures under
continuous MRI guidance. Prostate biopsy is the primary
MRI display
Slave robot
Master robot
Piezoelectric 
motor controller
Fig. 11. MRI teleoperation system setup with a Siemens 3 Tesla MRI
scanner. A clinical MRI display resides besides the scanner to visualize the
teleoperated needle placement procedure.
Fig. 12. Example screen shots of the needle trajectory from insertion
to retraction under live MRI guidance during teleoperation. The 18 gauge
clinical needle made of titanium induces visually identifiable artifact for
tracking with an echo planar imaging sequence at 2Hz.
clinical application, while this system is generally applicable
for other percutaneous procedures (e.g. neurosurgery or car-
diac interventions). By leveraging the complementary feature
of two MRI-compatible actuation approaches, a pneumat-
ically actuated haptic master robot is developed to render
needle placement proprioception with a piezoelectrically ac-
tuated slave robot with FPI force sensing. Force and position
tracking results are demonstrated to validate the tracking
performance of the integrated system.
Teleoperated prostate biopsy for multiple targets has been
conducted in the hospital, and a thorough analysis of the
accuracy of this result is under way. Improved imaging
sequence development is in progress. An advanced force
control algorithm is being exploited to improve the force
tracking performance. Statistical user study would facilitate
to understand the system performance in comparison with
manual needle placement.
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Figure 6.5: Master-slave position tracking results and its error. The master robot
is manually moved a d the i sertion axis of slave robot tracks this motion in 27.6
seconds with 0.318 mm RMS error.
6.3.2 Master Robot Force Tracking Experiment
The robot was further evaluated by master robot force tracking in benchtop setting.
The master robot is pushed against a rigid fixture to maintain solid stabilization of
the biopsy needle interface. Then master robot is commanded to track the force from
FPI sensing of slave robot. The pressure force generated by the opposing pair of
piezoelectric valves is
Fp = P1A1 − P2A2 (6.1)
where P1 and P2 are pressure of the two chambers, A1 and A2 are the piston areas
excluding the cross section of the rod. For the desired control force Fd, the desired
pressure of each valve is calculated as follows:
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If Fd ≥ 0, 
P d1 =
1
A1
(F d + P20A2)
P d2 = P20
(6.2)
If Fd < 0, 
P d1 = P10
P d2 = − 1A2 (F d − P10A1)
(6.3)
For the purpose of evaluation, both sinusoidal (of fixed frequency) and chirp (of
time varying frequency) voltage signals are used as simulated FPI reference force.
The reference sinusoidal force signal is defined as F d = a sin(2pift) + b, where a =
7, b = 9, f = 1. The reference chirp force signal is defined as F d = a sin(2pift) + b,
where a = 7, b = 9, f = 0.01t. Fig. 6.6 demonstrates that the tracking capability
of the two signals with RMS errors 2.227Newton and 2.580 Newton respectively. As
this preliminary result tracks 1Hz sinusoidal force signal, whereas the one from [154]
is much slower at 0.1 Hz with a similar tracking performance.
6.3.3 Teleoperated Needle Insertion under Live MRI
Fig. 6.7 illustrates the teleoperation system setup with a Siemens 3 Tesla MRI
scanner. A clinical MRI display resides besides the scanner to provides visual feedback
during the teleoperated needle placement procedure.
Clinical 18 gauge biopsy needle (Invivo International, The Netherlands) made of low
artifact titanium is used to for insertion into gelatin phantom. Fig. 6.8 is four screen
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Figure 6.6: Master-slave force tracking results and the master robot is regulated to
track a 1Hz sinusoidal (top) and chirp signal (bottom) to evaluate the bandwidth the
force control system. RMS errors are 2.227 Newton and 2.580 Newton respectively.
shots of the needle trajectory from insertion to retraction under live MRI guidance.
The imaging sequences utilized echo planar imaging at 2Hz to visualize the real-time
insertion. Needle artifact at the tip is observed. The crescent shaped artifact is largely
due the imaging sequence itself. Through we have demonstrated the capability of our
system without visually observable artifact [52], a better MRI sequence to image this
kind of needle in real-time is desirable.
6.4 Discussion and Conclusions
This chapter presents a surgical master-slave teleoperation system for percuta-
neous interventional procedures under continuous MRI guidance. Prostate biopsy
and brachytherapy are the primary clinical applications while this system is generally
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Figure 6.7: MRI teleoperation system setup with a Siemens 3 Tesla MRI scanner. A
clinical MRI display resides besides the scanner to visualize the teleoperated needle
placement procedure.
applicable for other percutaneous procedures (e.g. neurosurgery or cardiac interven-
tions). By leveraging the complementary feature of two MRI-compatible actuation
approaches, a pneumatically actuated haptic master robot is developed to render nee-
dle placement proprioception with a piezoelectrically actuated slave robot with FPI
force sensing. Force and position tracking results are demonstrated to validate the
tracking performance of the integrated system.
With the developed system, both force and position scaling is available to the de-
veloper and user. In terms of force scaling, sensitive force measurement could be
amplified to the user to gain better feeling of the tissue and needle interaction force.
The needle insertion force could be good indicator of tumors, especially for those
not displayed through MRI imaging. Investigation of this phenomena could be ex-
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Figure 6.8: Screen shots of the needle trajectory from insertion to retraction under live
MRI guidance during teleoperation. The 18 gauge clinical needle made of titanium
induces artifact with echo planar imaging sequence at 2Hz.
tremely useful to identify tumor and adjust diagnosis or treatment plan on the fly,
especially from a force scaling perspective. This is also the exact benefit of teleop-
eration, namely augment human perception capability. Similarly, position from the
master device can also be scaled down to perform fine motion on the slave side. The
tradeoff between stability and transparency in bilateral teleoperation has been orig-
inally proposed in [162], and recent stability analysis theory would be guideline to
design bilateral controllers for our system.
The MRI compatibility result of teleoperation procedure is not as ideal as the slave
robot itself, and this attributes to several potential reasons First, for relatively slow
motion of the master robot, the slave robot tracks the master robot motion very
accurately. When the tracking error is within some error band (1 encoder tick in
our implementation), the current waveform implementation would simply output zero
voltage. These two features would lead to quick power start and shutdown, generating
sharp edges, thus high frequency components. This induces high noise to scanner.
The solution is either output a extrapolated smooth signal or finish one cycle of
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waveform. Another reason is incomplete shielding of the master robot. The linear
power rail and encoder reading signal of the master robot would also introduce noise.
Teleoperated prostate biopsy for multiple targets has been conducted in the hos-
pital, and a thorough analysis of the accuracy of this result is under way. Better
imaging sequence is in demand even the robotic system itself does not cause visually
observable artifact. Advanced force control algorithm (e.g. sliding mode control [163])
is being explored to improve the force tracking performance. A user study with sta-
tistical method is planned to be performed to facilitate understanding the system
performance in comparison with manual needle placement. The developed master
slave system has been proved to be feasible for MRI guidance without visible image
artifacts.
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Chapter 7
Conclusions and Future Extension
“Prediction is very difficult,
especially about the future.”
Niels Bohr
This dissertation discussed topics related to developing interventional assistant de-
vices for MRI. The developed three generations of prostate interventional robotic
systems represent different, but complementary approaches to the same surgical prob-
lem, namely automated needle placement, closed loop steering needle placement, and
teleoperated needle placement.
The first generation robot is for automated needle placement, that includes a
straight needle placement robot (also known as cylindrical approach) and a angulated
needle placement robot (also known as conical approach). The second generation
robot focuses on the capability of the needle driver, which could drive asymmetric tip
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continuum needle or concentric tube continuum needles. The third generation robot
provides a teleoperated master-slave system with force feedback for needle placement.
Besides the robot design with piezoelectric actuation, MRI-compatible fiber optic
sensor utilizing FPI principle was developed and it is compact but still relatively low
cost. The master-slave system is integrated with the developed fiber optic sensor.
Teleoperation position and force tracking results were also reported.
7.1 Summary of Work and Contributions
An overview of this work is presented below with a summary of contributions and
lessons learned along the way.
• Fully-Actuated 6-DOF Robotic System with Modular Hardware and
Software for Prostate Biopsy and Brachytherapy
I have designed a fully actuated 6-DOF robot for prostate biopsy and brachyther-
apy and developed a modular hardware and software system that is scanner
independent and operable for general purpose procedures. A surgical workflow
with robot assistance that respects clinical procedure is also developed. RMS
error of 25 target biopsy is 0.83 mm inside gelatin phantom. This 6-DOF robotic
device is piezoelectrically actuated to provide precision motion with joint-level
precision of better than 0.03 mm, and is fully MRI-compatible allowing simul-
taneous robotic motion and imaging with no image quality degradation. The
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MRI compatibility of the robot has been evaluated under typically utilized 3
Tesla MRI using standard prostate imaging sequences, with an average signal
to noise ratio loss of less than 5% during simultaneous actuator motion and MR
imaging.
• MRI-Guided Asymmetric Tip Continuum Robot
I have implemented the nonholonomic kinematic model and simulated the kine-
matics of the asymmetric tip steerable continuum robot. The steering capabil-
ity of clinical medical needles was demonstrated and compared with theoretical
kinematic model. Flexible asymmetric tip needle tip position can be steered
in 3D by rotating and translating the needle shaft. A Continuous Uncoupled
Revolution Velocity-independent steering algorithm was proposed to control
the steering curvature and compensate motion errors. And this algorithm is
demonstrated with numerical simulation.
• MRI-Guided Concentric Tube Continuum Robot
I have designed and validated a versatile MRI-guided concentric tube contin-
uum robotic system. The accuracy of active cannula control was evaluated in
benchtop trials using an external optical tracking system with RMS error in
tip placement of 1.00 mm. Preliminary phantom trials of three active cannula
placements in the MRI scanner showed cannula trajectories that agree with our
kinematic model, with a RMS tip placement error of 0.61− 2.24 mm.
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• Modeling, Design and Calibration of Fabry-Perot Interferometer Fiber
optic Force Sensor
Fabry-Perot interferometry based fiber optic strain sensor was modeled and de-
signed to provide high-resolution axial needle insertion force measurement and
is robust to large range of temperature variation. A compact and portable
opto-mechanical design of the FPI interface for light pathway generation was
developed and integrated with the robot controller box. Sensor flexure is opti-
mized by simulation and the sensor is calibration with 20 Newton sensing range.
As a novel and disposable sensor with high sensitivity, this is the first of its kind
as low cost medical device for MRI-guided surgical applications.
• Teleoperation Control with Force Feedback Utilizing Hybrid Pneumatic-
Piezoelectric Actuation
By leveraging the complementary features of pneumatic and piezoelectric actu-
ation, a pneumatically actuated haptic master robot is also developed to render
proprioception associated with needle placement interventions. An aluminum
load cell is designed and calibrated to close the impedance control loop of the
master robot. Bilateral teleoperation algorithm for slave-master position track-
ing and master-slave force tracking are developed. Both position and force
tracking experiments are demonstrated with satisfactory accuracy and band-
width. Teleoperated needle insertion with phantom was evaluated with Siemens
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3Tesla scanner.
7.2 Impact and Future Work
The research presented in this dissertation addresses several major challenges of
mechatronics system design for MRI-guided surgical interventions. Actuation, sensing
and teleoperation have been thoroughly studied in this work.
Impact
The proposed hardware and software support MRI-compatible robot-assisted surgi-
cal interventions. Prostate biopsy and brachytherapy were used for primarily clinical
applications. When this fundamental challenge is addressed, the angulated 6-DOF
robot gives all required motion dexterity, while needle steering using the two ver-
sions of steerable continuum robot adds more manipulability. Motion planning and
dosimetry planning with these robot mechanisms is not reported in literature. Thus,
this mechanism enables evaluation of many different needle placement methods and
planning algorithms.
The presented three MRI-compatible robotic approaches enables percutaneous in-
terventions in a minimally invasive and accurate manner. The developed mechanism
is for prostate interventions, however, the modular hardware and software support a
variety of image-guided percutaneous procedures. As long as a mechatronic system
is MRI-compatible, it is also compatible with ultrasound or CT guidance.
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The systems presented in this dissertation open up the doors to many possibili-
ties for MRI-guided systems. MRI’s broad spectrum of imaging capability including
spectroscopy, oxygenation, thermometry, diffusion, elastography, and flow can be in-
corporated into robot-assisted therapy.
Lessons Learned
A robot, as a electromechanical system, requires delicate mechanism and electronics
design while computer science adds intelligence to it. MRI-compatible mechatronics,
as an multidisciplinary research area, requires fundamental understanding of the re-
lated disciplines. Since the building materials of MRI-compatible robot could be
primarily plastic, structural analysis and optimization is of great importance to avoid
mechanical instability and lack of repeatability. One method is to use parallel mech-
anism structure that is generally more rigid than serial mechanism. Another method
is structural optimization to design appropriate linkages.
The electrical circuit design is one key to the success of MRI-compatible robots.
Electrically, our system needs to integrate the low level C firmware to high level Java
control software. Low noise waveform generating electronics and image-guided control
software with OpenIGTLink communication have been developed.
Control software development provides a unified framework to integrate the me-
chanical system and electrical system. Motion planning and dosimetry planning could
provide optimized surgical outcome.
Future Work
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There is no major technical hurdle for the next phase of clinical evaluations. How-
ever, a thorough clinical workflow design is imperative to integrate the robot system
with clinical procedures. As surgical robot development usually involves development
or modification of traditional workflow. Phantom accuracy study indicates that the
proposed three MRI-guided robotic approaches is sufficient to target clinically sig-
nificant prostate cancer foci. However, for in vivo tissue needle placements, tissue
inhomogeneity and edema would cause some other errors. Ex vivo study and cadaver
experiments could be the intermediate step toward clinical trial on human.
A natural extension of the current system is to combine the different techniques
for percutaneous intervention outcome improvement presented at the end of Chapter
4. There is no thorough investigation of the effects of these techniques in a unified
framework.
Another research area for MRI-guided surgical robotics is imaging and navigation.
The hardware development for image-guided robotics has been largely set solid foun-
dation by researchers of both pneumatic and piezoelectric actuation. However, in
general, the image guidance is progressing relative slowly. One effort has been ex-
pended for novel compact tubular fiducial design in our group [164]. However, more
importantly, real-time robot localization, registration, and tracking are the key parts
to close the image guidance and feedback control loop. Right now, the technology
developed in this dissertation and the majority of research community are aiming for
closed-loop image-guided interventional systems. In particular, needle tracking, espe-
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cially curved tracking for MRI is not studied. Tracking with the robot kinematics and
Kalman filtering could be an effective tool to address these issues. Image processing
and computer vision would play a major role for image-guided robotic systems.
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